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Legislative Politics in the Solid South

Abstract

How does the absence of competitive parties a�ect legislative politics? In this three-paper

dissertation, I explore this question in the context of the American Solid South, which persisted

from the re-establishment of white Democratic rule following Reconstruction until the Civil

Rights Era. Using a variety of original data, particularly on state legislative roll call voting,

I explore how one-party government a�ects legislative behavior and the representation that

constituents receive. In the �rst paper, I examine how the creation of the Solid South through

black disfranchisement a�ected state legislative roll call voting, demonstrating that formal, in-

stitutional black disfranchisement was impactful for legislative representation. This piece �lls

an important gap in the literature by demonstrating that the rules limiting the franchise in the

South shaped the unique political character of the Solid South. In the second paper, I examine

whether southern state legislatures exhibited party-like patterns in roll call voting. This allows

me to assess whether intra-party factions capably substituted for parties in facilitating issue

representation in this one-party, Democrat-dominated political setting. Finally, in the third

paper, co-authored with James Snyder, we explore how representation on a particular issue,

prohibition, was a�ected by the Solid South’s lack of party competition. By focusing on this

single issue, we are able to develop estimates of voters’ preferences for this important period of

American political history. Taken together, these papers re�ne scholarly understanding of the

role of parties in the legislative process and o�er new detail and nuance to characterizations

of politics in the one-party, Democratic South.
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| Introduction

The politics of the Solid South has long been regarded as exceptional: exceptionally ex-

clusionary, for its systematic exclusion of African Americans; exceptionally partyless, with

one-party rule stretching across space and time to a degree not otherwise seen in American

history; exceptionally poor at facilitating issue representation, as a lack of party competition

and elite manipulation of an attenuated electorate facilitated elite rent-seeking. Yet the Solid

South has long fascinated scholars of American politics because while the limits to which it

took politics on these dimensions are exceptional, the dimensions themselves are not. Racial

exclusion, party politics, and issue representation are central features of the American politi-

cal experience, North and South, past and present. Studying the Solid South therefore allows

scholars to uncover a more general understanding of American politics. In this dissertation, I

contribute to this enterprise by studying the politics of southern state legislatures during the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While the three papers that comprise the disser-

tation are distinct – in their main topic, the time period they focus on, the methods employed

– all are centrally concerned with learning more about legislative representation, through the

Solid South.

The �rst paper, “‘Restoration’ and Representation: Legislative Consequences of Black Dis-

franchisement in the American South, 1879-1916,” draws on an original collection of state

legislative roll call data to explore the consequences of black disfranchisement for legislative

representation. Previous scholarship o�ers ambiguous predictions for whether black disfran-

chisement itself – rather than fraud or violence – shaped legislative politics in the South. I

1



characterize the main dimension of legislative con�ict in di�erent southern states, and then

demonstrate that disfranchisement resulted in substantial shifts away from black preferences

in roll call voting both in states with and without pre-disfranchisement party competition.

The results indicate that black disfranchisement was an essential institution for creating the

Solid South.

The second paper, “State Legislative Factions and Roll Call Voting in the American Solid

South, 1935-1946,” explores how the one-party politics of the Solid South a�ects the organiza-

tion of ideologies and interests in legislative politics. A central concern of previous scholarship

on the South is whether factions within the Democratic Party can substitute for parties in or-

ganizing interests, but this scholarship overwhelmingly focuses on evidence of factionalism

in electoral politics. As a consequence, it is unable to examine fully whether factions facilitate

legislative representation. Using an original collection of state legislative roll call data, I �nd

relatively little evidence of structured roll call voting in the South, relative to the non-Southern

states I examine, and the patterns I do �nd in the South correspond only weakly to previous

characterizations of electoral factionalism. Even the limited factionalism that previous schol-

arship has identi�ed in the Solid South often failed to facilitate legislative representation.

Finally, in “Dyadic Representation in the American North and South: The Case of Prohi-

bition,” co-authored with James Snyder, we explore how dyadic representation di�ered across

the South and non-South. While we are able to directly examine whether voters’ interests were

represented di�erently in the South and the non-South, we trade o� generality, focusing only

on the issue of prohibition. Drawing on an extensive collection of county-level referendum

returns on alcohol-related issues, we create a measure of each legislative district’s preferences

over prohibition and relate this to congressional and state legislative roll call voting on the

issue. Our results indicate that on this issue, legislative responsiveness di�ered little in the

South and North, and we �nd suggestive evidence that primary elections may have o�ered

southern voters a forum in which to hold their representatives accountable.

From the creation of a one-party environment through non-democratic means, to the role

2



of factions in substituting for parties, to dyadic representation on a particular issue in the

absence of competitive parties, these papers combine to o�er new nuance to scholarly under-

standing of how one-party environments, and parties themselves, a�ect legislative politics.

And while no region today is as devoted to one party as the Solid South was, states and re-

gions where one party far outstrips the other persist today and will into the future. It is my

hope that this dissertation, by studying the past, can o�er some insight into the present and

future.
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1 | “Restoration” and Representation: Legisla-
tive Consequences of Black Disfranchise-
ment in the American South, 1879 – 1916

Racial con�ict has always been a central feature of American politics, fostered by both

explicit racism and by persistently di�erent policy preferences between racial groups. Ac-

cordingly, whites have routinely sought to suppress black voting, or to bar it outright. This

legacy of restricting black voting extends from the very earliest years of the American Re-

public (Keyssar 2009, 44) to the 2018 midterm elections.
1

A primary mechanism of American

representative government is the need for legislators “to anticipate the moment when their

power is to cease, when their exercise of it is to be reviewed” (Madison 2014, 281); are there

consequences to blacks’ systematic (attempted) exclusion from the pool of reviewers?

In this paper, I explore the relationship between access to the franchise and legislative

representation through the single greatest abridgment of voting rights in U.S. history: the

formal, institutional restriction of African Americans’ right to vote throughout the American

South in the decades following Reconstruction—sometimes termed the “Restoration” of white

rule (Perman 2001, 10-11). Black disfranchisement
2

occurred in a unique context that makes

it unclear whether it ought to have a�ected legislative representation. Even before formal

disfranchisement, blacks’ preferred political party had already been removed from electoral

1
Errin Haines Whack, “In Georgia, Black Voters See Echoes of Voter Suppression,” Associated Press, November

11, 2018, https://apnews.com/20cc0e132d9140f48423836f26219d81.

2
I use “disfranchisement” rather than the more modern “disenfranchisment” to be consistent with language dur-

ing the period under study (Perman 2001, 14). A Google Ngrams search shows that “disenfranchisement” is used

very rarely before 1950, and only overtakes “disfranchisement” around 1990 (Michel et al. 2011).

4
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politics in many states, and violence and fraud were used regularly to discourage African

Americans from voting. Black candidates were uncommon, and black voting was falling in

the period immediately before disfranchisement in a number of states.
3

These factors combine

to lead V.O. Key to the conclusion that “before their formal disfranchisement Negroes had, in

most states, ceased to be of much political signi�cance” (1984, 535).

To evaluate the consequences of disfranchisement for black representation, I assemble the

largest collection to date of roll call data from the post-Reconstruction period, with more than

8,000 unique legislators casting votes on more than 19,000 unique roll calls across the lower

chambers of the eleven states of the former Confederacy. Using these data, I generate roll

call scores for state legislators, describe the issues and bundles of issue positions captured

by these scores, and use the roll call scores to assess the change in state legislative roll call

voting generated by black disfranchisement. The use of state legislative data allows for a rich

descriptive portrait of southern politics at the time and allows me to evaluate the consequences

of disfranchisement in the political environment in which it occurred. While voting rights

were debated in Congress—a prominent example being the Lodge “Force Bill”—these debates

occurred along sharply partisan and regional lines. The southern Congressional delegation

was almost uniformly Democratic, and “the main purpose of white southerners’ allegiance to

the Democratic Party . . .was ‘to hold on to local self-government and to insure themselves

against Federal interference’” (Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski 2018, 186). This unity of

purpose among southerners in Congress belies the existence of ideological con�ict within the

Democratic Party in southern state legislatures in the years surrounding disfranchisement.

The use of state legislative data therefore allows for a more complete and nuanced analysis of

disfranchisement’s legislative consequences than comparable Congressional data.

I �nd that formal, institutional black disfranchisement generated more-racist roll call vot-

ing both within and across parties, led to the election of more Democrats, and played a central

3
Kousser (1974), Table 9.3, shows that “Negro voting usually fell o� somewhat immediately preceding the enact-

ment of disfranchisement laws” (242-243).
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role in creating the white supremacist “Solid South.” While this is especially clear in states

where partisan competition prevailed until disfranchisement, it is also the case in states where

legislative politics was already dominated by white Democrats before disfranchisement. A

symmetric, but more positive, interpretation of these results is that up until formal disfran-

chisement, black in�uence on southern legislative politics was substantial. This was the case

even as blacks faced signi�cant barriers—in the form of fraud, intimidation, and violence—in

seeking access to the ballot box. These results provide robust evidence for the awesome power

of the franchise: even in jurisdictions where African Americans’ preferred party had been all

but eliminated from electoral politics, where black candidates were few, and where voter sup-

pression was rampant, African Americans in the post-Reconstruction South had their presence

felt in legislative politics. It is di�cult to reconcile these �ndings with Key’s (1984) assertion

that blacks were politically insigni�cant before formal disfranchisement.

This study makes three distinct contributions. First, it o�ers new evidence on the tremen-

dous power of the franchise for in�uencing policymaking. A vast literature explores the con-

sequences of enfranchising di�erent groups: lower-class men (Acemoglu and Robinson 2000;

Aidt and Jensen 2013), women (Aidt and Dallal 2008; Miller 2008; Corder and Wolbrecht 2016),

and African Americans (Kousser 1980; Husted and Kenny 1997; Cascio and Washington 2014;

Schuit and Rogowski 2017). The broad consensus of these studies is that the franchise is a

powerful tool to in�uence public policymaking. For example, focusing speci�cally on black

disfranchisement, Kousser (1980) shows that disfranchisement in North Carolina was associ-

ated with worse outcomes for African Americans in taxation and education spending. This

study expands the scope of this �nding and o�ers new evidence on the power of the franchise

from one of few instances in democratic history when an enfranchised group had its right to

vote rescinded, and when voting was fraught for that group even before formal disfranchise-

ment. The results presented here therefore o�er new texture to scholarly understanding of

the relationship between the right to vote and legislative representation.

A second contribution is to build on previous literature examining the importance of elec-

6



toral institutions as mediators of the relationship between legislators and their constituents. In

American politics, this literature examines institutions as diverse as the Australian Ballot (Car-

son and Sievert 2017; Moskowitz and Rogowski n.d.), the direct primary (McGhee et al. 2014;

Hirano and Snyder 2019), legislative term limits (Wright 2007; Olson and Rogowski 2020), the

direct election of senators (Gailmard and Jenkins 2009), the extension of su�rage to women

(Teele 2018), and the Voting Rights Act (Cascio and Washington 2014; Schuit and Rogowski

2017; Bernini, Facchini, and Testa 2018). Perhaps most closely related to my study is research

by Jones, Troesken, and Walsh (2012), who study the relationship between disfranchisement

and Congressional roll call voting. By using state legislative data, my results o�er a more

comprehensive picture of the legislative impacts of disfranchisement in the unique political

context of the time, as well as emphasize important di�erences in disfranchisement’s conse-

quences across the states of the South. This study contributes to a broader understanding of

the ways in which the rules that govern elections can either increase or decrease the strength

of the electoral connection between constituents and their representatives.

Finally, this study o�ers important context for a large literature in political science and

history on the “Solid South.” Many studies explore the consequences of the South’s one-party

system for representation, but take as given that a large swath of the southern electorate is

disfranchised; instead, they focus on the ability of a one-party system to translate enfranchised

citizens’ preferences into policy (Key 1984; Aldrich and Gri�n 2018; Caughey 2018; Olson and

Snyder n.d.). Rather than demonstrate the e�ect of a one-party system for representation,

I demonstrate the consequences of that system’s creation for representation. Other studies,

discussed in more detail below, focus on the impact of disfranchisement for African American

voter turnout (Kousser 1974; Rusk and Stucker 1978; Perman 2001; Jones, Troesken, and Walsh

2012). But voter turnout does not necessarily correspond to representation, especially in a

context as rife with violence and fraud as the post-Reconstruction U.S. South. By focusing

explicitly on legislative behavior, I demonstrate that the theft of African Americans’ right to

vote was intrinsic to the creation of the racist, one-party, Democratic South that persisted well

7



into the twentieth century.

This study not only o�ers new information about the �rst-order consequences of one of

democracy’s greatest-ever retractions of voting rights, but also provides new evidence into

the importance of electoral rules in structuring legislative representation. As free access to

the ballot box continues to be controversial in the modern United States, the lessons of one of

America’s darkest hours continue to shine a light on the present.

1.1 Disfranchisement and Legislative Representation

Under what conditions should disfranchisement result in a change in substantive legisla-

tive representation? In the familiar Downsian framework (Downs 1957), candidates for a

single-member legislative seat maximize their probability of election by o�ering a platform

in-line with the preferences of the district’s median voter. Disfranchisement ought to result in

a new, di�erent platform being o�ered by candidates if it changes the electorate such that the

post-disfranchisement median voter has di�erent preferences than the pre-disfranchisement

median voter. If legislators are faithful to their platforms, this shift in disfranchisement will

translate to a shift in roll call voting. I now describe the extent to which legislators can be

expected to heed constituent preferences in the era surrounding disfranchisement, the e�ec-

tiveness of disfranchisement in altering the electorate, and the di�erences between black and

white preferences in this period.

Does an Electoral Connection Exist? Is there any reason to expect legislators to faith-

fully represent the preferences of their districts’ median voters in the decades following Re-

construction? The short duration of legislative careers in the nineteenth century may mean

that legislators were insu�ciently ambitious to generate an electoral connection (Carson and

Sievert 2018, 18). Yet recent evidence suggests that even during this earlier period of American

history, members of Congress were ambitious (Carson and Jenkins 2011; Carson and Roberts

8



2013), engaged in distributive politics (Finocchiaro and Jenkins 2016), and felt the pressure of

an electoral connection (Carson and Sievert 2018). While terms of service in Congress were

short, these legislators were still interested in maintaining a public reputation, perhaps in

hope of seeking a di�erent o�ce (Finocchiaro and Jenkins 2016, 194). A similar mechanism

plausibly applies in state legislatures of this period, as well. Another feature of this legislative

context that may inhibit representation is the lack of regularized party competition (Key 1984;

Aldrich and Gri�n 2018). Recent empirical studies by Caughey (2018) and Olson and Snyder

(n.d.), however, document considerable responsiveness by members of Congress and state leg-

islators from the Solid South, suggesting that the absence of party competition may not (fully)

weaken the connection between voters and their representatives.

Did Disfranchisement “Work”? Considerable interdisciplinary debate surrounds the ef-

�cacy of Restoration-era disfranchisement. Key’s (1984) fait accompli thesis holds that insti-

tutional disfranchisement merely “recorded a fait accompli brought about, or destined to be

brought about, by more fundamental political processes” (531). In subsequent scholarship,

Kousser (1974), Rusk and Stucker (1978), and Perman (2001) disagree, arguing that these insti-

tutions were themselves impactful in limiting black voting. Jones, Troesken, and Walsh (2012)

�nd “that both formal and informal institutions undercut black political participation, and that

formal and informal modes of disenfranchisement were mutually re-enforcing” (2).

Yet more important than actual black turnout in the study of representation is potential

black turnout, and accounts from contemporary white politicians suggest that formal disfran-

chisement was necessary to limit even the potential for black voting. In South Carolina, for

example, despite the e�ective disfranchisement of most African Americans with the state’s

eight-box law of 1882 (Kousser 1974, 91), former governor Benjamin Tillman remained worried

that blacks could become pivotal actors choosing between competing white factions (Perman

2001, 94-95).
4

As long as blacks could legally vote, any decrease in the cost of voting, increase

4
Addressing the state’s constitutional convention in 1895, Tillman remarked that “all that is necessary to bring
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in the perceived di�erences between candidates, or increase in perceptions of pivotality might

cause otherwise abstaining blacks to instead turn out to vote (Downs 1957; Riker and Or-

deshook 1968, 39). The active recruitment of black votes by South Carolina conservatives in

the 1892 election (Perman 2001, 95) provided kindling for racist whites’ fear of “negro domina-

tion,” and demonstrates the important distinction between low black turnout and formal black

disfranchisement. While disfranchisement may or may not have itself decreased black turnout,

it certainly decreased legislators’ need to heed African Americans’ preferences. As Kousser

(1974) notes, “Proponents and critics of the laws certainly believed the franchise limitations

important” (242-43).

Do Black and White Interests Di�er? Disfranchisement will only have an e�ect on roll

call voting if black and white preferences di�er on the relevant dimension of legislative con�ict.

In this section, I discuss the historical literature that provides a basis to believe that this is the

case; in the discussion of my roll call data below I demonstrate an alignment between these

expectations and the issues and issue bundles that I recover from roll call data.

A �rst cut at distinguishing black and white preferences in this era can be achieved with

an eye to party. Black citizens remained overwhelmingly loyal to the Republican party in the

years following Reconstruction: one black Arkansan declared that “the voting of a Democratic

ticket by a colored man was an evil, and should be shunned” (Giggie 2001, 258). Moreover,

Republican legislators advocated for the interests of their black constituents: Trelease (1980),

describing the 1895 and 1897 Fusion legislatures in North Carolina, notes that Republicans

overwhelmingly supported more-liberal election laws (282) and anti-lynching legislation (305).

If a state has meaningful party competition between Democrats and Republicans, then black

and white preferences can be expected to di�er on a partisan basis.

about chaos is for a su�cient number of white men, actuated by hate, or ambition, or from any unpatriotic mo-

tive, to . . .mobilize and register the negroes, lead them and give them a free vote and fair count under manhood

su�rage. Some men have seduced themselves into believing that the best white men, the so-called better class

. . . could form an alliance with this black substratum, and that our liberties would not be endangered. What

folly!” (Journal of the South Carolina Constitutional Convention of 1895, Columbia, SC. Page 465).

10



What about settings with little party competition even before disfranchisement? Historical

accounts also suggest the presence of meaningful ideological con�ict in states dominated by

the Democratic Party. Occupying one end of the political spectrum were those known as

Redeemers, conservatives, or Bourbons, who “have been portrayed generally as the agents and

allies of Northern business and �nancial interests who enriched themselves at the expense of

their states . . . these conspirators were planters, merchants, and professionals who, according

to the literature, stood together against farmers in a division of classes” (Cooper 2005, 13-

14). As this caricature suggests, the other end of the ideological spectrum were agrarians,

reformers, populists, and—in the later years of the period under study—progressives. This

group was opposed to Bourbon-favored policies such as the crop lien system, convict leasing,

railroad subsidies, and non-union labor, instead seeking economic policies and regulations

that would bene�t poor whites rather than the wealthy elite (Woodward 1971; Hyman 1990).

To avoid confusion with formal party names, I collectively refer to this as the “agrarian” end

of the ideological spectrum.
5

How does this con�ict between conservatives and agrarians within the Democratic party

map onto black preferences? Wade Hampton, a conservative Bourbon governor of South Car-

olina, “remarked that the Negro ‘naturally allies himself with the more conservative of the

whites’” (Woodward 1971, 321), and while agrarians in both the Populist and Democratic par-

ties occasionally pursued black votes, Woodward (1971) concludes that “on the whole, the

Wade Hampton type of alliance came easier for the Negro” (323). Labor competition between

poor whites and blacks for low-wage jobs produced increased racial animus and greater de-

mand by these poor whites for Jim Crow laws.
6

Furthermore, black interests were often in-

5
This label is perhaps a stretch for the later period in my sample, when con�ict was between progressive and

conservative factions. As Woodward (1971) notes, “Southern progressivism was essentially urban and middle

class in nature, and the typical leader was a city professional man or businessman, rather than a farmer” (371).

Nevertheless, “while southern progressivism was not the lineal descendant of Populism, its advocates were

willing to adopt some of the core planks of this more radical movement” (Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski

2018, 230).

6
DuBois (2007) states that “when the Negro received the right to vote [during Reconstruction] and had to be
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tertwined with those of the planter class due to the agricultural tenancy system in which

many African Americans were trapped (Alston and Ferrie 1999). Together, these social and

economic arrangements promoted African Americans’ “growing alliance with the most con-

servative and politically reactionary class of whites against the insurgent white democracy”

(Woodward 1971, 211). Later, when competition was between conservative and progressive

factions, the progressive cause was again intimately entwined with racism because the elec-

toral and social subjugation of blacks enabled blacks’ exclusion from progressive-demanded

public goods (Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski 2018, Chapter Six). In legislative systems

dominated by the Democrats, the paternalism of capitalists and former masters was prefer-

able for African Americans to the racial animus and antagonism of agrarian alternatives.

1.2 Disfranchisement of African Americans, 1877-1908

From the passage of Georgia’s poll tax in 1877 to the same state’s adoption of a literacy

test in 1908, post-Reconstruction southern politics was largely characterized by white south-

ern Democrats’ e�orts to “restore” the political supremacy over African Americans that they

had enjoyed in the Antebellum Era. In the 1870s and 1880s, black participation in southern

political and social life was robust (Woodward 2002), and a consequence was “fairly vigorous,

if somewhat sporadic, competition between parties” (Kousser 1974, 224). By 1910, however,

nearly all African Americans and many poor whites had been removed from the electorate,

resulting in a political system variously characterized as a “subnational authoritarian enclave”

(Mickey 2015), an elite-dominated plutocracy (Key 1984), or a “white polyarchy” (Dahl 1971).
7

The �rst step in this transition was the widespread use of electoral fraud, intimidation,

and violence. Fraud committed at the ballot box took on any number of innovative forms,

counted, there arose a desperate e�ort on the part of the poor whites to keep the planters from controlling the

Negro vote by their economic power. Sometimes this e�ort took the crude method of driving black labor o� the

plantations and intimidating it in various ways . . . ” (499).

7
This typology is from Caughey (2018), Chapter Two.
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including “the stu�ng of ballot boxes, the use of boxes with false bottoms, the casting of

tissue ballots, the doctoring of returns, the manipulation of counts, the repeating of votes,

and the tampering with registration books” (Woodward 1971, 56). To keep African Americans

from the polls, white Democrats, occasionally armed, would harass would-be black voters

(Cresswell 1995, 31-32). This harassment was sometimes violent: both Jones, Troesken, and

Walsh (2012, 2017) and Epperly et al. (2019) show evidence consistent with lynching being

used to suppress African American voting. These methods proved inadequate for a number

of reasons. First, they were only partially successful in completing their goals. While blacks

turned out at lower rates than whites in most southern states even before disfranchisement

(Kousser 1974, 28, 42), many continued to exercise their right to vote in spite of the di�culties

they faced in doing so. A second reason that these informal disfranchisement methods proved

inadequate is that they were distasteful to those perpetrating them (Woodward 1971, 326).

Fraud and violence were regarded as necessary evils, rather than desirable methods, and more-

permanent disfranchisement was sought as a form of relief by fraud-perpetrating whites. The

editor of the Jackson Clarion-Ledger wrote in 1890,

“We have justi�ed the methods we adopt, for years past to the world and to our-

selves, upon the plea . . . that those who have the property and the intelligence

should guide the destinies of the state . . .We have grown weary of shotguns and

fraud . . .While the plan may be distasteful in some respects, yet it is in�nitely

better than the state of things.”
8

Third, as I describe above, fraud and violence failed to dispel white southerners’ concerns

about “negro domination.” Even when black voting was signi�cantly attenuated, as by Geor-

gia’s poll tax (1877), South Carolina’s eight-box law (1882), or Alabama’s Sayre Law (1893), the

mere prospect of black in�uence in politics remained until black disfranchisement was total

and complete. Finally, some non-black belt whites called for disfranchisement out of concern

for elite theft of black votes. Cresswell (1995) notes that Mississippi agrarians attributed “the

8
“Judge Campbell’s Plan,” Clarion-Ledger (Jackson, MS). Thursday, April 3, 1890.
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1881 loss of People’s Independent gubernatorial candidate Benjamin King . . . to the fraudulent

counting in the Delta of many black voters’ ballots as Democratic” (102). Black disfranchise-

ment was therefore seen as a means to fraud-free, multi-party, exclusively white politics.

This informal voter suppression sometimes escalated shortly before formal disfranchise-

ment. In Tennessee, for example, “black belt Democrats employed some force and a great

deal of fraud to overthrow their formerly potent Republican adversaries” in the 1886 and 1888

elections, thus permitting the passage of the disfranchising Dortch Law in the 1889 legislative

session (Kousser 1974, 107). This pattern of using fraud or violence to gain enough politi-

cal strength to pass formal disfranchising measures was repeated across a number of states

(Kousser 1974, 243-44).

Next, the legislature decided how to undertake disfranchisement: with statute, constitu-

tional amendment, or constitutional convention. Despite debates at the time over each ap-

proach’s e�cacy, the implementation of any was basically the same: the replacement of out-

right fraud with somewhat more formal fraud. Poll taxes, literacy tests, multi-box laws, secret

ballot laws, and strict registration requirements all empowered local Democratic election o�-

cials to disfranchise African Americans on real or pretended technical violations. Ultimately,

most states used most of these methods, with some variation in the steps taken to ensure that

poor whites could continue to vote. See Kousser (1974), Table 9.1 (239), for detailed informa-

tion on all types of disfranchising institutions that states adopted.

Establishing when disfranchisement can actually be said to occur is not always straight-

forward. In South Carolina, for example, the legislature of 1892-93 called a constitutional

convention, the convention’s product was rati�ed with elections to the legislature of 1894-95,

and the legislature of 1897 was the �rst to be elected under the new constitution. As the the-

oretical account above suggests, any e�ect of disfranchisement should be realized as soon as

it is clear that African Americans’ preferences need not be taken into account—the legislature

that does the disfranchising, rather than the legislature elected under the disfranchisement

regime, ought to be the �rst to experience its e�ects. I treat the legislative biennium in which

14



the �rst (ultimately successful) disfranchising action is taken by the legislature as the �rst to

be “treated” with disfranchisement. This choice provides a principled baseline by which to

construct my sample of data for each state. I focus on each state’s �nal—and, in nearly all

cases, most signi�cant—disfranchising e�ort.
9

Table 1.1 presents an accounting of the �rst

“treated” year for each state.

Table 1.1: Adoption of Key Disfranchising Institutions

State Year Activity

Florida 1889 Legislature Passes Poll Tax

Tennessee 1889 Legislature Passes Election Law

Mississippi 1890 Legislature Authorizes Constitutional Convention

Arkansas 1891 Legislature Passes Constitutional Amendment &

Election Law

South Carolina
a

1893 Legislature Authorizes Constitutional Convention

Louisiana 1896 Legislature Authorizes Constitutional Convention

& Passes Election Law

North Carolina 1899 Legislature Passes Constitutional Amendment &

Passes Registration Law

Alabama 1900 Legislature Authorizes Constitutional Convention

Virginia 1900 Legislature Authorizes Constitutional Convention

Texas 1901 Legislatures Passes Constitutional Amendment

Georgia 1907 Legislature Passes Constitutional Amendment

Note: Information sourced from Perman (2001) and Kousser (1974).
a
South Carolina autho-

rizes constitutional convention in 1893, but this is the second year of the 1892 legislature,

all of which is marked as post-disfranchisement in analyses.

9
This choice is partially due to the proximity to Reconstruction of earlier disfranchising e�orts in Georgia and

South Carolina, which makes constructing a credible pre-treatment period di�cult. Substantively, there is rea-

son to suspect that it was each states’ conclusive disfranchising event that was most impactful—otherwise, these

e�orts would be unnecessary. Both Alabama and South Carolina, for example, undertake more-thorough con-

stitutional disfranchisement years after an initial disfranchising e�ort.
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1.3 Roll Call Voting in Southern Legislatures

To measure state legislative behavior, I amass a collection of all roll call votes for the ten

bienniums straddling disfranchisement for lower chambers in each of the eleven states of the

former Confederacy.
10

To do so, I assemble a complete collection of digitized state legisla-

tive journals, which contain legislative rosters, district information, and roll call votes.
11

This

produces a collection of journals for 165 regular and special sessions. State legislative ros-

ters, with legislator names, district information, and, when available, party a�liation, were

hand-entered from these journals.
12

When possible, additional party a�liation data was en-

tered from contemporary newspapers and resources from state archives. In total, 8,665 unique

legislators comprise my sample.

Roll call votes were then scraped from legislative journals for each session. Roll call ma-

trices were created for each state by merging together roll calls across sessions by legislator.

Altogether, legislators in my sample cast votes on 19,530 unique (competitive) roll calls.
13

The

number of competitive roll calls varies substantially across states, and over time within states,

though there are a reasonable number for all state-years. The within-state distributions of the

10
The one exception is Alabama: because it uses a four-year legislative calendar for part of the period under

study and does not meet in an extra session on one occasion, I use only nine biennial sessions for that state.

Both Louisiana and Mississippi also have four-year legislatures and terms of o�ce, but always meet at least

biennially.

11
Legislative journals were found in a number of locations. The overwhelming majority were available online

from either Law Library Micro�lm Consortium (LLMC) or HathiTrust. Texas journals were downloaded from

the Legislative Reference Library of Texas website. Various Alabama and Georgia journals are drawn from the

Alabama Archives, Emory Library and the Georgia State Library online collections. Those journals that could

not be found online were scanned from physical copies at the Yale Law Library and New York State Library.

The Check-List of Legislative Journals of States of the United States of America (MacDonald 1938) was used to

ensure that all journals in this time frame were included.

12
Some states make this information available; I thank James Snyder for sharing rosters for Arkansas, Texas,

and Virginia. For Texas, information from the State Legislative Library was combined with these rosters to

construct each legislators’ full district.

13
The only votes intentionally omitted are those to elect o�cers, such as Speakers of the House and clerks.

Omitting these ensures that the estimated roll call scores re�ect policy preferences. Legislators casting paired

votes are also omitted.
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number of competitive roll calls are presented in Figure 1.1. As this �gure shows, North Car-

olina consistently has fewer than 100 competitive votes per session, while Texas, Arkansas,

and Tennessee occasionally surpass 400.
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of Number of Competitive Roll Call Vote by State

figure plots the density of the distribution of the number of competitive roll call

votes across the sessions in each state’s sample.

Creating State Legislator Roll Call Scores

I use these roll calls to generate state legislator roll call scores. These o�er key bene�ts

over alternative approaches to using roll call data. They allow me to compare roll call voting

across time within state, something that any evaluation of individual roll call votes would not

allow. Additionally, they capture legislators’ relative positions on the key issues of their time

and place. As a result, the consequences of disfranchisement can be examined relative to the

political contexts in which it occurred.

To estimate state legislator roll call scores, I use the W-NOMINATE algorithm to scale each

state’s roll calls in two dimensions. I assume that legislators have a constant score across their

legislative career—this assumption is common (Shor and McCarty 2011), and prior research

suggests that it is reasonable (Poole 2007). I use legislators who serve multiple terms to bridge
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across legislative sessions and scale each state in a comparable ideological space across time.

Because of reasonably high legislative turnover, there remains su�cient variation within dis-

trict over time to identify the consequences of disfranchisement using legislator replacement.

Figure 1.2 plots the distribution of total terms served by all legislators in the sample. As it

makes clear, while some legislators serve multiple terms, a majority serve only one term in

the sample.
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Figure 1.2: Distribution of Number of Terms Served

figure plots the distribution of the total number of terms served by legislators in

my sample. Unit is the legislator.

How well do these scaling models �t the roll call data? The aggregate proportional reduc-

tion in error (APRE) is a particularly useful �t statistic, as it can be interpreted in the spirit of

an R2
for a regression model: it records the improvement in classi�cation success above and

beyond a null model in which all legislators vote for the winning side of a bill (Poole 2005, 129).

The �rst-dimension APRE statistics for my sample range from 0.15 to 0.45. For context, Poole

and Rosenthal (1997, 28) report �rst-dimension APREs between 0.48 and 0.5 for D-NOMINATE

scaling of Congress, and Shor and McCarty (2011, 534) report APREs ranging from 0.22 to 0.79

for modern state legislatures.
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Validating the Roll Call Scaling A number of choices must be made in any roll call scaling

procedure: choice of algorithm, selection of the number of dimensions to scale, and establish-

ing whether bridging across sessions is possible are all necessary and important steps. Section

A.1 in the Appendix o�ers additional detail about these choices. In Subsection A.1.1 I present

full �t statistics for the roll call scores used in the text, as well as a direct graphical compar-

ison with Shor-McCarty scores (Shor and McCarty 2011). In Subsection A.1.2, I compare the

W-NOMINATE scores used in the text to Optimal Classi�cation (OC) scores; as I discuss be-

low, I also re-estimate all speci�cations using these alternative scores. In Subsection A.1.3, I

discuss the choice of the number of dimensions to scale. I also estimate my main speci�cation

across a variety of di�erent dimension choices; this robustness check is discussed below. In

Subsection A.1.4, I demonstrate that I have su�cient observations to bridge across sessions.

Finally, one possible concern related to bridging is whether, by scaling each state in a common

dimension over a ten session period that straddles disfranchisement, I mask possible changes

in the issue agenda or in the main dimension of legislative con�ict due to disfranchisement. In

Subsection A.1.5 I present roll call vote cutting angles and additional data on bill introductions

from Mississippi and Tennessee to suggest that the �rst dimension of roll call voting and the

issues comprising that dimension are relatively stable over the period I study in each state.

First-Dimension Issues and Issue Positions

With state legislator roll call scores in hand, I am equipped to evaluate whether disfran-

chisement changed roll call voting patterns. To establish how it changed roll call voting, how-

ever, I must take the further step of characterizing the issues and issue positions that comprise

the �rst dimension of roll call voting in each state.
14

To determine the issue content of the

�rst dimension, I code issue areas for a set of well-�t, �rst-dimensional roll call votes from

14
As Poole (2005) notes, “simply pushing a matrix of roll call data through a computer program does not itself

produce a meaningful picture.” Additionally, one requires “a substantive understanding of the political system

that the . . . legislature is embedded in” (4).
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each state. To determine the meaning behind di�erent roll call scores, I use two strategies.

First, for states for which I have data on legislator party a�liations, I explore the degree to

which these correlate with �rst-dimension W-NOMINATE scores. Second, for states where

roll call voting is not structured by party, I relate issue positions to roll call scores using leg-

islative journals, contemporary newspaper accounts, and well-known legislators to ascertain

the issue positions associated with certain roll call scores. Finally, to establish the degree to

which racial preferences are captured by these roll call scores, I examine a set of roll call votes

on “separate coach” Jim Crow laws. Together, these exercises show which roll call scores are

more and less in line with blacks’ preferences.

Topics of First-Dimension Roll Call Votes I begin by establishing the issues that com-

prise the �rst ideological dimension in my sample. To do so, I choose a set of �fty votes for

each state that both 1) are well-�t by the W-NOMINATE model and 2) fall sharply on the

�rst dimension.
15

For each of these votes, I establish the substantive topic of the vote, when

possible, based on the content of the legislative journals or newspaper accounts. Figure 1.3

presents the distribution of these roll call votes across issue areas, pooling across states. This

�gure suggests that major legislative disagreements concerned the size of government, its in-

volvement in the economy, its institutional structure, and, to a lesser extent, its regulation of

its citizens’ social lives. Common subjects include organization of state and county courts and

the pay of their judges, prohibition of alcohol, bills for private relief or pension, railroad reg-

ulation, and construction and maintenance of state hospitals, universities, penitentiaries, and

asylums. Relatively few bills are explicitly about race. State legislative politics in this period

concerned fundamental disagreements about the role of government.

Party A�liation and Roll Call Voting The next step is to establish the issue positions

associated with di�erent roll call scores: while W-NOMINATE scores may capture legisla-

15
Speci�cally, for each state I retain the �fty votes with cutting angles closest to ninety degrees among votes with

a PRE greater than 0.25.
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Figure 1.3: First-Dimension Issues in Southern State Legislatures

fifty votes per state are included. all votes are categorized according to substan-

tive topic, when possible. if appropriation topic can be ascertained, the vote is cat-

egorized under that topic. procedural votes are typically motions to adjourn or

other dilatory tactics during substantive debate.

tors’ positions on the issues in Figure 1.3, what preferences do di�erent scores correspond

to? I begin to establish this by estimating a simple regression of W-NOMINATE scores on

party a�liation for the seven states for which I have data on legislators’ party a�liations,
16

restricting the sample to the pre-disfranchisement period. This is an approach suggested by

Poole (2005, 152-55). These results are presented in the Appendix in Table A.2. In Louisiana,

Mississippi, and Texas, there is little evidence that party structures the roll call space, with

low R2
values below 0.20. Virginia is somewhat higher, an with R2

value just below 0.3. Fi-

16
I have coded party a�liations for seven states: Florida (for a limited number of legislators), Louisiana, Mis-

sissippi, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. These are drawn from legislative journals whenever

possible, and supplemented with information from state libraries, newspapers, and composite photographs.

The remaining states—Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, and South Carolina—were overwhelmingly Democratic

during the period under study.
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nally, in Florida, North Carolina, and Tennessee party competition clearly structures roll call

voting, with R2
values near 0.7 for those states’ regressions. Based on these regressions and

the graphical relationship between party a�liation and W-NOMINATE scores shown in Fig-

ure 1.4, I treat Florida, North Carolina, and Tennessee as states where party competition and

party-correlated issue positions structure roll call voting, much like the U.S. Congress. As this

�gure demonstrates, I have oriented roll call scores in these three states such that higher values

are associated with more-Republican roll call records. As I discuss above, African Americans

strongly supported the Republican Party in this period, so higher roll call scores in these three

states are congruent with black interests, and lower scores are antagonistic to them.

Tennessee

North Carolina

Florida

−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

First−Dimension W−NOMINATE Score

Party: Democrat Populist Republican

Figure 1.4: W-NOMINATE Score Distributions in Party-Structured States

BlackPreferences inDemocrat-Dominated States As I describe above, intra-Democratic

party con�ict in this period can be generally thought of as between conservatives, who prior-

itized business interests and economic development, and agrarians, who, to varying degrees,

demanded economic regulation and sought policies perceived to bene�t non-elite whites. It
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was the latter group—the agrarian end of the ideological spectrum—that was more racist and

that advocated policies less consistent with most African Americans’ preferences. In looking

at individual roll call votes in the Democrat-dominated states, it is clear that they all share this

basic pattern. In South Carolina, for example, the Bourbon faction was strongly in favor of

business and public investment in its own interests, such as the state university. The reform

faction, on the other hand, favored retrenchment and the funding of alternative educational

institutions, such as the state agricultural college that would later become Clemson Univer-

sity. In Georgia, a string of �rst-dimension procedural votes represent the dilatory e�orts

of anti-prohibition representatives.
17

In Arkansas, a number of votes center on the granting

of state land to railroad companies. In Louisiana, a vote to investigate the state’s infamous

lottery split the legislature. In a number of states, railroad regulation—especially the prohi-

bition of free passes for members of the legislature or state government—came up for debate.

For these Democrat-dominated states—Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,

South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia—I have oriented all roll call scores such that higher values

are associated with conservative positions, and lower scores with agrarian ones.

To make the range of opinions associated with di�erent roll call scores more concrete,

and to demonstrate the similarities of the ideological space across states, Table 1.2 presents a

selection of notable or distinctive legislators with their roll call scores and a brief characteri-

zation of their preferences. This table reinforces the above description: those with high scores

are more pro-business, more elitist, and marginally less racist. Those with lower scores are

more racist and more agrarian in their orientation. The legislators from Mississippi make this

especially explicit. James K. Vardaman has an extensive track record of �scal progressivism,

social conservatism, and vitriolic racism from his time as Governor and U.S. Senator from Mis-

sissippi (Ladner 1940). Leigh Clark is considerably less famous, having served only one term

in the Mississippi legislature as a relatively young man, but after moving to El Paso, Texas,

17
“Prohibition Bill Passed After Debate,” The Atlanta Constitution (Atlanta, GA), Nov. 13, 1915.
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he remained active in politics, where newspaper accounts detail his involvement in courting

African American and Latino voters for the El Paso machine ticket.
18

Table 1.2: Notable Legislators

State Legislator Score Notable Positions

Alabama Francis Ho�man -0.95 Introduced bills to regulate railroads,
a

regulate loans,
b

and tax cotton mills.
c

Anthony Sayre 0.93 “chief author and �oor manager for the

secret ballot law . . . ‘a model of respectability

and conservatism’” (Kousser 1974, 133).

Arkansas James Clarke -0.45 “. . . later associated himself with the

spokesman for the rednecks, Je� Davis . . .

Clarke’s oratory at times had

a populist ring” (Niswonger 1975, 61).

William Fishback 0.22 Unionist turned Democrat; used militia

aggressively during Pullman Strikes;

advocate of limited government

(Readnour 2018).

Georgia T. G. Dorough 1.00 Introduced amendment to exempt certain

businesses from child labor prohibition.
d

Louisiana W. C. Harris -0.34 On separate coach bill: “as the bill has been

introduced, I think its failure to pass would

provoke . . . race con�icts.”
e

Mississippi James Vardaman -0.93 “. . . rose to power on the white-supremacy

issue and waves of racial bitterness”

(Woodward 1971, 375).

Leigh Clark 0.91 Appealed to black voters;
f

described as

“conservative.”
g

South Carolina Cole Blease 0.03 “In his violent attacks on the Negro, Blease

surpassed the reactionary rantings of Ben

Tillman” (Burnside 1964, 1).

John Haskell 0.91 Railroad advocate; member of state

conservative faction (Cooper 2005, 130, 200).

Continued on next page

18
“Political Machine Candidates Amuse Negroes by Yarns,” El Paso Times (El Paso, TX), Jul. 21, 1916.
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Table 1.2 (Continued)

State Legislator Score Notable Positions

Texas Luther Nickels 0.49 Called bank guaranty bill a “populistic

fallacy . . .with all its attendant evils of

paternalism and socialism.”
h

L. T. Dashiell -0.86 Cabinet member and campaigner for

anti-monopoly, pro-labor governor

Campbell;
i

voted to nominate W. J. Bryan at

1896 Democratic National Convention

(Research Division 2016).

Virginia O’Conor Goolrick -0.94 Advocate for state normal school,
j

“the

friend of the merchants, laborers, whom

the Federation of Labor has thanked . . . ”
k

a
“Union Depot for Mobile,” The Montgomery Advertiser (Montgomery, AL), Feb. 10, 1903.

b
“Ho�man Secures Passage of Money Lending Bill,” The Montgomery Advertiser (Montgomery, AL),

Sep. 16, 1903.

c
“House Spends Busy Last Day,” The Montgomery Advertiser (Montgomery, AL), Mar. 7, 1907.

d
“Sheppard Bill Finally Passes; Large Majority,” The Americus Weekly Times-Recorder (Americus, GA),

Jul. 30, 1914.

e
O�cial Journal of the Proceedings of House of Representatives of the State of Louisiana at the Second

Regular Session of the Third General Assembly, 1890, Baton Rouge, LA. Page 203.

f
“Political Machine Candidates Amuse Negroes by Yarns,” El Paso Times (El Paso, TX), Jul. 21, 1916.

g
“The Aunties Fell Flat,” El Paso Daily Herald (El Paso, TX), May 22, 1899.

h
“House Disposes of Bank Guaranty Bill,” Austin American-Statesman (Austin, TX), Apr. 3, 1909.

i
“Tell Truth About Texas,” Palestine Daily Herald (Palestine, TX), Jun. 18, 1908.

j
“Normal Ceremonies,” The Free Lance (Fredericksburg, VA), Dec. 16, 1909.

k
Justice. “Vote for C. O’Conor Goolrick,” The Free Lance (Fredericksburg, VA), Aug. 5, 1909.

To demonstrate that lower roll call scores correspond to more-racist preferences, I exam-

ine roll call scaling results for passage of some of the �rst Jim Crow laws: so-called “separate

coach” laws. Passed in nearly every southern state at some point around the turn of the twen-

tieth century, these laws required railroad companies to provide separate accommodations for

black and white passengers. For the states for which it is possible,
19

I plot the distribution of

W-NOMINATE scores for those voting for and against these racist measures. This is presented

19
Sample is Democrat-dominated states that hold a competitive roll call vote on separate coach bill in the years

in the sample.
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in Figure 1.5.
20

Also included is a vote from Virginia to authorize county governments to fund

Confederate monument construction. In all states but Texas there is a distinct di�erence be-

tween the �rst-dimension scores of those voting for and against these racist measures, with

those with lower scores consistently on the more-racist side. When paired with historical ac-

counts, these roll call votes strongly suggest that the agrarian ideological beliefs associated

with lower roll call scores are bundled with more-racist issue positions.

Virginia (1904)

Texas (1891)

South Carolina (1894)

Louisiana (1890)

Arkansas (1891)

−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

First−Dimension W−NOMINATE Score

Vote Choice: Against Segregation/Monument For Segregation/Monument

Figure 1.5: W-NOMINATE Scores for Di�erent Positions on Jim Crow Roll Call Votes

1.4 Empirical Strategy

I now turn to using these roll call scores to assess the impact of disfranchisement on leg-

islative representation. The principal challenge in drawing causal inferences about the conse-

quences of disfranchisement is controlling for confounders when the predictor of interest and

20
In Table A.3 in the Appendix I provide additional information about each vote, including their cutting angles

and the mean �rst-dimension W-NOMINATE scores voting for and against the laws.
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the outcome are so intimately connected: disfranchisement was a strategic activity undertaken

to ensure electoral supremacy for the Democratic Party (or favored factions thereof), and was

therefore perpetrated by the very legislatures and legislators who subsequently experienced

its consequences. In light of this challenge, I take a number of steps to make causal inferences

about disfranchisement more credible. The �rst is to take advantage of the panel structure of

the data to control for year- and district-speci�c characteristics, as I describe below. In addition

to this baseline speci�cation, I estimate a variety of alternative panel models to demonstrate

robustness to alternative identifying assumptions and empirical speci�cations. I also create

parallel trends plots and run event-study-style models to evaluate the plausibility of the par-

allel trends assumption—in most states, these tests produce reasonable results. I discuss these

more below.

Figure 1.6: Black Share of County Population, 1880

figure plots the black population share by county in 1880 across the eleven states

of the former confederacy. shapefile from Newberry Library (2010).

All counties in a state are “treated” with its disfranchising institutions at the same time.

While fraud and intimidation may not have been distributed uniformly before disfranchise-
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ment, ultimately each state’s disfranchising laws applied uniformly across the state. African

Americans were not uniformly distributed throughout the South, however. Figure 1.6 presents

the distribution of African American population across the former Confederacy in 1880. As

a result of this non-uniform distribution, the impact of formal disfranchisement is likely to

be substantially uneven. In mostly white counties, relatively few people were disfranchised,

and the median voter largely unchanged; in mostly black counties, however, the change in the

electorate was dramatic.

My main quantity of interest, therefore, is the interaction between the application of dis-

franchisement, which exists for all counties in a state after a certain point, and the intensity of

disfranchisement, which is given by the share of the population that the institution would dis-

franchise. To control for any shocks that are common to all districts in a given year, I include

year �xed e�ects in my main speci�cation; to control for any district-speci�c characteristics

that are common across all periods, I include district �xed e�ects.
21

The resulting estimating

equation is

RollCallScore it = βDisfranchisement t × Percent Black i,1880 + αi + τt + εit

where i indexes legislative districts, t indexes years, Disfranchisement is an indicator for

whether a state has disfranchised African Americans, and Percent Black is the share of each

district that is black, measured in 1880 to avoid concerns about post-treatment bias.
22

The

21
Fortunately, “before Baker v. Carr, the county . . .was the basic building block of state legislative districts”

(Ansolabehere and Snyder 2008, 28). In my sample, only rarely are counties split in creating district lines, and

when they are, the district is generally a subset of a county. Detailed information on state-speci�c districting

regulations are provided in Dubin (2007). I take as the unit of analysis the larger of the district or county, which

I refer to as “district” for convenience.

22
If the size of the black population in a district was a�ected by disfranchisement, this could unpredictably bias

estimates (Rosenbaum 1984; Acharya, Blackwell, and Sen 2016). Black migration was not uncommon in this

period (Woodward 1971, 207-08). Moreover, it could be politically motivated: in 1879, for example, more than

15,000 African Americans migrated from the Deep South to Kansas, and “Kansas Republican senator John James

Ingalls noted . . . [that] they had been nearly unanimous in their desire to ‘secure a fair day’s pay for an honest

day’s work and equal political and civil rights’” (Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski 2018, 168).
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base terms on Disfranchisement and Percent Black are absorbed by the year (τ ) and district

(α) �xed e�ects, respectively. All analysis is undertaken on data aggregated to the district-

year level, and weighted by the number of legislators in each district-year. Standard errors are

clustered by district.

This design has two important limitations. First, my roll call scores for state legislators

are comparable only within state. Accordingly, I estimate the e�ect of disfranchisement sepa-

rately by state, and the estimates cannot strictly be compared across states. Second, this design

does not allow for conclusions to be drawn about consequences of disfranchisement common

to all legislators or legislative districts in a state: as is noted above, the base term on disfran-

chisement, which would allow for such inferences to be drawn, is absorbed by the year �xed

e�ects. This modeling choice nets out any consequences of disfranchising statutes or consti-

tutions that are not directly about disfranchisement (Herron 2017), but also nets out e�ects

of disfranchisement on aggregate representation. While distinct from the dyadic legislator-

constituency relationship that I focus on, this quantity is nevertheless potentially of interest.

In the Appendix I report results based on a speci�cation that replaces year �xed e�ects with

a smooth time trend, which does produce estimates of statewide e�ects.

1.5 Results

I discuss my results in three sections. I begin with estimates of the e�ect of disfranchise-

ment on state legislative roll call voting using the data and speci�cation described above. I

then discuss a number of additional empirical tests to test the e�ect of disfranchisement on

representation of areas with high concentrations of poor whites, on partisan representation,

and on congressional representation. I also explore how informal disfranchisement, proxied

by lynching, may moderate the e�ect of formal disfranchisement. Finally, I discuss additional

tests that I use to probe the robustness of my estimates. Results for additional tests and ro-

bustness checks can be found in Sections A.3 and A.4 of the Appendix, respectively.
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Disfranchisement and State Legislative Roll Call Voting

I begin by presenting my main result: the e�ect of disfranchisement on roll call voting.

For each state separately, I estimate the base speci�cation above and report the coe�cient

on Disfranchisement × Pct . Black . Because Percent Black is between zero and one, these

estimates can be interpreted as the di�erence in the e�ect of disfranchisement in all-black

and all-white counties. The reported coe�cient is the change in the mean roll call score of a

district’s representatives when disfranchisement is passed if that district is all-black, relative to

if it is all white (in which case no dyadic e�ect of black disfranchisement is possible). Negative

estimates indicate that more-black counties see a shift away from blacks’ preferences with

disfranchisement. These results are presented in Figure 1.7. Estimates for each state are from

a separate regression model, as W-NOMINATE scores are not bridged across states and are

therefore not comparable across states.

The results suggest that disfranchisement of African Americans had a strong e�ect on

district-level representation. The only states in which this is not apparent are Louisiana, which

has noisily estimated e�ects, Georgia, which has a tightly estimated null e�ect, and Texas.

Georgia, in particular, is an expected null: the earlier poll tax adoption in 1877 was “deves-

tatingly e�ective” at eliminating black voting (Perman 2001, 285), and the later disfranchising

push evaluated here is best viewed as a campaign tactic (Perman 2001, 281-98). This shift in roll

call voting is consistently signed across states, with Texas having the lone positive point esti-

mate. In states where the roll call space is structured by competition between Democrats and

Republicans—Florida, North Carolina, and Tennessee—disfranchisement is associated with a

dramatic shift toward Democratic roll call records. In states where disfranchisement occurs in

a Democrat-dominated legislative environment, the e�ect of disfranchisement is consistently

to push representatives of more-black counties toward agrarian, racist roll call records. This

is the case in Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Virginia. These e�ects are

also substantively large: the standard deviation of roll call scores within state prior to disfran-
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Figure 1.7: State-by-State Estimates: Black Disfranchisement and Roll Call Voting

figure presents estimates of the interaction between disfranchisement and black

population share from the two-way fixed effects model specified above. 95% con-

fidence intervals are based on district-clustered standard errors. All estimates

are based on state-specific models; because roll call scores are not bridged across

states, estimates should not be directly compared across states.

chisement ranges from about 0.3 to 0.55, and the range of W-NOMINATE scores is constrained

to be negative one to one. Disfranchisement is therefore associated with a substantively large

shift in roll call voting toward more-agrarian roll call voting records. These estimates allow

me to conclude that the disfranchisement of African Americans was, in states both with and

without partisan competition, associated with a shift in roll call voting away from black pref-

erences.

Additional Results

What About Poor Whites and the Illiterate? African Americans were not the only vic-

tims of disfranchisement. Elite whites were often all too happy to remove poor whites from the

electorate along with blacks (Perman 2001, 325-26). To address this, I use additional data that

captures the geographic distribution of poor whites. My main proxy for the “poor whiteness”
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of a legislative district is the share of its vote given to agrarian protest parties. For each state,

I take whichever of the Greenback (1880) or Populist (1892) presidential vote share most re-

cently precedes disfranchisement.
23

Additionally, I include the literacy rate in each district: all

southern states adopted at least one literacy-based disfranchising measure (see Kousser 1974,

Table 9.1), so if disfranchisement was truly about literacy, rather than race, this measure’s in-

clusion ought to attenuate the e�ect of black population share.
24

I add these covariates to the

speci�cation above, interacting them with the indicator for disfranchisement. Results are pre-

sented in Figure A.10 in the Appendix. Literacy rate is imprecisely estimated and is marginally

signi�cant in only two states. Protest party vote shares are inconsistently signed and rarely

signi�cant. The most important conclusion from these models is that, even when controlling

for two prominent alternative explanations for disfranchisement, the e�ect of black disfran-

chisement remains similar in sign, size, and signi�cance for most states to the results presented

above. While poor whites may have been a secondary target of disfranchisement, this analysis

a�rms the centrality of race in southern disfranchising e�orts.

Timing of Disfranchisement Impact Two concerns in the main speci�cation are 1) the

timing of disfranchisement’s impact and 2) the plausibility of the parallel trends assumption.

The possibility remains that disfranchisement’s e�ect was only felt later, perhaps after leg-

islators elected under the newly attenuated electorate arrive at the legislature. Alternatively,

perhaps the informal fraud and violence preceding disfranchisement’s adoption were the main

contributors to changes in representation of blacks’ interests. Either of these possible issues

suggests that the above estimates would mis-estimate the true e�ect of institutional disfran-

chisement, and the presence of pre-trending would suggest that the identi�ed e�ect is not

actually a causal e�ect of formal disfranchisement.

23
Florida had no votes cast for the Greenback party and disfranchised before 1892; Louisiana had no votes cast for

either the Greenbacks or the Populists. Presidential election data drawn from ICPSR Study 1 (Inter-university

Consortium for Political and Social Research 1999) and ICPSR Study 8611 (Clubb, Flanigan, and Zingale 2006).

24
Literacy is drawn from decennial censuses and smoothly imputed across them (U.S. Census Bureau 1870–1920).
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To address these concerns, I take two steps. First, I create parallel trends plots that show

the progression of roll call voting patterns across (binarized) more-black and less-black dis-

tricts over time. These plots are in the Appendix, in Figures A.11 and A.12. Second, I conduct

a more formal test, the results of which are consistent with the parallel trends plots. For each

state, I estimate the base speci�cation while additionally including two lags and two leads of

the disfranchisement indicator, interacted with Percent Black . I plot the estimates from this

model for each state in Figure A.13. Overall, these models suggest that the parallel trends

assumption is not unreasonable. In Louisiana the e�ects of disfranchisement “kick in” only

when newly elected legislators arrive, and an additional impact is felt at this time in Missis-

sippi, North Carolina, and South Carolina. In Florida almost no e�ect can be discerned at the

actual time of treatment, but there is a large change in roll call voting patterns between the

1885 and 1887 legislatures, and in the 1891 legislature. Delegates to Florida’s constitutional

convention in 1885 “required poll tax pre-payment for voting only when the legislature au-

thorized it” (Kousser 1974, 97-98), which ultimately happened in the 1889 session. It would

seem that the authorization, rather than the implementation, of the poll tax a�ected roll call

voting in Florida. Alabama is perhaps the most striking parallel trends violation: the e�ect of

disfranchisement is almost entirely in the session before the hypothesized one. It was in this

earlier session, however, that Alabama legislators �rst approved a disfranchising convention,

only to be recalled to Montgomery for a special session later in that term to repeal the con-

vention bill after Gov. Joseph Johnston, a reformer, grew concerned that conservatives would

dominate the convention (Perman 2001, 175-76). It is therefore possible that these legislators

believed their black constituents ignorable beginning one session before a �nal, successful

disfranchising convention was actually approved. Arkansas, on the other hand, demonstrates

troubling pre-trends with no obvious explanation, and so results for that state ought to be

interpreted cautiously.
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Party as a Mechanism What share of the estimates from Figure 1.7 is due to shifts from

Republican representation to Democratic representation? Is party a key mechanism through

which disfranchisement negatively a�ects black constituents? To answer this question, I take

two approaches. First, I estimate models that assess the relationship between disfranchise-

ment and electing Democratic state representatives. Results for this �rst test are presented in

Tables A.15 and A.16. In the three states in which party structures the roll call space, there are

large, positive, and statistically signi�cant e�ects of disfranchisement on electing Democrats.

In the other states, this e�ect is mixed. Louisiana and Texas have small e�ects that are either

not statistically signi�cant or only marginally so. In Mississippi, the e�ects are somewhat

larger; in Virginia, the e�ect is larger still. As a second approach, I include legislator-level

party a�liation as a control variable in the base speci�cation. Under a strong assumption of

“no intermediate confounders,” these models recover the “controlled direct e�ect” of disfran-

chisement, net party replacement (Acharya, Blackwell, and Sen 2016). Results for the second

test are presented in Tables A.17 through A.19. In states with party-structured roll call voting,

the e�ect of disfranchisement is substantially attenuated—or even eliminated—by including

party a�liation as a control. In Democrat-dominated states, however, including party does

relatively little to change the main e�ect of disfranchisement; because most legislators were

Democrats anyway, and because party was not a primary driver of roll call voting in these

states, including it as a control does little to a�ect estimates of disfranchisement’s e�ect. To-

gether these models suggest that party a�liation plays an important role in states where party

competition structures roll call voting, but has little moderating e�ect in other states.

U.S. House of Representatives By the time of disfranchisement, many state delegations

in the U.S. House of Representatives were already dominated by Democrats, so the party-

structured, one-dimensional roll call voting space in Congress may mask e�ects of disfran-

chisement that are visible at the state level, where intra-Democratic Party ideological divi-
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sions are more apparent.
25

Nevertheless, I also explore whether the e�ects of disfranchise-

ment extend to the U.S. House of Representatives. I apply my base speci�cation to a panel of

U.S. Representatives spanning the eleven states that I consider across the period 1879-1916.
26

I use both Common Space scores, which are constant within legislator, and Nokken-Poole

scores (Nokken and Poole 2004), which allow legislators’ roll call scores to vary over time and

therefore allow for within-legislator comparisons. Because these scores are comparable across

states, all states are pooled.
27

The results are presented in Table A.20. Across all models, the es-

timates are correctly signed, but fail to reach standard levels of statistical signi�cance. Impor-

tantly, there is no statistically signi�cant e�ect on electing Democrats to Congress—because

roll call voting in Congress in this period is one-dimensional, and because of both party and

regional unity, disfranchisement is unlikely to produce large changes in roll call voting with-

out swapping Democrats for Republicans. This demonstrates a key advantage of focusing on

state legislatures, where intra-Democratic party divides that shape disfranchisement are ex-

pressed in roll call voting and captured in roll call scores. Congressional models do, however,

provide valuable insight into my use of constant-within-member W-NOMINATE scores: us-

ing Nokken-Poole scores to examine the e�ect of disfranchisement on within-member roll call

voting adaptation suggests that very little, if any, occurs.

Disfranchisement and Lynching A number of studies suggest that lynching was e�ec-

tively used to suppress black political activity before formal disfranchisement (Jones, Troesken,

and Walsh 2012, 2017; Epperly et al. 2019). In light of these �ndings, I examine whether

the presence of pre-disfranchisement lynching in a district moderates the e�ect of disfran-

25
For a thorough discussion of the issues that united and divided the southern members of Congress, see Bateman,

Katznelson, and Lapinski (2018), Chapter Three.

26
To construct this panel, I use congressional district shape�les provided by Lewis et al. (2013), and match them to

1880 counties (Newberry Library 2010) to create black population shares for all congressional districts from 1879

to 1916. These shape�les are also used to correctly temporally bound congressional districts within districting

cycles.

27
Jones, Troesken, and Walsh (2012) estimate a speci�cation very similar to this using DW-NOMINATE scores

and state, rather than district, �xed e�ects.
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chising reforms on roll call voting. If lynching and formal disfranchisement are substitute

means of suppressing black political power, the e�ect of disfranchisement ought to be at-

tenuated in areas with high pre-disfranchisement lynching levels. To test this, I interact a

logged count of pre-disfranchisement lynchings with black population share and the indica-

tor for disfranchisement in my base speci�cation, along with identi�ed base terms.
28

Results

for this analysis are presented in Tables A.21 and A.22. The moderating relationship of pre-

disfranchisement lynching on the e�ect of formal black disfranchisement is inconsistent across

states: in Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas the estimated coe�cient is neg-

ative; in Alabama, Georgia, the Carolinas, Tennessee, and Virginia, it is positive. While results

in some states are statistically signi�cant, the inconsistency across states inhibits drawing

conclusions about the role that lynching may have played in shaping state legislative repre-

sentation before formal disfranchisement. This remains a ripe area for future study.

Robustness Checks

I undertake a number of additional analyses to probe the robustness of my results. Roughly

speaking, these analyses can be grouped into “alternative model speci�cations” and “alterna-

tive data.” Results for these models are presented in Section A.4 in the Appendix.

To assuage concerns about the relatively parsimonious speci�cation for which I present

estimates in the text, I estimate a variety of di�erent speci�cations. To address the possi-

ble existence of time-varying confounders and make causal identi�cation more plausible, I

estimate a series of models that add controls—both additively and interactively—for the de-

mographic and economic character of a district (Figure A.14).
29

I also estimate models that

28
Data on lynching is from the CSDE Lynching Database (Beck et al. 2015) and Seguin and Rigby (2019). For each

district, I sum all available lynchings for the pre-disfranchisement period, resulting in di�erent time spans of

lynching data for each state. See summary tables in the Appendix for descriptive statistics on lynching in each

state.

29
All covariates are drawn from decennial censuses, accessed via Social Explorer (U.S. Census Bureau 1870–1920),

and are smoothly imputed across censuses.
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use alternative approaches to controlling for unobservable confounders. These include mod-

els with unit-speci�c time trends and lagged dependent variable models (Table A.23). Results

are often insigni�cant in the more-demanding models, but typically retain the correct sign.

In some speci�cations, I replace year �xed e�ects with a common time trend. These models

allow me to produce marginal e�ects plots (Brambor, Clark, and Golder 2006) and thereby

to interrogate the linearity assumption in my main speci�cation by binning the moderator,

Percent Black (Figures A.15 and A.16) (Hainmueller, Mummolo, and Xu 2018). Collectively,

these plots suggest that the linearity assumption is not unreasonable.

I also re-estimate my main speci�cation using a number of di�erent data choices. To probe

the sensitivity of my estimates to the speci�c algorithm used to generate roll call scores, I re-

estimate my results using Optimal Classi�cation scores as the outcome variable. The results

are presented in Table A.24, and are broadly consistent with those presented in the text. To

assuage concerns about the sensitivity of my results to a two-dimensional scaling model, I re-

scale each state in each of one through six dimensions, and re-estimate my base speci�cation

on the �rst-dimension roll call scores from each of these models (Figure A.17). To address

concerns about measurement error in my measurement of district black population share due

to the passage of time between measurement and disfranchisement, I also estimate my base

model using each district’s contemporaneous black population (Figure A.18). I also estimate

the e�ect of disfranchisement on second-dimension roll call scores. Because these scores have

not been oriented in a consistent way, I report the absolute value of the coe�cient for both the

�rst- and second-dimension scores from a seemingly unrelated regression model, along with

a χ2
test for the null hypothesis that black disfranchisement a�ects neither dimension of roll

call voting. These estimates, presented in Tables A.25 through A.35, provide a more complete

picture of the e�ect of disfranchisement on roll call voting.

I also demonstrate that my conclusions are not sensitive to the type of inference that I con-

duct. All standard errors and con�dence intervals in the text are based on district-clustered

standard errors; though typical, this approach fails to account for possible within-year error
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correlation and the uncertainty in the estimation of the W-NOMINATE scores. Figure A.19

presents the main estimates along with two alternative sets of con�dence intervals: one set

based on two-way (district and year) clustered standard errors (Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller

2011, 239), and another set based on a two-step district-blocked bootstrap that accounts for

both within-district error correlation and the uncertainty from estimating roll call scores. Es-

timates for Alabama, Arkansas and North Carolina fail to achieve standard levels of statistical

signi�cance under at least one of these alternative approaches to inference, but overall few

substantive conclusions are changed.

Finally, I demonstrate that my results are not sensitive to the choice to weight districts by

the number of representatives from them. This choice ensures that observations contribute to

the model according to the information they contain, but produces more conservative statis-

tical inference than leaving the data at the legislator level. In the Appendix, I re-estimate all

models without such weighting. The results are presented in Table A.36. Only for Louisiana

are substantive conclusions altered. Estimates for Louisiana, in models that do not weight, are

large, positive, and statistically signi�cant. Notably, Louisiana has one of the counties with

the largest number of observations: Orleans Parish, with a representative for each of New

Orleans’s wards.

1.6 Discussion and Conclusion

The most straightforward conclusion of this paper is that Restoration-era disfranchisement

of African Americans resulted in state legislative representation, measured through roll call

voting, that was less in line with most African Americans’ preferences. Considerable schol-

arship demonstrates that the franchise is a powerful tool for shaping public policy; this study

suggests that the systematic restriction of African Americans’ voting rights in the American

South is no exception to this consensus, despite the unique features of this setting.

There is, however, considerable heterogeneity across states both in the political context in
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which disfranchisement occurred and in its consequences. The e�ect of disfranchisement is

least ambiguous in the three states where partisan competition not only thrived before dis-

franchisement, but actually structured roll call voting. With the restriction of voting rights,

Democrats routinely won seats in largely black districts that Republicans had previously won,

generating sharply di�erent roll call records that were less favorable to their black constituents’

interests.

Perhaps most surprising is the existence of substantial disfranchisement e�ects in a num-

ber of states where Democrats dominated state legislative politics even before disfranchise-

ment. In these states, 1) African Americans’ preferred party was often not on the ballot, and

had no reasonable hope of winning if it was, 2) black o�ce-seeking had been suppressed

through violence and intimidation, 3) the legislative agenda was structured as a contest be-

tween di�ering factions of white Democrats, and 4) black voters were themselves subjected

to violence, intimidation, fraud, and onerous administrative barriers to voting. Despite these

many obstacles that existed before disfranchisement, the adoption of disfranchising institu-

tions nevertheless resulted in sharp changes in roll call voting in Alabama, Mississippi, South

Carolina, and Virginia, with suggestive results in Louisiana and Arkansas. Only in Texas, with

its relatively small black population, and Georgia, which had existing e�ective disfranchising

measures, are small or no e�ects of disfranchisement on roll call voting found. These �nd-

ings, in particular, suggest that the informal measures to which Key (1984) attributes African

Americans’ reduced political in�uence in southern politics were not, in fact, su�cient to that

task—and that disfranchising reforms were not a mere fait accompli in terms of legislative rep-

resentation. Up until their complete removal from the southern electorate, African Americans’

preferences a�ected legislative behavior in southern state legislatures. Combined with other

work speci�cally interrogating Key’s (1984) claims regarding black turnout (Kousser 1974;

Rusk and Stucker 1978; Jones, Troesken, and Walsh 2012), this study a�rms the importance of

disfranchising institutions in creating the Solid South. More broadly, this study contributes to

the literature on the relationship between the franchise and policymaking, and suggests that
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this relationship is strong enough to overcome considerable barriers.

In generalizing the �ndings presented in this paper, however, it is important to consider

the role of the issues and issue positions that comprised roll call voting in these Democrat-

dominated states. While I have identi�ed e�ects of disfranchisement in a number of states

that lacked party competition, this substitute competition had already largely omitted African

Americans from the political process. In legislatures with meaningful Republican representa-

tion, issues of central importance to the African American community, such as lynching, could

be addressed through legislation (Trelease 1980). African Americans in all-Democratic states,

however, were forced to choose between racist paternalism from the Bourbons and racist vit-

riol from the agrarians: a choice, to be sure, but how much of one? While the identi�cation

of meaningful e�ects of disfranchising institutions pushes back on claims that they were not

themselves impactful, these e�ects must be understood as taking place in a constrained pol-

icy space produced by intimidation of black voters, violence against black candidates, and

widespread electoral fraud, all of which preceded disfranchisement itself. Examining the con-

sequences of those activities, which so e�ectively constrained African Americans’ options at

the ballot box even before disfranchisement, is a crucial next step in understanding the rela-

tionships between race, the franchise, and representation.
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2 | State Legislative Factions andRoll Call Vot-
ing in the American Solid South, 1935-1946

Political parties play an important dual role in American politics. First, in legislatures, they

collect and shape legislators’ policy preferences. Candidates and legislators a�liate with par-

ties that provide the closest match of policy preferences (Snyder and Ting 2002), and legislative

parties then use their powers of institutional design (Rohde 1991; Cox and McCubbins 1993;

Schickler and Rich 1997; Schickler 2001), agenda-setting (Cox and McCubbins 2005; Smith

2007; Jenkins and Monroe 2016), communication and public relations (Lee 2017), and whip-

ping and deployment of party resources (Snyder and Groseclose 2000; Ansolabehere, Snyder,

and Stewart 2001b) to further consolidate the party’s ideological and programmatic “brand.”

Both selection into a party by candidates and a�rmative party activity therefore contribute

to the existence of a relatively coherent ideological meaning for a party label. This label then

facilitates parties’ second, electoral, role. From the perspective of voters, party labels and the

ideologies associated with them provide a useful signal of a candidate’s policy preferences

(Downs 1957, 102). If parties are ideologically stable over time, voters learn their policy po-

sitions and employ this information in subsequent elections (Rahn 1993). Legislators elected

under a particular party label must remain more or less faithful to the programmatic content of

that label, lest it lose meaning and, subsequently, its electoral value (Aldrich and Gri�n 2018,

29-30). These two functions that parties play (among others) are necessarily intertwined: party

labels’ electoral value is shaped by the ideological coherence of the legislative party (Gry-

naviski 2006; Woon and Pope 2008), and legislative parties’ maintenance of this brand and
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candidates’ a�liation decisions are in return shaped by electoral incentives. By building this

mutually reinforcing bridge between legislators and voters, political parties facilitate legisla-

tive representation.

But must an organization be a “party” in order to serve these functions? American parties’

lack of a broad membership base, di�use federal structure, and limited power over members’

legislative activity all cast doubt on the idea of American parties as distinctive role-players in

American politics. Why, for example, could an intra-party faction not play a similar role? In

Louisiana, for decades, Longites and anti-Longites – both Democrats – slated candidates up

and down the ballot, assembled unique coalitions of economic and demographic groups, and

brought to bear distinct ideological orientations in public discourse; why is such intra-party

factionalism insu�cient to substitute for inter-party competition in facilitating legislative rep-

resentation? Existing scholarship on this question begins with Key’s (1984) extensive analysis

of the politics of the U.S. South in the twentieth century. Key examines the state politics of

each of the eleven states of the former Confederacy and characterizes nature of each state’s

factionalism. Building on this work, subsequent studies have further interrogated factional-

ism both in the South (Canon 1978; Black and Black 1982; Black 1983; Grynaviski 2004) and

in one-party northern states, such as North Dakota and Wisconsin (Hansen, Hirano, and Sny-

der 2017). In general, this scholarship �nds limited evidence that intra-party factions have

ever maintained the cohesion, durability, and programmatic nature of political parties, though

some states and time periods have instances of party-like factionalism.

This existing scholarship, however, has overwhelmingly used electoral data to measure

“factionalism.” As Van Wingen (1984) describes, Key (1984) primarily uses three measures

“to demonstrate how noninstitutionalized the factional systems in some of the southern states

were” (4). The �rst of these is simply to ascertain how correlated vote shares for a given faction

are across space and time. As Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder (2017) explain, “If a faction presents

a slate of candidates in a primary and it is successful in drawing voters to support it, then the

candidates on its ticket will receive similar levels of electoral support in any given area. In
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other words, when factions are well organized, primary candidates’ vote shares will be corre-

lated across o�ces” (Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder 2017). A second measure re�ects the amount

of contestation for the Democratic nomination: parties serve as gatekeepers to nomination-

seeking (Masket 2009, 9), so if factions are party-like then there ought not to be a free-for-all

at primary time. In this spirit, Canon (1978) and Grynaviski (2004) measure factionalism using

indexes based on candidates’ vote totals, and Black (1983) categorizes factions based on the

distribution of the �rst- and second-highest vote-getters’ shares. Finally, Key (1984) examines

the role of localism in elections, with the notion that if 1) factions have meaningfully di�er-

ent policy positions and 2) voters have well-de�ned preferences, then a secondary or tertiary

consideration like how local a candidate is should not be a meaningful in�uence on voters’

choices. Van Wingen (1984), among other measures, explores the importance of localism in

Louisiana and Mississippi elections throughout much of the twentieth century.

Despite its importance, the emphasis on electoral factionalism in existing literature has left

relatively unexamined whether factions are actually able to substitute for parties in facilitating

legislative representation. Doing so requires not only that factions are meaningful actors in

elections, but also that their cohesion in elections translates into cohesion in the legislature.

Previous studies have, in a sense, shown only one side of the coin. While Key’s (1984) quan-

titative emphasis is on classifying factionalism, the broader theoretical point that he seeks to

raise is one about representation: the characteristics of factions – “multifacted, discontinu-

ous, kaleidoscopic, �uid, transient” – he notes, “point to weaknesses of profound signi�cance

in one-party factions as instruments of popular leadership” (302).
1

But these conclusions are

based on intermittent qualitative evidence at best, and theoretically motivated extrapolation at

worst. Recent scholarship, on the other hand, has found evidence of legislative representation

in the one-party South (Caughey 2018; Olson and Snyder n.d.). Additionally, both Olson and

Snyder (n.d.) and Hirano and Snyder (2019) �nd evidence that preferences on at least the issue

1
As a result, Key’s (1984) argues that factional government bene�ts the “ins” over the “outs” (303-04) and generates

strong susceptibility “to individual pressures and ...favoritism” (305).
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of prohibition are related to voters’ choices in southern primaries. There is at least some evi-

dence, then, both for legislative representation and electoral accountability in the Solid South.

Further exploration of representation in the South, and factions’ role in it, is warranted.

To ascertain whether factions in the Solid South facilitated legislative representation, I

take Key’s (1984) characterization of electoral factionalism as given, and focus on 1) whether

factions exist in the legislature, and 2) whether there is a clear mapping from electoral factions

into legislative activity. Even if electoral factions exist, as Key (1984) and others suggest that

they do in at least some Southern states during the 1930s and 1940s, if these electoral factions

do not map on to predictable roll call decisions in the legislature, factions fail to substitute

for parties in facilitating legislative representation. By focusing solely on the electoral side,

previous studies have identi�ed states with necessary, but not su�cient, conditions for factions

to substitute for parties.

To study legislative factionalism in the Solid South, I draw on an extensive original collec-

tion of roll call data for the eleven states of the former Confederacy for the period 1935 to 1946.

I extract legislative rosters, district information, and roll call votes from digitized legislative

journals, allowing a comprehensive analysis of roll call voting in southern legislatures during

this time. These data o�er the most complete quantitative understanding of southern state

legislative politics to date for the period under study.

Using these data, I engage in two empirical exercises that allow for a descriptive under-

standing of factionalism, roll call voting, and representation during this time period. First, I

use the roll call data to explore the existence of faction-like patterns in roll call voting. I do

so by examining the “dimensionality” of roll call voting, which ought to vary predictably with

party (or faction) strength in the legislature (Jenkins 1999; Olson n.d.a) and which theoretically

corresponds to parties’ bundling of issues. I also use cluster analysis to explicitly explore how

well grouping legislators together explains roll call voting.

Second, I explore the relationship between voters’ expressed preferences and the roll call

voting of their representatives. Using primary election returns to measure each district’s fac-
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tional alignment, I explore whether these preferences are predictive of legislators’ roll call

voting decisions. While this does not directly measure factionalism in the legislature, it o�ers

a direct test of whether electoral factionalism maps into legislative activity.

In both sets of analyses, I focus on two sets of comparisons. First, I focus on variationwithin

the U.S. South. Key (1984) and others consistently identify variation in the institutionalization

and durability of factions in di�erent states in the South, suggesting that in some states one-

party government may not have been as problematic for representation as in others. The

second comparison I focus on is the one that Key (1984) implicitly makes throughout Southern

Politics in State and Nation: a comparison between the one-party factionalism of the South and

the two-party competition of the non-South. In addition to drawing on data from the eleven

states of the former Confederacy, I also analyze roll call data from three northern states –

California, Indiana, and Montana – from the same time period.

Across these empirical tests, some states consistently reveal factional patterns and oth-

ers consistently lack them. While the patterns identi�ed by Key (1984) and others are roughly

present, there are a su�cient number of important exceptions that the results cannot be said to

match Key’s (1984) typology exactly. On average, the northern states with party competition

reveal more legislative cleavages than southern states, and the states that Key (1984) suggests

have uniquely durable and meaningful factional politics – North Carolina, Tennessee, and

Virginia – on average reveal more consistent cleavages than their southern peers. But impor-

tant exceptions abound. Virginia appears to be no more factional than other states. Montana,

with party competition, appears to have no more structure in its legislative politics than most

southern states. South Carolina, which Key (1984) identi�es as a state with chaotic electoral

factionalism, demonstrates signi�cant factionalism in its legislative politics. And Georgia and

Louisiana, with relatively durable electoral factions built around dynamic governors, reveal

virtually no legislative factionalism. These exceptions are signi�cant and frequent enough

to call into question whether measuring electoral factionalism is a su�cient exercise when

seeking to understand legislative representation in one-party settings.
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This paper contributes not only to a more complete understanding of southern factional-

ism, but also to the role of parties in American politics more generally. Generations of political

scientists have had their view of parties shaped by Southern Politics in State and Nation but, as

I show below, that book presents an incomplete picture of how parties facilitate representa-

tion. Much theoretical scholarship holds that the existence of multiple, competitive parties is

a prerequisite for representation of citizen interests (Schattschneider 2009; American Political

Science Association 1950; Aldrich 2011; Aldrich and Gri�n 2018). In a modern context, other

research shows that the degree of party competition an area experiences conditions the qual-

ity of representation that it receives (Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart 2001a; Burden 2004;

Gri�n 2006). This paper a�rms the importance of competitive parties even more strongly

than Key (1984), by showing that even in certain areas with electoral factionalism, meaningful

legislative representation is absent.

2.1 The Classi�cation of Southern Factions

A number of previous attempts have been made to develop classi�cation schemes for

intra-party factions, both in the U.S. South and more generally. In general, such classi�ca-

tion schemes have “centered around typologies of intra-party groups with di�erent attributes,

dimensions and categories based on variables such as stability, organization, function and role,

and occasionally group size and number” (Boucek 2009, 456). Bettcher (2005), for example, sug-

gests two dimensions, motivation and organization, along which intra-party factions can be

classi�ed; Black and Black (1982), studying southern factions, remark that “considerations of

factional durability and factional success strike us as fundamentally important,” and evaluate

factions along those two dimensions. A common presumption is that “the party is the organ-

ised and the faction the organisation-less body...” (Sartori 2005, 67); in the context of the U.S.

South, the main concern of scholars is the degree to which a state’s factions are “party-like.”

The primary conclusion that Key (1984) o�ers is that three states – North Carolina, Ten-
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nessee, and Virginia – are distinct from the other southern states. This conclusion derives

not only from the factionalism of these states, which is held to be greater than others, but

also because this factionalism is supposed to arise from the existence in these three states of a

meaningful Republican presence in parts of the states (299-300). In Virginia, the two factions of

interest were the dominant “Byrd organization” and an anti-organization faction comprised

of a “loose alliance of Virginia Democrats generally identi�ed as liberals...[who] tended to

support national Democratic leaders and their policies” (Grantham 1988, 88). In Tennessee

the lines of competition were drawn between the Memphis-based Crump organization, which

Black and Black (1982) classify as a “successful durable faction” (106-108), and its opponents.

Similarly, Black and Black (1982) classify the Gardner faction in North Carolina as a successful

durable faction whose reign extends over the period I study, and Grantham (1988) agrees that

“North Carolina, like Virginia and Tennessee, had a dominant political organization and two

fairly well-de�ned Democratic factions” starting in the 1930s (92).

Key (1984) then proceeds to lump the remaining states together: “the remaining eight states

possess no outstanding features that suggest obvious classi�cation into subgroups” (300). This

is, however, relatively inaccurate on the basis of his own and other evidence about the time

period. In particular, Louisiana and Georgia are described as “instances in which relatively

cohesive majority factions have been built around personalities” (Key 1984, 300). The main

distinction between these two states and the prior three is not the cohesion or the durability

of the states’ factions, but the source: a Republican presence, or the personality of a dema-

gogic governor. Indeed, Key (1984) himself states that “Louisiana factionalism more nearly

approaches the organizational realities of a two-party system than that of any other south-

ern state” (301), and Grantham (1988) describes Georgia politics by noting that “Eugene Tal-

madge’s most enduring accomplishment was to divide the Georgia electorate into two camps

that re�ected a strong rural-urban cleavage and helped to create a structure of Democratic bi-

factionalism in the state” (92). Louisiana and Georgia are therefore states with relatively stable

factional systems based around the personalities of their governors (and their successors). I
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label these two states as having “personality-based” factional systems.

After dispensing with the other �ve states, Key (1984) states that the other six enjoy “a

far more chaotic factional politics”; again, however, there is di�erentiation among them. In

particular, Key (1984) identi�es Arkansas and Florida as lacking the scars of “the old Populist

battle of the poor, white farmer against the plantation regions” (302): Arkansas is character-

ized as “pure one-party politics” (183), and Florida as “every man for himself” politics ranking

“high in political atomization” (82) and possessing “remarkably transitory” political coalitions

(Grantham 1988, 100).
2

Arkansas and Florida therfore possess “very chaotic” political envi-

ronments. The remaining states – Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas – I call

“chaotic.”

In light of these distinctions, I group the eleven states of the former Confederacy into

four categories of factionalism: “durable,” “personality-based,” “chaotic,” and “very chaotic.”

The states, with their classi�cations and supporting evidence from Key (1984), are listed in

Table 2.1. This classi�cation scheme is, necessarily, somewhat arbitrary, and deviates both

from Key’s (1984) resistance to developing a classi�cation scheme as well as from other e�orts

to dramatically simplify the types of factionalism, such as Black’s (1983) grouping of states

into either “multi-factional” or “non-multifactional” systems. Instead, this typology re�ects a

middle ground that identi�es groupings of states with signi�cant similarities within category

and reasonably important distinctions between them. Importantly, this classi�cation scheme

is more for heuristic reasons than hypothesis testing; I present all results at the state level,

rather than grouping by category.

2
Grantham (1988) groups states di�erently, lumping together Arkansas, Florida, Mississippi, and South Carolina

as states with especially disorganized politics (Grantham 1988).
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Table 2.1: Factionalism in Southern States

State Description Category

Alabama “Alabama has not been dominated over a long Chaotic

period by a single well-disciplined machine. Nor

have there been in recent years well-organized

competing machines. Political factions form and

reform.” (37)

Arkansas “Arkansas has no statewide factional organization Very Chaotic

with either cohesion or continuity...

in Arkansas we have the one-party system in

its most unde�led and undiluted form.” (183)

Florida “Florida ranks high in political atomization... Very Chaotic

factional lines, in the Tennessee fashion, simply

do not exist.” (82-3)

Georgia “The Talmadge personality and the Personality-Based

vividness of his race and class appeals divided the

Georgia electorate into two camps, whose struggles

created a strong tendency toward bi-factionalism.”

(107)

Louisiana “...the state has had, with some deviations, a bi- Personality-Based

factional �ght between, on the one hand, the ‘good

government’ or ‘better-element’ crowd and, on the

other, the Long faction...” (164)

Mississippi “While Mississippi politics may be fundamentally Chaotic

a con�ict between the delta mind and the hill mind,

its factionalism is poorly organized for e�ective

expression of these or other competing viewpoints.

Neither group has a political organization

approaching a party machine in character.” (246)

North Carolina “North Carolina’s Republicans contribute mightily Durable

to the unity of the dominant faction within the

Democratic party. And the creation of a single

cohesive faction almost inevitably unites the

opposition elements into a minority faction, with

the result that the battle within the Democratic

party resembles a two-party con�ict.” (227-228)

South Carolina “In the fractionalization of its electorate, South Chaotic

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 (Continued)

State Description Category

Carolina approaches Florida’s high degree of

political granulation. Although...underlying forces

drive South Carolina toward a two-sided �ght in

politics, no continuing dual organization has

developed in its elective politics.” (134)

Tennessee “...in Tennessee the political battle is ordinarily Durable

fought between only two major groups, the Crump

and anti-Crump factions.” (70)

Texas “While the issues are always present, in the Chaotic

confusions and distractions of one-party politics

broad issues of economic philosophy are often

obscured or smothered...” (255)

Virginia “Unlike most southern states, Virginia has had Durable

within the Democratic party two fairly well-

de�ned factions.” (20)

Note: All quotations are from Key (1984).

2.2 Empirical Approach and Data

Types of Analysis

I take two distinct approaches to attempting to understand whether and how intra-party

factions in the U.S. South substituted for party competition. These approaches are focused

on two related conceptions of how parties structure legislative activity. First, did patterns of

roll call voting in southern state legislatures “look like” roll call voting in legislatures with

party competition? Did roll call voting occupy a single dimension (Poole and Rosenthal 1997;

Wright and Scha�ner 2002)? Are legislators able to be predictably clustered into some small

number of groups of like-minded legislators? This exercise I broadly call “measuring faction-

alism,” since it is measuring directly from the roll call data the existence of factions in roll call
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voting. Second, do political preferences in the electorate get mapped into roll call voting? In

a partisan system, one would expect that representatives from more-Democratic areas would

vote di�erently from representatives from more-Republican areas; does this happen similarly

with factional alignments in a one-party setting? I call this set of empirical exercises “Assess-

ing the Electoral Connection,” since the main point is to establish how electoral preferences

are mapped into roll call voting.

Throughout both analyses, there are two comparisons that I hope to highlight. First, I

compare legislative politics in one-party settings, irrespective of hypothesized factionalism,

to legislative politics in states with meaningful levels of party competition. The second com-

parison concerns the intensive margin of factionalism. Taking Key’s (1984) characterization,

laid out in Table 2.1, as given, how do patterns in roll call voting and representation relate to

the extent of intra-party factionalism in a state, within the South?

Data on State Legislative Roll Call Voting

As the central goal of this project is to establish the relationship between the above-

described pattern in electoral factionalism and the factionalism present in legislative behavior,

a measure of legislative behavior is required. I rely on roll call voting. As data, roll call vot-

ing o�ers both strengths and weaknesses. It is one of the fundamental tasks of legislating, and

possibly the only task without which legislating cannot be said to have happened. Within lim-

its, all legislators must participate in roll call voting. And roll call voting is observable: more

than most other e�ort-based dimensions of legislative activity, roll call votes are a recorded

signal of a legislator’s preference on a particular bill which any of his or her constituents can

observe and act on. Of course, roll call votes are an imperfect measure. In the legislatures I

examine, all votes are not taken by roll calls, and the ease of calling for a roll call vote varies

across states; as a result, selection bias may exist in which bills and actions receive a roll call

vote, thus skewing inferences (Carrubba et al. 2006; Carrubba, Gabel, and Hug 2008). I have
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attempted both in my choice of measures and in my discussion of results below to be sensitive

to these concerns.

While roll call votes have been used extensively in studies of both congressional politics

(Poole and Rosenthal 1997; Heckman and Snyder 1997; Clinton, Jackman, and Rivers 2004) and

state legislative politics (e.g. Shor and McCarty 2011), historical state legislative roll call voting

has generally been studied only in an ad hoc way in the modern era.
3

Examining patterns in roll

call voting in southern state legislatures therefore requires an original data collection e�ort.

This study draws on such an e�ort, using roll call data from fourteen state legislatures for the

period 1935-1946.
4

Eleven of those states are the states of the former Confederacy, while three

– California, Indiana, and Montana – are non-southern states with competitive parties that

have been selected to provide a comparison case.
5

The data consists of roll calls from nearly

all legislative sessions held by these states during this period.
6

For each legislative session in

my sample, a digitized copy of the legislative journal was acquired, a roster of legislators was

created, and roll call votes were located in and extracted from the journal text using a script,

and turned into a roll call matrix.

The time period that I consider is chosen to align with the time period studied in-depth by

Key (1984). While Key (1984) does discuss candidates and political events that occur before this

time period in his description of state factionalism, his description of these states’ politics are

3
A number of earlier studies, however, examine state legislative roll call voting in the time period I consider.

Jewell (1955), for example, studies party cohesion in eight state legislatures during the 1940s, and Macrae (1952)

studies representation in Massachusetts over three legislative sessions. One notable modern study that examines

historical southern legislative roll call voting is McCarty and Rogers (2018), who examine the Georgia legislature

from the 1950s forward.

4
Data for California are from Masket (n.d.) and are used in Masket (2007) and Masket (2009); for all other states

the data have been scraped from digitized legislative journals available from either Law Library Microform

Consortium, HathiTrust, or the Lillian Goldman Law Library at Yale University.

5
These three states were chosen based on 1) having closely matched major parties during the period under study,

based on state legislative seat shares, 2) data availability, and 3) having county-based districts, like the southern

states in my sample.

6
A complete enumeration of the legislative sessions in the data in Table B.1 in the Appendix. Missing regular

sessions in include Arkansas in 1935 and 1941 and Louisiana in 1942.
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overwhelmingly based on the quantitative data made available by state governments and on an

extensive set of interviews conducted by himself, Donald Strong, and Alexander Heard.
7

The

time frame of the discussion is therefore overwhelmingly focused on the period immediately

before the book was written. Furthermore, by restricting the attention to the period after 1935,

I avoid pooling post- and pre-New Deal legislative politics; this is especially important as the

New Deal is supposed to have provided the basis for factional cleavages in some southern

states, most notably Georgia (Grantham 1988, 107). By focusing on a relatively short period of

time, I avoid the confounding e�ects of time, and allow my analysis to capture the period that

Key (1984) and his research assistants observed and recorded. Extending the analyses below

forward and backward in time would be a natural extension to this project that could reveal

interesting over-time changes.

2.3 Measuring Factionalism

To measure the extent of structure and factionalism in state legislative roll call voting, I

use two related, but conceptually distinct, measures. First, I use a common measure of model

�t from roll call scaling models, the Aggregate Proportion Reduction in Error (APRE) from

an Optimal Classi�cation scaling model. While this does not directly measure the existence

of factions, it does indicate how “low-dimensional” roll call voting is, which corresponds to

organized, rather than “every-person-for-themselves,” legislative environments. Second, I use

a clustering approach. Rather than simply identify the number of clusters in the roll call data, I

again use a measure of model �t, focusing on how e�ectively a clustering model with a certain

number of clusters groups legislators together.

Importantly, these concepts are actually closely related. On the one hand, the dimension-

ality of roll call voting conveys the grouping of issues—how correlated are individuals’ roll

call records across issues? Clustering, on the other hand, captures groupings of individuals—

7
Vanderbilt University Special Collections and Heard (n.d.).
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regardless of issue, who votes together? Despite this important di�erence, they both capture

how atomized a political environment is. If individuals are voting together consistently, they

likely do so across issue areas; if there is a correlation in roll call voting across issue areas,

then some individuals are likely to be consistently voting together. While APRE captures the

dimensionality of roll call voting and clustering focuses on groups of legislators that vote to-

gether frequently, both measures similarly reveal the extent to which legislators are free agents

in roll call voting or are part of a more systematic structure.
8

For the three states – North Car-

olina, Tennessee, and Virginia – with some Republicans in the legislature, I omit Republicans

from whatever analysis I conduct. While this has the unfortunate e�ect of excluding data, it

allows me to retain my focus on intra-Democratic Party factionalism when considering state

legislative activity in the South.

Optimal Classi�cation Model Fit The �rst measure I use to assess the degree of faction-

alism in roll call voting is the model �t of a roll call scaling model, speci�cally the Aggregate

Proportion Reduction in Error (APRE) of an Optimal Classi�cation (OC) model. The APRE is

akin to an R2
in a regression context, but for a roll call scaling model: if I take a full roll call

matrix and reduce the dimensions so that each legislator receives a vector of scores, how well

do those (low-dimensional) scores actually account for the (high-dimensional) roll call votes

that that legislator takes? APRE goes one step further than this question by taking account

of the fact that a simple model assuming that everyone votes with the majority will generally

predict voting quite well (in the same way that the mean of the outcome is the benchmark

for an R2
), and so APRE reports the proportion of votes on the losing side of each bill that

8
A clear example of the relationship between the two measures comes from a legislature with two factions whose

members always vote together. In this situation, roll call voting is necessarily one-dimensional—all issues are

bundled together. If a legislature has three such fully cohesive factions, roll call voting can be at most two

dimensional, etc.
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are correctly predicted by the model (Poole 2007, 129).
9

I use Optimal Classi�cation (Poole

2000) rather than alternative scaling models because it explicitly maximizes APRE given roll

call data and a �xed number of dimensions.
10

But how exactly does the model �t of a roll call scaling model correspond to factionalism?

Key (1984) describes one-party politics as “chaotic,” meaning that there is a lack of structure in

roll call voting. Legislators who vote together on one bill may be opposed on another. Contrast

this with a partisan legislature, such as the modern U.S. Congress, in which “the knowledge

that a politician opposes raising the minimum wage makes it virtually certain that the politi-

cian also opposes government-run universal health care, favors ending the entitlement status

of welfare, opposes a�rmative action, opposes gun control, and so on” (Poole and Rosenthal

2001, 7). In a partisan system, the consistent grouping of legislators voting together across

issue areas as a parties produces a low-dimensional policy space, where being “conservative”

or “liberal” on a given issue means that a legislator is likely to retain that label across other

issue areas. Jenkins (1999), Wright and Scha�ner (2002), and Olson (n.d.a) provide empirical

evidence demonstrating that in settings without party competition roll call voting tends to be

high-dimensional and that statistics such as the APRE lack explanatory power. In the present

setting, a higher APRE therefore suggests more party-like structure in roll call voting, while a

lower APRE corresponds to a more multi-factional, chaotic environment.

Figure 2.1 presents estimates of the one-dimension Optimal Classi�cation APRE from the

di�erent states and legislative sessions in the South during the period 1935 to 1946.
11

Each

9
Speci�cally, from Poole (2007, 129), the statistic is de�ned as

APRE =

∑q
j=1{minority vote− classi�cation errors}j∑q

j=1{minority vote}j

10
W-NOMINATE (Poole and Rosenthal 1997, 249-51) instead optimizes a likelihood function, yielding the Geo-

metric Mean Probability statistic (Poole 2007, 130), which lacks the intuitive appeal of APRE.

11
Figure B.3 replicates Figure 2.1 using the W-NOMINATE algorithm to scale the roll call votes. The one-

dimensional APREs for OC and W-NOMINATE are correlated at 0.965, and Figure B.3 accordingly closely

mirrors Figure 2.1.
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point represents a di�erent legislative session – while most sessions are biennial, some are

quadrennial, thus producing the di�erent numbers of points for di�erent states.
12

As this

�gure demonstrates, there is considerable variation both within states, and within category of

factionalism. Within the partisan states, Indiana far outstrips Montana in terms of APRE, with

California falling somewhere in-between.
13

Virginia is a notable laggard among the states with

so-called “durable” factionalism, and South Carolina and Georgia are relatively higher than the

other remaining southern states.

To more clearly show the relationship between di�erent groups of states, as well as to ex-

tend this analysis to higher-dimensional scaling models, I plot in Figure 2.2 the mean APRE

by type of factionalism in one through four dimensions. This �gure con�rms that in a one-

dimensional scaling model the mean APRE is highest for states with party competition, second

highest for those with durable factionalism, followed by states with personality-based faction-

alism, chaotic factionalism, and “very chaotic” factionalism, in that order. This is exactly the

order one might expect if the classi�cation scheme in Table 2.1 maps onto legislative faction-

alism. Interestingly, with two or more dimensions we actually �nd higher APREs, on average,

for the states with durable factionalism than those with party competition. Other than this

12
For each state-session I combine all regular and special sessions comprising that sitting of the legislature, and

scale these together using Optimal Classi�cation. To implement Optimal Classi�cation, I use the oc package

in R.

13
While a full interrogation of variation in roll call voting structure in the partisan states lies outside the scope of

this paper, the patterns identi�ed in Figure 2.1 is relatively consistent across the other measures I consider. This

is despite the fact that these states were chosen, in part, because the two major parties were closely matched

in the state legislature. One possible explanation for California lagging behind Indiana is that, from 1911 to

1959, the state employed “cross-listing,” whereby candidates could be listed under both party labels. As Masket

(2009) describes, this made it di�cult to enforce party discipline through candidate selection (59) and reduced

incentives to appear partisan in the legislature (69). Montana, however, is both less-partisan in its roll call

voting and more puzzling, with no obvious institutional reason for such little structure to appear in roll call

voting. One possible explanation is that it was relatively new to party competition, with the Great Depression

and New Deal causing a solidly Republican state to become competitive. Another possibility is that the state’s

legacy of progressivism, like other Western states, obscured cross-party cleavages. Alternatively, it could simply

be that the Democratic Party in Montana was too big of a tent: “in the wake of the 1936 landslide, three strains of

liberalism blended within the Democratic party of Montana: the 100 per cent New Dealism...the class-conscious

radicalism...and the old-fashioned, individualistic progressivism. These three varieties of liberalism formed a

highly unstable compound.” (Malone 1971, 8). In any case, the results from these three states suggest that more

study is required to characterize in�uences on structure in roll call voting, even in states with robust party

competition.
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Figure 2.1: Optimal Classi�cation Aggregate Proportion Reduction in Error (APRE)

figure plots the one-dimensional optimal classification aggregate proportion re-

duction in error for each legislative session in the data. color indicates category

of factionalism as described in table 2.1.

change, however, the rank ordering is preserved for dimensions two through four. One obvi-

ous concern with this plot is that it masks considerable within-category variation, as suggested

by Figure 2.1; in Figure B.1 in the Appendix, I plot this relationship separately by state, rather

than type of factionalism. In general, a similar pattern to that from Figure 2.1 is seen at each

dimension, with the exception that North Carolina and Tennessee clearly overtake even Indi-

ana in terms of OC model �t when the model is �t with two or more dimensions.
14

Within

the South, however, Key’s (1984) discussion and classi�cation of states’ types of factionalism

is more or less borne out in the dimensionality of roll call voting, with those states where Key

14
Of note, however, is that North Carolina has very few competitive roll call votes in these years; indeed, it has

too few to scale (fewer than twenty-�ve competitive votes) for the 1941, 1943, and 1945 sessions.
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(1984) identi�es more-organized factions appearing to have more-organized roll call voting,

at least on average.
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Figure 2.2: Mean OC APRE by Type of Factionalism and Number of Dimensions

Clustering in Roll Call Data If a faction is a group of legislators who act similarly in the

legislature, then they should be grouped together – clustered – in roll call voting. I therefore

use cluster analysis as one method to assess the “factionalism” of roll call voting in state legis-

latures. I again rely on the “�t” of clustering models with di�erent numbers of clusters, similar

to the approach of examining the APRE of ideal point scaling models.
15

To cluster the roll call data, I begin by transforming the data into a symmetric agreement

matrix, where each entry i, j is the proportion of roll call votes that both legislators i and j

15
While an initial instinct might be to simply estimate the number of clusters in the roll call data, there is nothing

precluding an unsupervised method like cluster analysis from also identifying clusters within parties or factions:

for example, Spirling and Quinn (2010) identify four factions in the 102nd U.S. Senate.
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participate in on which they agree. I then use k-means clustering (as I do throughout this anal-

ysis) to cluster the matrix with only one cluster, and �nd the mean distance
16

of all legislators

to the centroid of that single, legislature-size cluster per dimension. I report the per-dimension

distance because legislatures of di�erent sizes will have di�erent numbers of dimensions in

which they are clustered. I then do the same for k clusters, and subtract this distance from the

single-cluster distance. Subtracting o� the single-cluster version helps to ensure that di�erent

distributions of agreement scores across states do not a�ect the conclusions by normalizing

the scores relative to a single-cluster version.
17

The resulting statistic, then, is the mean per-

dimension distance closer to a unit’s cluster centroid when clustered with k clusters than it

would be when the full legislature is treated as a single cluster. I call this measure the “k cluster

distance improvement.” More concretely, the statistic conveys how much closer, on average, a

given legislator A’s agreement score will be to a new legislator B introduced at the center of

that legislator A’s cluster than if that legislator B was located at the centroid of the legislature

as a whole.
18

A higher score therefore indicates that clustering in k dimensions o�ers a bet-

ter �t to the data. The measure correlates well with the more-familiar roll call scaling APRE

measure. Figure 2.3 plots the these two measures against each other, demonstrating a strong

positive relationship (ρ = 0.840).

I present the results for the clustering analysis in Figure 2.4. The y-axis records the im-

provement in cluster �t, measured through the dimension-wise distance to the cluster cen-

troid, from a two-cluster k-means clustering relative to one cluster. The units are “proportion

agreement,” since the matrix being clustered is an agreement matrix. Higher values therefore

16
I use Manhattan distance because it allows for a straightforward interpretation, as I discuss below.

17
For example, a multi-factional legislature where most votes are near-unanimous may appear more tightly clus-

tered than a bi-factional legislature where disagreement is common. This issue cannot necessarily be solved

through standard normalization procedures, such as z-scoring, which make potentially inaccurate distribu-

tional assumptions. I do, however, report all results while additionally use a standardized agreement score.

These results are presented in Figure B.4 in the Appendix, and comport well with those in the text.

18
This particular calculation works because we used 1) manhattan, or dimension-wise, distance, and 2) because

the dimensions that we clustered on are agreement scores with legislators.
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Figure 2.3: Comparing Two Measures of Factionalism in Roll Call Voting

indicate that a greater improvement in cluster �t and a greater degree of structure in roll call

voting. The patterns identi�ed are similar to those identi�ed from the Optimal Classi�cation

APRE. Northern states with party competition again appear to outpace all Southern states, and

Tennessee and South Carolina, in particular, stand out among the southern states for having

a better two-cluster �t.

Again, one concern is that the results presented in Figure 2.4 re�ects the �t improvement

with two clusters relative to one, possibly missing added model �t from an increased number

of clusters. As with the APRE measure, I plot the mean cluster �t improvement by number of

clusters, from two through �ve, by type of faction. This is presented in Figure 2.5. The gap

between the northern and southern states is considerably larger with the clustering measure

relative to the APRE measure above, and unlike the APRE measure, this persists as the number

of clusters is increased. Interestingly also, the order of the “chaotic” and “personality-based”

factions is �ipped, with the former having greater gains in dimension-wise cluster �t across all
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Figure 2.4: Clustering Model Fit Improvement

figure plots the difference between the per-dimension mean distance to the clus-

ter centroid for clusterings with one and two clusters. higher values represent

a more-improved fit to the data with two clusters relative to one. each point is

a biennial or qadrennial legislative session, and colors indicate the factionalism

category into which each state falls.

numbers of clusters. I plot the same relationship from Figure 2.5 separately by state in Figure

B.2 in the Appendix, which indicates that this pattern is driven primarily by South Carolina,

which has the second greatest distance improvement among the southern states, following

only Tennessee.

While neither the APRE nor the cluster distance improvement measure is a perfect sum-

mary of roll call voting, when combined they o�er a consistent picture of the structure of roll

call voting in southern (and select northern) state legislatures between 1935 and 1946. In par-

ticular, both measures agree that North Carolina, Tennessee, and South Carolina demonstrate

considerably more structure in roll call voting than other southern states.
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Figure 2.5: Mean Cluster Distance Improvement by Type of Factionalism and Number of Clus-

ters

2.4 Assessing the Electoral Connection

The previous section focuses on establishing whether patterns in roll call data – speci�-

cally, dimensionality and clustering of the roll call matrix – correspond in predictable ways

with expectations generated from observing electoral factionalism. Identifying these patterns

is important for two reasons. First, they most directly correspond to understanding of what,

exactly, factions are. If factions are groupings of legislators within a party, then it makes sense,

in trying to understand the nature of factionalism in a state, to �nd evidence of groupings in

roll call data.

These measures also provide some insight into the extent to which factions are successfully

replicating the representational functions of parties. One of the most important theoretical
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roles that parties play in a democracy is facilitating vote choice by generating a meaningful

relationship between a party label and a bundle of policies. If a legislator votes similarly to

members of a certain group, a potential voter needs only monitor the group, rather than each

member of it individually, to gain a broad understanding of the groups preferences and values.

Similarly, if those groups vote together across issue areas, thereby bundling issues, a voter need

only monitor relatively few votes to understand where that group lies in ideological space.

The degree of clustering and dimension reduction in a particular legislative context therefore

provides some evidence of the degree to which that particular party/factional system facilitates

legislative representation.

A next step, however, is to interrogate more directly how degrees of party or factional

competition a�ect the extent to which roll call voting re�ects citizen preferences. Rather than

searching for indirect evidence of representation, I now explore directly how a certain geog-

raphy’s expressed political preferences map into the roll call voting record of its representa-

tive. To do so, I regress each legislator’s choice on each roll call vote on a measure of their

constituents’ policy preferences. If a factional system facilitates representation, then these

expressed preferences ought to be related to roll call records.

Measuring District Political Preferences Ideally, members of di�erent Democratic fac-

tions in the South would have a faction label attached to their name, just as Democrats and

Republicans are identi�ed as such in partisan legislatures. With such factional labels, it would

be straightforward to determine the degree to which roll call voting follows factional lines.

Unfortunately, such faction labels are not readily available, which is perhaps itself a signal of

the (un-)importance of these groupings for legislative activity.

As an alternative, I rely on vote shares given to di�erent candidates for statewide o�ce

from each legislative district. For the South, I use primary election vote shares for elections

that Key (1984) suggests correspond to the underlying factional pattern in the state; for the

non-southern states in my sample I use a competitive, two-party general election. The spe-
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ci�c elections that I use are listed in Table 2.2, which describes the competing groups in each

election as well as the standard deviation of the vote share across districts.
19

Table 2.2: Elections Used to Measure District Preferences

State Year O�ce Runo� Groups Std. Dev.

Alabama 1946 Governor X Black Belt vs. Agrarians 0.160

Arkansas 1940 Governor Adkins Org. vs. Bailey Org. 0.099

Florida 1936 Governor X Northern vs. Southern 0.120

Georgia 1942 Governor X Talmadge vs. opposition 0.115

Louisiana 1940 Governor X Longites vs. Regulars 0.087

Mississippi 1934 Senate X Delta vs. Hills 0.139

North Carolina 1936 Governor X Organization vs. opposition 0.168

South Carolina 1938 Governor X Coastal Plain vs. Piedmont 0.169

Tennessee 1946 Senate Crump Org. vs. opposition 0.141

Texas 1946 Governor X Liberals vs. Conservatives 0.070

Virginia 1946 Senate Byrd Org. vs. opposition 0.155

California 1938 Governor Democrats vs. Republicans 0.050

Indiana 1936 Governor Democrats vs. Republicans 0.057

Montana 1936 Governor Democrats vs. Republicans 0.081

Note: All southern elections are Democratic primary elections; for non-runo�s, the vote share among the

top-two candidates is used. County-level returns for these are drawn from Heard and Strong (1950). County-

level general elections returns for California are from ourcampaigns.com, and for Indiana and Montana are

from o�cial publications.

19
One concern with this approach is that it forces each districts’ preferences to be represented on a single Can-

didate A vs. Candidate B dimension, even while multiple dimensions of legislative disagreement may exist. I

avoid this concern by analyzing each roll call separately, rather than using any sort of scaling procedure. Even

in a higher-dimensional issue space, di�erent groups of legislators will be aligned on di�erent sets of issues, but

by focusing on each roll call separately I allow the particular coalition of legislators supporting and opposing

the roll call to vary from bill to bill. While I assume a single dimension of constituent preference, I make no

such assumption of the roll call votes I analyze.
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Speci�cation To ensure the comparability of my estimates across states, I standardize the

vote share that the district gives to a given candidate. All coe�cient estimates therefore re�ect

the change in probability of casting a certain vote with a one-standard deviation change in vote

share. Using this standardized regressor, I estimate the following simple bivariate linear model

for each roll call:

Yea i = βFactional Preference i + εi

Data is aggregated to the larger of the district or county level (i), as the election return data

is available at the county level, and weighted to re�ect the number of legislators from that

geographic unit. If no legislator from a district casts a vote for a particular roll call, that obser-

vation is treated as missing. As above, to ensure that the focus remains on intra-Democratic

Party factionalism, I omit district-years represented by Republicans in North Carolina, Ten-

nessee, and Virginia. I also focus only on votes where at least �ve percent of those voting are

on the losing side, and where at least half of the legislators cast a “yea” or “nay” vote. Inference

is conducted with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.

This procedure, estimated for each roll call across the fourteen states I consider, results in

19,169 regressions being estimated. My main statistic of interest is the R2
of the regression.

Any coe�cient estimate, even a standardized coe�cient, makes strong assumptions about

the relationship between vote shares and roll call voting, and traditional inference, such as

statistical signi�cance, will depend on legislature size, which varies considerably. R2
provides

an intuitive measure of how well voters’ preferences explain roll call voting, without falling

into the issues of these alternative measures.
20

For each state, I present the inter-quartile range

of R2
values, and then compare these distributions to draw inferences about the relationship

between partisanship or factionalism and representation.

20
In the Appendix, I report results for these other statistics. The overall conclusions di�ers relatively little across

these measures, although the higher statistical power that comes with large legislatures, particularly Georgia,

leads to somewhat di�erent conclusions in the statistical signi�cance results.
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Results Figure 2.6 presents the results for the regression analysis. This �gure plots the

inter-quartile range, by state, of R2
values across all of that state’s roll call votes. The colors

on the �gure correspond to each state’s type of factionalism, consistent with Table 2.1. Two

things are immediately clear from the �gure: �rst, that in the non-southern, party-competition

states, the partisanship of a district is on average a much more consistent and clear predictor

of roll call voting than factional alignments appear to be in the southern states. The second

clear takeaway, however, is that there is no clear pattern aside from this corresponding to

the group into which states fall. While North Carolina and Tennessee appear to have a greater

average relationship between factionalism and roll call voting than most other southern states,

as suggested by Key (1984), Florida, South Carolina, and Mississippi also present surprisingly

strong relationships. Even within the northern states, Indiana dominates both California and

Montana in average R2
size, with Montana in particular demonstrating a distribution more

consistent with a southern states than with the other northern states.

One way to more-formally assess these relationships is to run a simple regression of the

R2
value on the faction type into which a state falls, with standard errors clustered by state.

A joint F test rejects the null hypothesis that the mean for each southern faction category is

equal to that for the non-southern states (F = 5.678, p = 0.007). However, if a similar test is

done to examine di�erences within the South, one fails to reject the null that R2
values for

roll calls in states with personality-based, chaotic, and very chaotic factionalism are the same

those in states with durable factionalism (F = 0.668, p = 0.607).
21

Accounting for Coincidental Representation A concern with the estimates presented

in the previous section is that they may simply re�ect “coincidental representation” (Enns

21
Naturally, these tests fail to account for estimation error in the R2

values, and the small number of states, and

therefore clusters, in the data makes clustered standard errors a potentially inappropriate method to conduct

inference (Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller 2008; Esarey and Menger 2018). There is, however, little reason to

expect that these issues would cause inference to be overly conservative.
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Figure 2.6: Inter-Quartile Range of R2
Values, Faction-Only Regression

figure plots the distribution of adjustedR2
values across roll call votes separately

by state, with colors indicating the type of faction to which each state belongs as

described in table 2.1.

2015) of constituents’ preferences.
22

Because factional lines are often described as occurring

along dimensions of agrarianism, urbanness, social class, racial group, or regionalism driven

by other economic or racial characteristics, it may be that these district characteristics that

often correlate with expressed factional preferences are actually what is associated with roll call

voting, rather than preferences themselves. If, for example, in Mississippi both statewide can-

didates and roll call voting generally fall along a “Delta vs. Hills” cleavage, this may simply

be a coincidence, not representation: what one would ideally see is that even within the delta,

22
Coincidental representation is most often thought of as representation of under-represented groups because

of occasional alignment with groups to whom politicians are more attuned. (Enns 2015) discusses this phe-

nomenon in the context of class, while Scha�ner, Rhodes, and La Raja (2020) discuss this phenomenon in the

context of race.
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legislators from districts that give more of the vote to the Hill Country candidate have di�erent

roll call records from those representing districts that do not. In this section, therefore, I ask

whether district factionalism continues to be related to roll call voting even after accounting

for underlying district demographic and economic characteristics.

To assess this, I simply add a battery of control variables to my simple baseline speci�ca-

tion. I estimate

Yea i = Factional Preference i + ΦXi + εi

where X is a vector of county-level control variables from the U.S. Census: population den-

sity, percent non-white, percent laborers, percent unemployed, percent with less than a high

school education, percent of homes without a radio, the percent of crop value attributed to

“other” crops, which includes cotton, and the share of a district that is farmland.
23

Using this

speci�cation, I again report the inter-quartile range of (now-partial) R2
values, which capture

the proportion of the variation in roll call voting that can be explained by including a district’s

factional alignment in the regression, after accounting for the above-described demographic

and economic characteristics. These results are presented in Figure 2.7. The patterns are,

overall, quite similar to those above, though with a considerable downward shift in all states,

indicating that district characteristics account for much variation in roll call voting. Neverthe-

less, I continue to �nd that partisan states’ have greater representation of district preferences

than southern states, and that southern states with durable factions maintain their advantage

over other southern states.
24

23
All variables are from the U.S. Census Bureau (1930–1940), accessed via Social Explorer. All are from the 1940

census except crop value and farmland, which are from the 1930 census.

24
Once again, however, only the distinction between the non-southern and southern states is statistically sig-

ni�cant in a regression model, as described above (F = 18.000, p = 0.000). I again �nd that the non-durable

southern factionalism categories are not jointly distinguishable from the states with “durable” factionalism

(F = 1.050, p = 0.404).
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Figure 2.7: Inter-Quartile Range of Partial R2
Values for Faction Measure, Regression with

Controls

figure plots the distribution of partial R2
values for the faction measure across

roll call votes by state. fill colors indicate the type of faction to which each state

belongs, as described in table 2.1.

2.5 Discussion: Louisiana and South Carolina

To more fully explore the implications of my analysis for understanding how electoral

and legislative factions may or may not align, I explore factionalism in Louisiana and South

Carolina more completely. I begin by laying out the evidence of electoral factionalism in these

states from existing sources, and then contrast this with patterns of factionalism in roll call

voting. These states are chosen speci�cally because they provide an important set of counter-

examples to the patterns identi�ed in Key (1984) and elsewhere. Louisiana, long held to have

a party-like factional system, demonstrates little evidence of either factional groupings in roll
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call data or representation of voters’ preferences in the legislature. South Carolina, meanwhile,

which had politics characterized by “individualist, free-for-all intraparty �ghting” (Grantham

1988, 98), demonstrates fairly consistent factional patterns.

Electoral Factionalism in Louisiana Huey Long is the central �gure in Louisiana fac-

tionalism. Surging into politics as a young man keen to take on the conservative, established

New Orleans machine (Perman 2009, 226-27), Long was able “build around a group of poorer

rural whites a radical faction with a relatively high degree of cohesion and continuity” (Key

1984, 301). Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder (2017) describe a multitude of potential cleavages in

the state: “With its rich social gumbo, Louisiana had a long history of factional strife: populist

against conservative, rural against urban, Catholic against Protestant, Anglo against Cajun and

Creole” (174). These existing cleavages, activated by Long and his successors and combined

with a “ticket system” that facilitated slating of factional candidates, led Key (1984) to state that

“in some respects...Louisiana factionalism more nearly approaches the organizational realities

of a two-party system than that of any other southern state” (301).

The main evidence for Louisiana’s electoral factionalism is the correlation between election

returns for di�erent o�ces across space and time. Key (1984) provides evidence, for example,

of a high correlation between votes for Earl Long (one of Huey’s successors) for governor

and for his slated lieutenant governor candidate,
25

as well as consistent geographic patterns

in areas of high and low support for Longite candidates for governor.
26

Even richer evidence

is provided by Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder (2017). They demonstrate that correlations be-

tween o�ces at the top of the ticket are consistently higher than 0.4 from 1908 to the 1960s,

occassionally exceeding 0.8.
27

Moreover, the existence of strong factionalism appeared most

strongly after 1932, (Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder 2017, 177), a period during which “the fac-

25
See Figure 31, Page 171.

26
See Figure 34, Page 177 and Figure 35, Page 179.

27
For the 1940 election that I use, the correlation is greater than 0.8. See Figure 7.7, page 175.
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tions became more readily identi�able ideologically” (Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder 2017, 178).

Overall, existing evidence provides clear evidence that factions were electorally important ac-

tors in the late 1930s and 1940s, and that voters had an understanding of the rhetorical and

ideological stances that the factions represented.

Legislative Factionalism in Louisiana But did this electoral factionalism translate into

legislative factionalism? There is ample reason to believe that it might have. At least some

state legislators were clearly identi�ed as pro-Long or anti-Long individuals: Hansen, Hirano,

and Snyder (2017) identify House Speaker Allen Ellender as a Longite (177), and Long main-

tained a �oor leader in the State Senate (Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder 2017, 177). Moreover,

the competitive slating system resulted in candidates being identi�ed publicly as members of

a particular faction (Hansen, Hirano, and Snyder 2017, 179). These factional labels and slates,

as Key (1984) notes, included “candidates for o�ces all the way from governor to police ju-

ror,” including “candidates for a large proportion of the state legislative posts” (169). This is

buttressed by newspapers from the time, where, for example, State Representative C.O. Webb

of Red River Parish is described as having been “elected on the Earl Long ticket.”
28

So the

combination of reasonably informative factional labels, quite distinct ideological positions,

and the presence of at least some degree of factional involvement in organizing legislative ac-

tivity would seem to indicate that legislative factionalism in Louisiana might approximate a

two-party system in terms of its ability to translate voter preferences into legislative action.

As the evidence above suggests, however, roll call voting in Louisiana in its (four-year)

legislative sessions of 1936, 1940, and 1944 bear little resemblance to a partisan system. A �rst

piece of evidence against the idea of a coherent legislative factionalism is the absence of con-

tested elections for speaker of the house. While in contested party systems both parties almost

always put forth their own alternatives for speaker,
29

in each of 1936, 1940, and 1944 only a

28
“Gov. Jones’ Plan Flayed by Webb,” The Shreveport Journal (Shreveport, LA), December 10, 1940.

29
Interestingly, an exception to this is California, which, as Masket (2009) documents, relatively frequently saw
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single candidate is put forth for speaker in Louisiana. Roll call voting is disorganized, with lit-

tle evidence of a low-dimensional policy space (as seen in Figure 2.1), and clusters that �t the

roll call data relatively poorly (Figure 2.4). These relatively weak relationships hold in higher

dimensions, as well.
30

Moreover, when we explore the relationship between factional prefer-

ences and roll call voting, there is little evidence of a relationship, which would be expected

with legislators running together on a slate. Looking both at the R2
values in Figure 2.6 and

analogous �gures for standardized regression coe�cients (Figures B.5 and B.6) and p-values

(Figures B.7 and B.8) in the Appendix, there is little collective evidence that the gubernato-

rial candidate for which a legislative district cast its gubernatorial vote had any relationship

to the roll call voting of its state house representative. This point is further driven home by

comparing the geographic distribution of support for Earl Long in the 1940 gubernatorial pri-

mary and the geographic distribution of revealed roll call voting preferences, here measured

with �rst-dimension W-NOMINATE scores.
31

This comparison is made in Figure 2.8.
32

While

the relationship between Long support and W-NOMINATE scores is positive, it is not statis-

tically signi�cant (see Table B.2 in the Appendix), and the “pattern matching” between the

maps is somewhat strained.
33

Despite all suggestion that Louisiana ought to have legislative

factionalism, there is no evidence of such.

Electoral Factionalism in South Carolina In sharp contrast to descriptions of faction-

alism in Louisiana, South Carolina politics during this period are generally characterized as

both parties voting together for a candidate for speaker during the period from 1911 to 1959 when candidates

could be cross-listed on the ballot. See Figure 8 on Page 90.

30
See Figures B.1 and B.2 in the Appendix.

31
I use W-NOMINATE here, rather than OC, because one-dimensional OC scaling is simply a rank-ordering of

legislators; W-NOMINATE produces more familiar ideal point estimates between zero and one.

32
County shape�les are from Newberry Library (2010).

33
After controlling for the covariates described above, the relationship actually becomes negative. Moreover, the

APRE for this scaling is a quite-low 0.107, suggesting that even if the relationship is positive, it accounts for

relatively few roll call votes.
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(a) Support for Long, 1940 Gubernatorial Runo� (b) First-Dim. W-NOMINATE Scores, 1940 Session

Figure 2.8: Louisiana: Support for Long and Roll Call Voting

disorganized: as Jewell (1964) describes it, “South Carolina is typical of...other southern states

in that it has been free of sharp con�ict and institutionalized factions” (1964, 189). Black and

Black (1982) suggest that, between 1920 and 1980, “Moderately successful transient factions,

the type of faction that most approximates the stereotype of the short-lived southern Demo-

cratic faction...accounted for a majority of the [gubernatorial] nominations in South Carolina”

(102). Key (1984) labels politics in South Carolina “the politics of color” (130), suggesting that

the consensus by which African Americans were kept out of politics in the state sti�ed much

political con�ict: “Over o�ces there is con�ict aplenty, but the race question mu�es con�ict

over issues latent in the economy of South Carolina...at least in the long run, concern with

genuine issues would bring an end to the consensus by which the Negro is kept out of poli-

tics” (131). One occasional cleavage pitted the Coastal Plain against the Piedmont. While he

notes that “The recurrence of the cleavage between Plain and Piedmont makes it clear that

a basis exists for a bipartisanism” (142), Key (1984) generally plays down the importance of

this alignment for representation, calling this sectionalism “bland” and suggesting that “ge-

ographical concentration of strength may represent a pseudo-sectionalism in that a friends-

and-neighbors vote rallies around the regional champion, who is no regional champion at all

in the sense of being a spokesman for regional interest” (137). This characterization of South
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Carolina factionalism, a�rmed by subsequent scholarship, holds that there is no meaningful

relationship between these latent factional alignments and subsequent policymaking.

Legislative Factionalism in South Carolina Unlike Louisiana, the evidence to this point

strongly suggests the existence of coherent grouping in roll call voting in South Carolina

and the existence of a relationship between voters’ expressed preferences and roll call vot-

ing. Among southern states, the model �t of both roll call scaling and clustering models is

among the highest, and certainly among the highest outside North Carolina and Tennessee.

In a higher proportion of roll call votes, too, there is a connection between the 1938 vote for

governor and the choice that a given district’s representative makes on roll call votes. If we

scale the roll call votes, as above with Louisiana, we see a strong relationship between the ge-

ographic distribution of support for Wyndham Manning in the 1938 gubernatorial runo� and

patterns of roll call voting, both of which are strongly associated with the sectional alignment

between the Piedmont and Coastal Plain.
34

These relationships are plotted in Figure 2.9a and

2.9b.

Another consideration, as is noted above in discussion of Louisiana, is whether there is

meaningful contestation for leadership positions. While in Louisiana, and indeed in most

southern states during this period, elections for speaker are uncontested, in the 1937 session

in South Carolina there is a sharply contested election for speaker,
35

with Solomon Blatt of

Barnwell County winning 62 votes to L.C. Wannamaker’s, of Chester�eld County, 57.
36

The

geographic distribution of support for Blatt is presented in Figure 2.9c. Clearly this leadership

contest falls on similarly sectional lines to voters’ gubernatorial preferences and patterns in

roll call voting. While the lack of subsequent contested speaker elections points to the limits

34
While the relationship between Manning vote share and W-NOMINATE score is positive and signi�cant in a

simple bivariate speci�cation, this relationship is sharply attenuated after controlling for the demographic and

economic variables described above. See Table B.2 in the Appendix.

35
The winner, Solomon Blatt of Barnwell County, subsequently served as speaker through the 1945 session.

36
Journal of the House of Representatives of the First Session of the 82nd General Assembly of the State of South

Carolina, 1937, Columbia, SC. Pages 9-10.
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of southern factionalism, this election, with the strong relationship between roll call voting

and voter preferences, does suggest that South Carolina enjoyed greater divisions in legislative

politics than prior scholarship has intimated. Naturally, all that this analysis can indicate is that

the same cleavages that appeared in electoral politics also appear in legislative politics. This

analysis certainly does not rule out that South Carolina lacked durable factional organization,

as Key (1984) and Black and Black (1982) suggest.

(a) Support for Manning, 1938 Gubernatorial Runo� (b) First-Dim. W-NOMINATE Scores, 1939 Session

(c) Vote for Speaker, 1937 Session

Figure 2.9: South Carolina: Support for Manning and Roll Call Voting
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2.6 Conclusion

Did intra-party factions in the Solid South substitute for political parties? The conclu-

sion of the above analyses is similar to Key’s (1984) conclusion: maybe, sometimes, rarely.

Certainly it is clear that some southern states, on some roll call-based measures, look sim-

ilar to some states with party competition. North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee

are particularly notable in this respect. For these three states, the APRE from roll call scaling

suggests a low-dimensional roll call voting structure, which is often a product of parties’ role

in bundling issues and structuring the legislative agenda (Jenkins 1999; Wright and Scha�ner

2002; Aldrich 2011; Olson n.d.a). Legislators in these states are more tightly clustered than in

their peer states, suggesting that groups of legislators voted together in relatively consistent

ways. These states also stand out for the consistent relationship between voter preferences

and roll call voting decisions made by those voters’ representatives. While none of these states

come especially close to the most partisan-acting state in my data, Indiana, they approximate

or exceed the levels of partisan activity in California and Montana.

These southern states, however, appear to be exceptions to a more general rule: little to

no organization of roll call voting, and little-to-no representation of voter preferences through

roll call voting. To varying degrees, roll call voting in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,

Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, and Virginia appears to be chaotic, disorganized, and unrelated

to voters’ preferences. This is true even despite the variation in electoral factionalism exhib-

ited by these states. Two of these states, Georgia and Virginia, are held up by Grantham (1988)

as emblematic of “clearly de�ned bifactionalism” (98). Key (1984) calls calls Louisiana’s bifac-

tional system “party-like” for its durability and basis around durable interests. Arkansas, on

the other hand, has “true one-party politics” (Key 1984, 183) and Florida “shapeless and shift-

ing” politics (Grantham 1988, 100). Despite these distinctions, these states are little able to be

distinguished on the basis of any of the roll call-based measures presented above.
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This paper has only begun to explore legislative factionalism in southern legislatures. Both

the time period studied and the speci�c measures used represent only a small portion of the

possible exploration that might be done. Depending on the state considered, the Solid South

persisted for a signi�cant share of the century between 1880 and 1980, and studies such as

Canon (1978), Black and Black (1982), Black (1983), Van Wingen (1984), and Grynaviski (2004)

have systematized the exploration of electoral factionalism and extended this exploration into

years beyond those that Key (1984) considers. Replicating the particular analyses here for

both earlier and later time periods therefore represents an important next step for analysis,

particularly given the unique political climate – with the New Deal and World War II looming

large – during the period that I study. Exploring the degree to which this context either masks

or sharpens the factional divisions in southern legislatures is a particularly important step

to take. Furthermore, I have not considered the durability of factional alignments, which is

one of Key’s (1984) central focuses. Examining the over-time relationship between the roll call

voting of legislators and, more importantly, groups of legislators, would o�er important insight

as to which states have factional patterns that persist over time, and the relationship between

this durability and legislative representation. Furthermore, this study cannot show evidence

of “factional organization” – even in states where I identify legislative cleavages, these may

simply be coincidental, or correlated with region or demographics. Just as Key’s (1984) and

others’ approach examine only one side of factionalism, so too does this study. Understanding

which states had organized, vs. coincidental, legislative factionalism is an important next step,

and one likely best left to qualitative and historical analysis.

The continuing relevance of Southern Politics in State and Nation, which details politics in

one region of the country for a relatively short and increasingly temporally distant period of

time, is grounded in the book’s thoroughness and cleverness in describing the central impor-

tance of political parties for facilitating representation in American politics. By studying the

absence of party competition, Key (1984) continues to o�er scholars of American politics one

of the clearest explanations of the role and function of parties in the American political sys-
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tem. But while Key’s (1984) central concern was how exactly a one-party system succeeded or

failed in approximating a two-party one, his quantitative evidence overwhelmingly focused

on only the electoral functions that parties play. The speci�c ideology of candidates is gen-

erally characterized qualitatively, and is rarely connected directly to voter’s preferences or to

public policymaking. This paper begins to �ll this gap by exploring how exactly electoral fac-

tionalism maps into legislative factionalism and representation in state legislative politics. By

bringing to bear new roll call data and techniques for analyzing roll call data developed since

Key (1984) wrote, this paper o�ers more thorough portrait of how intra-party factions do or –

more commonly – do not facilitate legislative representation in one-party settings.
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3 | Dyadic Representation in the American
North and South: The Case of Prohibition∗
With James M. Snyder, Jr.

Introduction

It is commonly assumed that political parties are necessary in order for representative

democracy to function. Parties structure decision-making in the legislature by setting the

legislative agenda (Cox and McCubbins 2005) and in�uencing roll call voting behavior (Sny-

der and Groseclose 2000; Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart 2001b). Party labels provide an

essential cue for ordinary voters (Downs 1957). And the link between these legislative and

electoral functions—the fact that party labels are relatively accurate predictors of the winning

candidates’ behavior once in o�ce—allows “correct” ideological decision-making at the ballot

box. Schattschneider (2009) famously wrote in Party Government that “The political parties

created democracy and modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms of the parties” (1).

These bene�ts, however, are only supposed to accrue in the presence of two (or more) parties:

as Aldrich and Gri�n (2018) claim, “E�ective democratic governance arises consistently in

the presence of regularized party competition for control of the o�ces of government” (13).

Without a clear choice between the candidates of at least two viable parties, voters are left

cue-less, and representation su�ers.

The most durable instance of one-party domination in the U.S. is the “Solid South,” which

∗
Accepted for publication (conditional on formatting and replication) by Journal of Politics on 11/18/2019.
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persisted from the widespread disfranchisement of African Americans in late twentieth cen-

tury to the Civil Rights Era. Because of its prominence as an example of one-party governance,

much scholarship, both theoretical and empirical, has drawn on this period of U.S. history. A

central focus of this scholarship is the capacity of one-party southern legislatures to translate

citizen preferences into policy. Naturally, the combination of near-total black disfranchise-

ment and large racial disparities in income, education, and social standing all but ensured that

African Americans’ interests were not well-represented by southern legislators (Olson n.d.b).

But the literature suggests that even those southerners who could vote were not well rep-

resented. This, it is argued, was due to the South’s one-party system (Key 1984). Without

multiple programmatic parties o�ering competing platforms, southern voters are said to have

had their choices constrained, and to have little information about those choices. According

to Key (1984), this absence of viable inter-party competition tends to result in disorganized,

issueless politics that bene�ts upper-class citizens over others.
1

A related argument is that

“Uncompetitive elections in most parts of the South meant that southern political elites had

few incentives to respond to whatever popular pressures did emerge” (Manza 2000, 309). The

traditional view is that the absence of meaningful party competition in the Solid South robbed

even those who could vote of quality legislative representation (Aldrich and Gri�n 2018).

Recent scholarship, however, has raised doubts about this picture. Most prominently,

Caughey (2018) demonstrates that southern members of Congress provided reasonably good

representation of their region and states on economic issues. He argues that since the con-

gressional southern Democrats’ were embedded in a national party system with national party

cleavages, they functionally served in a competitive party system, with all of the policy stances

and informational advantages that this system accords (Caughey 2018, 12). Additionally, these

legislators did face electoral competition, at least periodically, due to a system of southern

1
Key (1984, 307) argues as follows: “the grand objective of the haves is obstruction... Organization is not always

necessary to obstruct; it is essential, however, for the promotion of a sustained program in behalf of the have-

nots... [therefore] over the long run the have-nots lose in a disorganized politics.”
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Democratic primaries that “was frequent enough to provide a realistic threat of opposition

and ideological enough to present voters with meaningful policy-based choices” (Caughey

2018, 12). Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski (2018) also present indirect evidence of respon-

siveness, highlighting areas of Congressional roll call voting where divided southern interests

generated splits in roll call voting by the southern delegation (73-101). Together, these recent

works portray legislators from the Solid South as responsive to the interests of their white,

voting constituents.

In addition, recent theorizing turns the argument about parties on its head, asserting that

strong party discipline may inhibit representation because it may restrict legislators’ room

to maneuver. Expanding on Mayhew’s (1974) seminal book The Electoral Connection, Jenkins

and Weidenmier (1999), Carson and Jenkins (2011), and Carson and Sievert (2018) �esh out

necessary conditions for a robust electoral connection to exist. One condition is that legisla-

tors must be “autonomous”; that is, they must “maintain a large degree of independence in

their pursuit of reelection” (Carson and Jenkins 2011, 28). In terms of representation via roll

call voting, this means that legislators must have the freedom to vote with a majority of their

constituents even when it con�icts with the preferences of their party leaders or party caucus.

Such situations are especially likely to arise on important and “partially cross-cutting” issues,

for which: (i) the correlation between party a�liations and preferences on the issue is a strong

enough to generate a “party line” position on the issue, and (ii) the correlation is not perfect,

so some legislators in at least one party face a con�ict between their party’s position and their

constituents’ preferences. While much theory assigns an important role to party in facilitating

representation, there are nevertheless strong reasons to believe that a strong electoral connec-

tion can exist in the absence of party, and even that strong partisan attachments can inhibit

such a connection.

Empirically, whether representation functioned di�erently in the South and North during
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the era of the Solid South is di�cult to answer.
2

The principal problem lies in constructing ac-

curate and meaningful measures of constituency preferences. Many studies rely on qualitative

evaluations based on interviews or inferences based on economic and political circumstances

(Key 1984; Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski 2018). A recent innovation has been the un-

earthing and use of early public opinion data; Caughey (2018), for example, employs a large

collection of early Gallup polls for the years just preceding and following WWII.
3

But even this

impressive data innovation only allows for opinion measurement at the state level, not at the

legislative district levels. Moreover, the measures he is able to produce for states—based on an

item-response theory model—produce estimates of ideology on a single dimension, which may

not capture issue-speci�c preferences if voters have insu�ciently “constrained” preferences

(Converse 2006).

To tackle this measurement issue, we restrict our attention to representation on one salient

issue: alcohol prohibition. We draw on county-level referendum returns on prohibition and

related topics between 1910 and 1935: our full collection of referendums consists of 113 refer-

endums across forty-three states and more than 2,700 counties.
4

This approach o�ers a number

of advantages over previous e�orts to measure southern public opinion. First, it gives us a di-

rect and interpretable measure of revealed preferences among the politically active population,

with little need for processing or modeling assumptions. Second, it allows us to focus on time

periods prior to the advent of public opinion polling. Finally, we are able to get measures of

constituent preferences at more relevant levels of geography; because we have county-level

referendum returns, we are able to reasonably construct legislative district-level estimates of

2
We de�ne the South as the eleven states of the former Confederacy. We use the terms “North” and “non-South”

interchangeably.

3
Similarly, Kuziemko and Washington (2018) use an extensive set of opinion polls from the second half of the

twentieth century to measure southern mass opinion.

4
A number of previous studies use ballot propositions to measure voter preferences, including Crane (1960), Hed-

lund and Friesema (1972), Kuklinski (1978), McDonagh (1993), Snyder (1996), Gerber and Lewis (2004), Garcia-

Jimeno (2016), and Hirano and Snyder (2019). Other work uses voting on ballot propositions to assess the

accuracy of other methods for estimating preferences (Warshaw and Rodden 2012).
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constituent preferences.

Though our approach has a number of advantages, they come at the expense of general-

izability. Prohibition, though of considerable importance in its own right, is a unique social

and moral issue in American history, which was probably both salient and tractable for voters.

This is not the case for many issues that legislators consider. Approaches such as Caughey’s

(2018) capture average preferences for a broader swath of issues, and are plausibly more gen-

eral. We view our approach as complementing and extending, rather than replacing, these

previous e�orts. There is additionally the possibility that prohibition’s status as the subject

of extensive social movement activity makes it somewhat distinct from the types of issues

that Key (1984) and Caughey (2018) consider, with a signi�cant amount of non-party organi-

zation around the issue. Our study can therefore be regarded as not only extending previous

scholarship in terms of data and analysis, but also as exploring whether existing theoretical

characterization of representation in southern politics extend to issues with social movement

organization.

To evaluate di�erences in responsiveness across North and South, we relate constituent

preferences on prohibition, as measured through referendum returns, to the roll call voting

of both U.S. Representatives in Congress and members of state lower houses on prohibition-

related topics, and evaluate whether the relationship between citizen preferences and legisla-

tive voting is di�erent in the South than in the North.
5

Our ability to study state legislative

politics in addition to Congressional roll call voting represents a substantial extension to exist-

ing scholarship. Recent studies on southern politics overwhelmingly focus on Congressional

politics (Aldrich and Gri�n 2018; Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski 2018; Caughey 2018), but

there are strong theoretical claims that legislative representation in these arenas was funda-

mentally di�erent. Key (1984) draws a famous distinction between southern state and national

5
McDonagh (1993) studies dyadic representation on Prohibition for the U.S. House, but does not compare South

and non-South. She also studies representation on anti-trust policy, restricting immigration, and women’s suf-

frage.
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politics:

In state politics the Democratic party is no party at all but a multiplicity of factions

struggling for o�ce. In national politics, on the contrary, the party is the Solid

South; it is, or at least has been, the instrument for the conduct of the “foreign

relations” of the South with the rest of the nation (315).

Caughey (2018) similarly claims that it is southern MC’s operation in a “national political arena

structured by partisan competition” (11) which abets the strong representative relationship

that he uncovers. Our evaluation of the legislator-constituent relationship in southern state

legislative politics allows us to evaluate existing theoretical claims that have heretofore not

been tested.

Our results are straightforward: we �nd strong relationships between citizen preferences

and legislative voting, both inside and outside the South. This holds both at the congres-

sional and the state legislative levels. In some speci�cations legislators in the South appear

slightly less responsive to district opinion, but in other speci�cations they appear slightly more

so.
6

Since there are clear di�erences in the distribution of constituency preferences across the

regions—many fewer heavily “wet” districts and many more heavily “dry” districts in the South

than the North—we also match districts across regions and re-estimate all of the main speci-

�cations. After matching, representation in the South appears to be even more similar to that

outside the South. Legislative responsiveness to constituency preferences appears not to have

di�ered between the South and North.

3.1 Background on Prohibition

Prohibition was one of the prominent issues in U.S. politics throughout the late 19th and

early 20th centuries. It is the subject of a large literature, and quotes about its importance

6
Responsiveness, measured using the estimated slope of a regression of legislative roll call scores on average

district preference, might or might not be a good measure of representation, since the legislative roll call scores

and district preference measures are not on the same scale (Achen 1978; Weissberg 1979).
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abound. O’Daniel (2018, 242) writes that “Prohibition was one of the most important issues

in politics and society in Memphis in the early twentieth century.” Busbee (2005, 209) argues

that in the 1907 Mississippi gubernatorial campaign “An important issue of the campaign was

statewide prohibition.” The Encyclopedia of Alabama states that in 1928, “One of the most

important issues at the time was Prohibition” (Purdy 2015). Ivy (2003, 43) notes that after

failed campaigns in the mid-1880s, “Within two years prohibition would become the most

important issue in Texas politics.”

Prohibition was especially important in state elections, but it was sometimes salient in

federal elections as well. “Cox and Cocktails” was one of the Republican slogans attacking

James Cox in the 1920 presidential election, and in 1928 Al Smith was derided as the “Cocktail

Candidate.” Although Republicans were generally “drier” than Democrats outside the south,

intra-party divisions over prohibition appeared within both major parties (see Kleppner 1979;

Aaron and Musto 1981). As a result, the issue featured heavily in both primary and general

election campaigns during this time. Hirano and Snyder (2019) study county level voting

returns, and �nd that in primary elections for governor and U.S. senator where prohibition was

a key issue and the candidates held di�erent positions there was generally a strong, positive

correlation between the percent of votes cast in support of prohibition on ballot propositions

and the percent voting in favor of the candidate more supportive of prohibition.

The long, drawn-out struggle over statewide prohibition laws shows how enduring the is-

sue was. Kansas adopted prohibition statewide in 1880, Maine in 1884, North Dakota in 1889,

then Georgia, Oklahoma, Mississippi, North Carolina and Tennessee between 1907 and 1909,

followed by West Virginia in 1912, then a �urry of activity between 1914 and 1918 with 23

states adopting statewide prohibition laws.
7

Finally, the 18th Amendment, which prohibited

“the manufacture, sale or transportation of intoxicating liquors,” was rati�ed in January 1919

and went into e�ect in January 1920. In 1919, Congress also passed the National Prohibition

7
See, e.g., Cherrington (1920) and Szymansky (2003) for dates.
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Act, more commonly called the Volstead Act, to enforce the 18th Amendment. This, how-

ever, did not end the story. Over time, bootlegging, corruption, and organized crime arose as

by-products of national prohibition, and many state and local governments were lax in their

enforcement. With the onset of the Great Depression, many critics argued that the ban on al-

cohol contributed to unemployment and crime. In addition, governments desperately needed

the tax revenue generated by legal alcohol sales. In December 1933, the 21st Amendment was

rati�ed, repealing the 18th Amendment and ending national prohibition. Statewide prohibi-

tion continued in a few states after 1933, with Mississippi being the being last to abandon it

in 1966.
8

We can illustrate the importance of the issue with a few �gures regarding newspaper cov-

erage. We searched the Proquest Historical Newspaper Archive between 1880 and 1934 for

articles on prohibition and other issues and �nd the following. There were 218,960 articles on

prohibition, 631,748 articles on railroad regulation, 340,127 on tari�s, 209,043 on the National

Bank, 152,635 on anti-trust law, 68,621 on women’s su�rage, 39,281 on the eight-hour work-

day, 27,443 on child labor, and 26,924 on lynching. Thus, while prohibition was not the most

important issue during this period, it was discussed as much as, or more than, many other

issues.
9

Moreover, information on candidates’ positions on alcohol and prohibition was readily

available in newspapers. For example, the front page of the May 11, 1920 Harrisburg Telegraph

(Harrisburg, Pennsylvania) featured one article titled “Wet Appeal Is Re�ection on Voters, He

Says: General Counsel of Anti-Saloon League Scores Candidates,” another article was titled

“Vote Against Wet Candidates, Barker Asks: Sunday School Association President and Tem-

perance Man Launch Attack,” and a box in the corner of the page listed supposedly “wet”

and “dry” Republican candidates and implored voters: “DON’T VOTE ‘WET.’” In Alabama, the

The Birmingham News reported an article in 1932 suggesting that a previously dry governor,

8
See Pennock and Kerr (2005). For a historical overview, see Aaron and Musto (1981).

9
Details of the ProQuest search are provided in Supplementary Materials Section C.1.1.
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Thomas E. Kilby, was now a “wet” in his candidacy for the Senate.
10

Though only examples, it

is nevertheless clear that information about candidates’ predispositions towards alcohol reg-

ulation were a part of the public conversation in this time period.

3.2 Data

Our principal goal in this paper is to evaluate whether the one-party system in the South

succeeded or failed at translating voters’ preferences into legislative outcomes. To do so, we

need measures of both constituent preferences and of legislative actions by those constituents’

representatives. For the former, we rely on prohibition referendums; for the latter, roll call

votes cast by both representatives in the U.S. House of Representatives as well as state legis-

lators voting to approve the 18th Amendment. We describe each of these data sources below.

One potential concern with relating preferences to legislative action during this time pe-

riod is the rapid shifts in public mood that occurred between 1900 and 1930. While referendums

on alcohol-related issues were held with some regularity from the onset of the twentieth cen-

tury through the 1930s, this consistency masks the sudden and dramatic shift in public opinion

on alcohol prohibition that occurred between the adoption of national prohibition with the

18th Amendment and its repeal with the 21st (Garcia-Jimeno 2016). Some states in our sample

held referendums only early or late in this period, so simply pooling across this entire time

period could mask possible heterogeneity across time, rather than space, and might produce

misleading conclusions. To address this, we analyze data from two periods that prior research

suggests have clearly identi�ed “national moods.” The �rst period is 1910-1920, during which

a number of states strictly prohibited or regulated alcohol statewide, and which culminated

in the adoption of national prohibition in 1919. The second period is the “repeal period,” from

1928 to 1935, during which the nation turned away from prohibition. For our main analysis

10
“Mills Says Kilby is Wet Candidate: Head of Anti-Saloon League Insists Candidate Has Switched Colors.” The

Birmingham News (Birmingham, AL), April 10, 1932.
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we pool these periods together, but we always compare preferences and legislator behavior

within, rather than across, these time periods, so that over-time changes in opinion do not

confound our inferences. We discuss time period-speci�c estimates and other approaches to

addressing this issue in the Robustness Checks in the Supplementary Materials.

Measuring Citizen Preferences using Prohibition Referendums

To measure citizen preferences, we use a direct measure of what voters want: county-

level voting data from referendums on prohibition. These data were originally collected by

Garcia-Jimeno (2016), and were subsequently expanded and corrected by the authors. These

state-level referendums generally concerned state-level regulation or prohibition of alcohol,

therefore o�ering us a transparent and accurate measure of the proportion of citizens in each

county favoring prohibition. These referendums were held frequently and across many states;

after restricting our attention to the two time periods described above, we are left with 113

referendums across 43 states in 2796 counties. They are listed, with topics and outcomes,

in Table C.1 in the Supplementary Materials. To generate a single measure of pro-prohibition

sentiment for each county and, subsequently, legislative district, we simply take the mean

pro-prohibition vote share across referendums within each district-by-time period.

These referendums vary in the particular nature of the question being asked. While many

simply ask voters to decide on state-level prohibition, others refer to speci�c enforcement

provisions, transportation of alcohol, the de�nition of “alcohol,” federal prohibition, and, in

later periods, the repeal of federal and state prohibition. Others are votes on local option elec-

tions: either referendums at the state level to allow local option elections, or results from local

option elections themselves. Some votes are results from elections for delegates to conven-

tions to decide on prohibition. Because of the mix of speci�c topics, a concern might be that

these referendums do not all capture the same set of underlying district preferences—for exam-

ple, that local option and prohibition referendums do not both measure the same underlying
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preference over alcohol regulation. Substantively, we would argue that all of these elections

present voters with a clear pro- and anti-alcohol choice, so they should capture roughly the

same underlying set of preferences over alcohol. This intuition is supported by the gener-

ally high correlation across referendums: the mean county-level correlation across dyads of

referendums is 0.70. We also check for patterns in correlations across referendums focused

on di�erent issue areas: correlation matrices for both the early and late periods showing the

correlation between referendum returns across six categories (which are noted in Table C.1)

are presented in Tables C.2 and C.3 in the Supplementary Materials. On the whole, correla-

tions are high; exceptions are “Transportation,” which concerns the movement of liquor and

accounts for very few referendums, and local options in the early period, which correlate with

state prohibition referendums at only ρ = 0.184. While we retain all referendum types in our

primary measure, because local option elections i) have this somewhat lower correlation, ii)

are possibly substantively distinct from other state- or federal-level regulations, and iii) ac-

count for a relatively large number of referendums, we also ascertain the robustness of our

results to using a measure of constituent preferences that omits local option referendums.
11

Another potential concern about this measure is that turnout in these referendums may di�er

systematically across the North and South. While it is well known that turnout in the South

was lower than in the non-South during this period, we nevertheless would like turnout on

this particular issue to closely match that in other elections for external validity. To assess this,

we calculate the ratio between the number of votes in each prohibition referendum and the

average number of votes from the top of the ticket (presidential, gubernatorial, and senatorial

elections, typically) for that presidential election cycle.
12

We �nd relatively little di�erence

across the regions: the mean ratio in the North is 0.85 (Median = 0.89, SD = 0.22) and that

in the South is 0.81 (Median = 0.76, SD = 0.34), indicating that turnout in these prohibition-

related elections was generally 80-90% of that in top-of-the-ticket elections. Though coarse,

11
Results for this analysis are presented in Table C.10 and C.11 in the Supplementary Materials.

12
We omit Maryland from this analysis as individuals appear to have cast multiple votes.
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this at least suggests that in both regions turnout in prohibition referendums was more or less

in-line with overall turnout patterns—or, at least, similarly out of line across the regions.

While the possibly di�ering nature of prohibition referendums across states means that

this measure is imperfect, it o�ers a number of advantages over previous e�orts. First, unlike

other recent e�orts to measure historical citizen preferences (Caughey 2018; Kuziemko and

Washington 2018), we have actual vote shares at the county level, thus sparing us the di�-

culty of imputing preferences to lower geographic levels. Second, referendum results measure

revealed, rather than expressed, preferences—voters actually had to choose whether or not

they wanted to regulate or restrict access to alcohol. Most previous attempts to measure citi-

zen preferences rely on survey data, but a substantial literature questions the meaningfulness

of survey responses (Zaller 1992). Third, referendum results reveal the preferences of the

politically active population to whom legislators ought to be especially responsive. This is es-

pecially important for our research question, where formal institutional disfranchisement all

but ensured poor representation for many in the South, especially African Americans (Olson

n.d.b). By focusing on the preferences only of the politically active population, we ensure that

we are performing a fair test in evaluating legislative responsiveness to preferences across

North and South as a function of party system competitiveness.

To create our independent variables, we aggregate preferences for prohibition from the

county to the legislative district level. Figure 3.1 plots the distribution of congressional district-

level preferences in our main sample, which again pools over two time periods.
13

We present

analogous �gures for alternative time periods and geographies in Section C.1.4 in the Supple-

mentary Materials. These data generally con�rm traditional beliefs about the distribution of

preferences about prohibition across the U.S. South and North. In particular, stricter regulation

13
To match congressional districts to counties we used congressional district shape�les provided by Lewis et al.

(2013) and historical county boundary shape�les from Newberry Library (2010). We match the counties from

each state-year with a referendum to congressional districts from all congresses, combine this intersection

information with total county population (imputed between decennial censuses), and aggregate from county

to congressional district for each referendum, assuming a uniform distribution of population within counties.
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Figure 3.1: Congressional District-Level Pro-Prohibition Referendum Vote Share

or prohibition of alcohol is more popular in the more-rural, more-conservative South than in

the North.

Alcohol-Related Votes in the U.S. House

For our congressional analysis, we focus on the 62nd to the 66th (1911-1921) and the 71st

to the 73rd (1929-1935) Congresses. Over the time periods that we consider, the House cast

forty-nine unique votes on alcohol-related issues; we discard four of these because there is no

obvious pro-prohibition position.
14

For the remaining forty-�ve votes, we re-orient legislators’

votes such that “1” is a pro-prohibition vote and “0” an anti-prohibition vote. For our main

14
We use Voteview issue codes (Poole and Rosenthal n.d.) to determine the relevant roll call votes, also drawn

from Voteview, and then used a keyword search to validate this choice. To determine the direction of each vote

(“yea” is for prohibition versus “yea” is opposed to prohibition), we identify a small set of votes for which the

direction is clear. We then correlate the unknown votes with these known ones, using legislators who bridge

across congresses. If a vote correlates too weakly (|ρ| <0.3) or in di�erent directions with known votes, we

discard it. Our sample of roll calls is therefore not a comprehensive set of votes on alcohol or alcohol-related

issues, but is a subset for which pro- and anti-alcohol positions are particularly clear. The votes that comprise

our sample are presented in Table C.4 in the Supplementary Materials.
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analysis, we then aggregate these roll call votes to the district-by-districting cycle level.
15

We

present the distribution of these vote scores in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Share Votes in Favor of Prohibition Position

Figure plots by region the distribution of the votes cast in favor of prohibition by

each district’s representatives. Data is at the congressional district-by-districting

cycle level.

Our approach to analyzing congressional roll call votes provides us with a number of ad-

vantages. First, the use of congressional roll calls allows us to assess roll call votes cast simulta-

neously, in the same chamber, by legislators from both the South and the non-South. Moreover,

Congress is where national policymaking surrounding prohibition occurred; though consid-

erable temperance- and prohibition-oriented lawmaking occurred at the state and sub-state

level, it took a variety of forms and may have re�ected regional or state-level policy environ-

ments. Focusing on Congress largely obviates these concerns. Because we focus on a set of roll

calls with quite clear pro- and anti-prohibition positions, we also avoid the potential concern

that our aggregate score masks heterogeneity across di�erent votes, which might otherwise

15
We omit all at-large districts from our analyses.
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be a concern when using such an index.

Nevertheless, one might be concerned about the timing of these roll calls relative to pro-

hibition referendums. Because our analysis is undertaken at the district-by-districting cycle

level, it is the case that some referendums that we use to measure district preferences will

occur after the roll calls—while it seems unlikely that voters would take elite cues to any sig-

ni�cant degree on a moral issue like prohibition, this is nevertheless a concern. We take three

additional steps to address this. First, we additionally focus on a single congressional roll call,

the passage of the Volstead Act, which both 1) allows us to examine a single vote that is un-

ambiguously about prohibition and 2) allows us to use a measure of district preference based

on referendums before or proximate to that speci�c vote. The same intuition applies to our

analysis of state legislative elections, discussed in the next section, for which we use a mea-

sure of district preferences based on referendums from 1918 or before. Finally, as a robustness

check, we also conduct a roll call-level analysis using a measure of district preferences based

on pre-roll call referendums.
16

Together, these approaches suggest that our main approach is

not problematic.

Rati�cation of the 18th Amendment in the State Legislatures

We also analyze a speci�c vote taken by nearly all state legislatures: the vote to ratify the

Eighteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which ultimately made nationwide prohibi-

tion the law of the land. After Congress approved the amendment by a two-thirds vote, it was

sent to the state legislatures for their approval. Ultimately, all forty-eight states voted on the

amendment in either 1918 or 1919, with all but two—Rhode Island and Connecticut—ratifying

the amendment. This was done with overwhelming support, as Figure 3.3 demonstrates; in

our sample, nearly ninety percent of state legislators voted to ratify the amendment. By fo-

cusing on roll call votes on this amendment’s rati�cation, we are able to isolate the speci�c

16
This analysis is presented in the Supplementary Materials in Table C.20.
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topic being considered, to focus on dyadic representation at a speci�c point in time, and to

separately evaluate the responsiveness of southern state and national representatives, who, as

Caughey (2018) notes, faced considerably di�erent partisan and political environments.
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Figure 3.3: Share Votes in Favor of Prohibition Position

Figure plots by region the distribution of the votes cast by each district’s repre-

sentatives that are in favor of prohibition. Data is at the state legislative district

level. Values between zero and one are from multi-member districts or counties

that contain multiple districts.

To collect this data, we use state legislative journals from states’ 1918 and 1919 legisla-

tive sessions. We focus on state lower houses, districts for which generally align well with

county boundaries.
17

We limit our study to states that rati�ed the amendment before Ne-

braska, which was the thirty-sixth—and therefore determinative—ratifying state. This helps

us avoid concerns that subsequent votes may be non-sincere. The full sample of states and

votes used is presented in Table C.5.
18

For each of the state lower houses in our sample, we

17
We use legislative journals’ (and, in the case of Michigan, that state’s O�cial Directory and Legislative Man-

ual’s) description of legislators’ districts or counties to match votes to geographies. We drop all districts con-

taining counties whose land area changes by more than �fty percent between 1910 and 1918.

18
All southern states for which we have referendum data from this time period rati�ed before Nebraska; only
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record legislator names, the county or counties that they represent,
19

and their vote on �nal

passage of whatever resolution or bill rati�ed the national prohibition amendment. These data

are then matched to our measure of citizen preference for prohibition based on referendums

between 1910 and 1918. As we note above, this ensures that for this analysis the measure of

district preferences is temporally prior or immediately adjacent to the roll call vote of interest.

3.3 Empirical Strategy

Our main analysis is straightforward: using our measures of constituent preferences and

representative voting behavior, we simply use a linear regression model (Achen 1978) to assess

whether legislative responsiveness to district preferences on prohibition was signi�cantly dif-

ferent between the one-party South and the more competitive North. The model is as follows,

Prohib Score i = α+β1District Preference i+β2South i+β3District Preference i×South i+ εi

where i indexes district-by-districting cycles, Prohib Score gives the share of roll calls on

which the legislator voted in favor of prohibition, South is an indicator for whether a state

is one of the former Confederate states, and District Preference represents the share of the

district in favor of prohibition, as measured through state prohibition referendums.

A common issue in the study of representation, and one that we do not escape here, is mea-

suring constituent preferences and legislative behavior on di�erent scales. When legislative

outcomes and constituent preferences are not on the same scale, it is impossible to deter-

mine what the normatively ideal relationship should be. Although our preference and legis-

lator behavior measures are similar—both represent a proportion in favor of prohibition—the

northern states are excluded by this choice. The speci�c states included in this analysis are Arizona, Arkansas,

California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Okla-

homa, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia .

19
While the county is the building block of legislative districts in most states, some states have districts composed

of pieces of counties. We aggregate to the larger of the district or county for all analyses to address this fact.
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possibly-di�ering content of roll call votes and referendums still means that these measures

are not directly comparable. Fortunately, we are not interested in ascertaining whether the

South and North achieve optimal representation—whatever that may mean. Instead, we fo-

cus on “responsiveness,” and speci�cally whether responsiveness di�ers between North and

South.
20

Put in terms of the above model, we are interested in (1) establishing that there is a

positive relationship between preferences and legislative behavior (β1 is positive), if only as

a validity check, and (2) determining whether this relationship di�ers between the South and

the North (β3 is distinguishable from zero). These questions our data are adequate to answer.

Matching

In addition to presenting results based on our full data, we also use matching to “non-

parametrically pre-process” the data before analysis (Ho et al. 2007). Speci�cally, we consider

the South our “treatment” group and match to each southern legislative district a northern

district with similar preferences for prohibition.
21

The goal of this exercise is to ensure that the

di�ering distributions of preferences in the South and North, shown in Figure 3.1, combined

with our assumption of a linear functional form, do not generate spurious estimates. Our main

interest lies in whether southern and northern legislators are similarly responsive, in the cross-

section, to their constituents—by matching, we ensure a similar distribution of preferences

across the regions, and therefore that we are comparing like to like. We present all results for

both matched and unmatched samples.

20
Note that, while “responsiveness” often suggests some sort of dynamic, over-time responses by legislators to

constituents’ changing preferences, we conceive of it here strictly as an average in the cross section: as one

moves from a district with one level of preference to a district with a di�erent preference, does the behavior of

their legislator “respond” accordingly?

21
Results in the text are based on Mahalanobis distance nearest-neighbor matching on preferences, as well as exact

matching on “era” for the congressional analysis–that is, we restrict matches to be conducted within the same

pre- or post-prohibition period. We randomly break tied matches, as some districts have identical preference

measures (due to, for example, a district not changing after redistricting). In Supplementary Materials Figure

C.3 we present estimates for our main analyses over a sequence of matching algorithm runs.
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3.4 Results

Congressional Roll Call Voting

We begin our analysis of congressional roll call voting by visually inspecting the relation-

ship between preferences and roll call voting in North and South. Figure 3.4 separately plots

the relationship between district preferences and roll call voting by region. It is immediately

clear that, in both regions, there is a distinct positive relationship between constituent prefer-

ence for prohibition and legislators voting for it. The plot also suggests that this relationship

was not appreciably di�erent between the South and North.
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Figure 3.4: District Preferences and Roll Call Voting by Region

We formally consider this relationship using the linear regression model described above.

This analysis is presented in Table 3.1. We present the results from four models. Model 1 is

exactly the model described above, estimated on the full sample of data. Model 2 is similar, but

accounts for the di�erent amounts of information contained in di�erent data points—due to
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di�erent district durations and an uneven temporal distribution of alcohol-related votes—by

weighting each observation by the number of roll call votes that contribute to the outcome.

Model 3 does not include weights, but estimates our speci�cation on a matched sample of

data. Model 4 uses weights and is estimated on a matched sample. While we present results

from all four models so as to demonstrate the broad consistency across di�erent estimation

approaches, our preferred model is Model 3, that estimated without weights but on a matched

sample. We view the weighted models as a robustness check to ensure that di�ering patterns

of service or district construction across regions do not unduly shape the results, but feel that

matching to ensure a comparable distribution of preferences across regions is an important

step to ensure that we compare like to like across regions. Regardless of the speci�c model

considered, our results suggest that responsiveness does not di�er substantially between South

and non-South. The models based on a non-matched sample indicate that the South is less

responsive than the non-South, to a statistically signi�cant degree in the weighted model; the

matched-sample models, on the other hand, indicate little di�erence between the regions. In

either case, the relationship between preferences and roll call voting is positive, substantively

large, and statistically signi�cant in both regions.

The Role of Party Our decision not to include covariates—including party a�liation—in

our base models is motivated by our primary interest being the unconditional di�erence in re-

sponsiveness between regions of the country during this period. Nevertheless, the importance

of party in the relationship between preferences and legislator behavior is clearly of interest—

indeed, the central concern of the paper is whether system-level party competition facilitates

representation on prohibition. We therefore also estimate a series of models in which we treat

party as a potential moderator, but caution against interpreting these estimates of the e�ect

of party as causal.
22

Rather, we view these as capturing the descriptive relationship between

22
While nearly all southern representatives were Democrats for non-prohibition reasons, in the non-South the

two major parties held distinct positions on prohibition: Democrats were generally “wetter” than Republicans,

but individual candidates could and did deviate from this pattern. The party a�liation of a district’s repre-
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Table 3.1: Constituent Preferences and Congressional Roll Call Voting on Prohibition

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.451
∗

1.556
∗

1.307
∗

1.324
∗

(0.049) (0.051) (0.119) (0.161)

South −0.039 0.079 −0.179 −0.111

(0.066) (0.072) (0.097) (0.120)

District Preference × South −0.176 −0.329
∗

0.146 0.058

(0.121) (0.124) (0.174) (0.206)

Constant −0.011 −0.043 0.057 0.079

(0.023) (0.027) (0.070) (0.096)

Weights X X
Observations 781 781 322 322

Adjusted R
2

0.407 0.482 0.352 0.375

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in paren-

theses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each

district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).

preferences and roll call voting within parties. We present the full results of these models,

which correspond to the unmatched models in Table 3.1, in Table C.22. Our estimates of dif-

ferential responsiveness between the South and North are little-changed by simply controlling

for party. We also examine the possibility that representatives from di�erent parties and re-

gions might be di�erently responsive to district preferences. To do so, we use a model with a

triple interaction between party, district preferences, and region. The predicted relationship

by party and region is plotted in Figure 3.5. This plot shows that the predicted responsive-

ness is extremely similar for (northern) Republicans and southern Democrats, with northern

Democrats having higher overall responsiveness.

sentative is therefore “post-treatment” to that district’s preferences for prohibition, at least in the non-South.

This means that simply controlling for legislators’ party a�liation may induce unpredictable bias (Acharya,

Blackwell, and Sen 2016).
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Figure 3.5: Predicted Relationship By Party and Region

Volstead Act Passage While the rati�cation of the 18th Amendment by the Nebraska legis-

lature in 1918 o�cially instituted prohibition, lawmaking was still required to de�ne, structure,

and implement national prohibition in the United States. The vehicle for national prohibition

in Congress became the Volstead Act. To obviate possible concerns that our “prohibition score”

used in the above analysis masks heterogeneity across votes, and to present results using a

measure of district preferences that is temporally prior or adjacent to the roll call vote, we

assess the impact of district preferences on the �nal passage roll call vote on the Volstead Act,

which should unambiguously measure MCs’ actions for or against prohibition.

To do so, we simply compare the numbers of “correct” votes in the South and the Non-

South. The raw roll call votes are presented in Table 3.2, along with χ2
statistics and p-values.

While the larger number of non-southern representatives in the sample results in a higher

χ2
statistic and lower p-value in the non-South, we actually �nd that a greater proportion of

southern representatives voted “correctly” than their non-southern counterparts. This com-

parison aside, however, the basic point from the previous analysis—that representative re-
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South

Nay Yea

Majority Opposed 3 2
Majority In Favor 0 24

χ2
= 10.24 (p = 0.001)

Non-South

Nay Yea

Majority Opposed 16 14
Majority In Favor 1 67

χ2
= 35.52 (p = 0.000)

Table 3.2: Volstead Act Passage Roll Call Vote

sponsiveness is quite high in both regions—clearly holds for this particular roll call vote as

well.
23

State Legislative Roll Call Voting

Rati�cation of the 18th Amendment As we describe above, we also assess the strength

of the relationship between district preferences for prohibition and state legislative votes to

ratify the 18th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. To do so, we relate each county’s pro-

prohibition vote share from all referendums it experienced between 1910 and 1918, inclusive,

to the votes on 18th Amendment rati�cation of that county’s representative(s) in each state’s

lower chamber. The analysis is otherwise similar to that above. The sample of states included

is not as extensive as that above, due to the time constraint we place on the referendums, the

focus on pre-rati�cation states, and the availability of legislative journals.

We begin by once again noting that there is a strong positive relationship between con-

stituency preferences and representative voting behavior. The relationship between state leg-

islative votes on 18th Amendment rati�cation and district preferences is presented in Figure

3.6. As with Congressional roll call voting, district preferences are strongly associated with

their representatives’ votes on 18th Amendment rati�cation in state legislatures, in both re-

gions. The regression results are presented in Table 3.3. In no model is the di�erence between

23
The χ2

test may not be accurate due to low counts in some bins; this same separation makes a conventional

logit analysis inappropriate. As an alternative parametric model, we present OLS estimates for this analysis in

Table C.23 in the Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 3.6: District Preferences and 18th Amendment Rati�cation Votes, by Region

the regions statistically signi�cant; in our preferred model, in column 3, the di�erence is ex-

tremely close to zero. We �nd no consistent di�erence between the degree of responsiveness

in the South and non-South.

This result is one of the unique contributions of our study. While the study of legislative

politics in the U.S. South is robust, it overwhelmingly focuses on southern representatives in

Congress (Aldrich and Gri�n 2018; Bateman, Katznelson, and Lapinski 2018; Caughey 2018).

This approach o�ers important insight into the nature of representation in regions without

party competition, but it also necessarily limits conclusions to the analysis of southern politics

“in nation,” rather than “in state.” Drawing on Congressional analyses, Caughey (2018) argues

that “it is only because of the unique features of congressional politics in the one-party South...

that congressional representation approximated white polyarchy” (13). Our results in Table 3.3

allow us to (gently) push back on Caughey’s (2018) claim. Our results indicate that, in at least

some southern state legislatures, responsiveness on this particular, salient policy issue was

similar to that o�ered by northern state legislatures. We discuss the potential role of primary
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Table 3.3: Constituent Preferences and 18th Amendment Rati�cation

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 0.639
∗

0.864
∗

0.609
∗

0.813
∗

(0.087) (0.159) (0.146) (0.260)

South −0.195 −0.002 −0.090 0.117

(0.118) (0.159) (0.146) (0.212)

Preference × South 0.168 −0.198 0.021 −0.354

(0.187) (0.257) (0.228) (0.336)

Constant 0.567
∗

0.428
∗

0.573
∗

0.443
∗

(0.056) (0.100) (0.096) (0.166)

Weights X X
Observations 1,099 1,099 574 574

Adjusted R
2

0.127 0.171 0.084 0.112

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors

in parentheses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number

of votes cast by each district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).

elections in generating this pattern in the Discussion section below.

Robustness

We probe the robustness of our results both by altering the speci�c sample of data used

in each analysis, and exploring the use of alternative functional forms. We present results for

these robustness checks in Section C.2 of the Supplementary Materials, and discuss the speci�c

tests in more detail in that section. The general pattern of inconsistency identi�ed in the text

persists through these alternative models, with some robustness checks resulting in estimates

of higher southern responsiveness and others showing lower southern responsiveness relative

to the non-South. We now discuss the results of two robustness checks of particular theoretical

interest in the text: variability in our estimates with the omission of certain states, and the

comparison of the South to the “Solid North.”
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Texas, South Carolina, and Estimates of Southern Responsiveness One of our robust-

ness checks yields interesting insights into the variability of legislative responsiveness in the

U.S. South. As a means of assessing the importance of our speci�c sample of states, we present

estimates in Figures C.4a and C.4b in which we re-estimate the interaction between District

Preference and South while iteratively omitting single states from our sample. For nearly all

states, the e�ect of their omission on our estimates is negligible. For two, however, the over-

all estimate changes substantially. When South Carolina is omitted from our state legislative

analysis, estimates of southern responsiveness are considerably higher, and for both the Con-

gressional and state legislative analyses, Texas’ omission from the sample results in sharply

lower estimates of responsiveness in the South.

What might cause these patterns? South Carolina is a quintessentially “Deep South” state,

and its state politics were, even by Solid South standards, elite-dominated. Texas, on the other

hand, was “a one-party state because in 1860 a substantial part of its population consisted of

Negro slaves,” but “the changes of nine decades...weakened the heritage of southern tradition-

alism, revolutionized the economy, and made Texas more western than southern” (Key 1984,

254). More directly related to prohibition, historical accounts suggest distinct di�erences in

the degree to which southern state Democratic parties divided over the issue of prohibition.

As Tindall (1967, 18-19) notes, in Texas, Tennessee, and Alabama “alcohol became the chief

factional issue dividing the Democratic party,” but in other states “the movement had no such

importance in determining factional alignments.” Our estimates, and particularly the higher

degree of responsiveness in Texas, are consistent with this account. While our main esti-

mates draw from data across the South (and the non-South) to produce “average” estimates

of responsiveness, this masks diversity within these regions. The heterogeneity across the

southern states is especially important in light of the frequent emphasis in studies of southern

politics on the capacity for factions to substitute for parties (Key 1984; Black 1983; Hansen,

Hirano, and Snyder 2017). Our results, paired with Tindall’s (1967) account, suggest that fac-

tions could substitute for parties in providing issue representation when they formed around
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that issue, but that they often failed to so form.

Comparisonwith “SolidNorth” We also estimate models that account for varying degrees

of party system competitiveness in the North. Speci�cally, we divide northern states into two

categories by de�ning the “Solid North” as all states in which more than 70% of state legislators

for the relevant period were of one party, usually Republicans.
24

We then estimate our baseline

speci�cations from Tables 3.1 and 3.3 while adding an interaction betweenDistrict Preference

and this indicator for the Solid North. The results are presented in Tables C.12 and C.13 in the

Supplementary Materials. In the Congressional analysis, we �nd that the South is possibly less

responsive than competitive Northern states, but northern states dominated by one party are

potentially more responsive than competitive states. For 18th Amendment rati�cation, results

for the South are inconsistent, but the Solid North again appears possibly more responsive

than competitive Northern states. These results suggest the potential for some baseline level

of agreement between legislators (or the pool of potential legislators) and their constituents—

that is, the absence of cross-pressuring between a legislator’s personal preferences and those

of their constituents. While most studies that claim an important role for a competitive party

system do not generally make exceptions for certain issues or for the existence of underlying

congruence, this nevertheless suggests the importance of replicating an analysis such as ours

with additional issues where legislators may be more likely to be cross-pressured.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Our results suggest that, at least on the issue of regulating and prohibiting alcoholic bev-

erages, dyadic representation functioned as well in the one-party South as it did in the non-

South. While select models indicate lower responsiveness in the South than the non-South,

others indicate higher responsiveness. We can reject the null hypothesis of no di�erence in

24
We use party seat counts from Dubin (2007).
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few models. Overall responsiveness is large, positive, and signi�cant in both regions. Taken

together, our results suggest no meaningful systematic di�erence in representative responsive-

ness on prohibition between the one-party, Jim Crow, “Solid” South and the openly competitive

non-South. Moreover, this holds true both for members of the U.S. House of Representatives

and also for state legislators. As we note above, however, our measures do not allow us to

comment on overall quality of representation: rather, we simply note that for a given change

in a district’s preference for prohibition, we would expect to see similar changes in legislative

behavior in the South and non-South.

How did this happen? It is possible that legislators were responding mainly to elite opinion,

and that elite and mass opinion were highly correlated both across districts and over time.

One possibility perhaps unique to the South is that the arti�cially restricted electorate was,

by construction, more skewed towards the elite than that outside the South. While this would

do little to alter our conclusion that representation of voting citizens was similar across South

and North, it could generate the appearance of responsiveness to mass opinion in the South,

while responsiveness was in fact to elite opinion.

Primary elections are another possibility. Caughey (2018, 140-141) states that, in south-

ern primaries, “Electoral competition was common enough and vigorous enough to provide a

genuine threat of opposition, and it was issue-based enough to o�er voters meaningful ideo-

logical choice on economic issues.” Hirano and Snyder (2019) show that in primary elections

for governor and U.S. senator where prohibition was a key issue and the candidates held dif-

ferent positions, many voters appeared to cast their ballots at least partly on the basis of the

issue.
25

The fact that prohibition was a salient issue in primary elections across the country

may, again, bias our results in favor of southern responsiveness; issues not subject to adjudi-

cation in primaries may be best represented in competitive party systems.

To examine the plausibility of this mechanism in our sample, we examine the relationship

25
They also show that this was the case in races where the candidates di�ered on broader bundles of issues,

including “progressive” vs. “stalwarts.”
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Table 3.4: Prohibition Congruence and Primary Success for U.S. House Incumbents

Dependent Variable

Won Vote Share

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel 1: Pooled

Distance on Prohibition -0.085
∗

-0.050

(0.031) (0.032)

Distant on Prohibition (0-1) -0.033
∗

-0.032
∗

(0.014) (0.014)

Observations 1391 1391 1299 1299

No. Clusters 740 740 713 713

Panel 2: South Only

Distance on Prohibition -0.061 -0.011

(0.111) (0.096)

Distant on Prohibition (0-1) -0.057 -0.067

(0.055) (0.043)

Observations 281 281 262 262

No. Clusters 164 164 158 158

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with standard errors, clus-

tered by legislator-district, in parentheses. All models include state and year

�xed e�ects. Distant on Prohibition (0-1) is an indicator for whether a legis-

lator is in the highest quartile of Distance on Prohibition.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed

test).

between congruence of opinion on prohibition and incumbents’ performance in congressional

primary elections. As a crude measure of congruence, we take the absolute di�erence between

our above outcome, the proportion of roll call votes cast in favor of prohibition, and our mea-

sure of constituent preferences, the share of the congressional district in favor of prohibition.

Though, as discussed above, these are not on the same scale, this measure ought to capture

congruence in a rough sense. We then compare this measure of congruence to incumbents’

probability of victory in their primary election and their vote share. In Table 3.4, we present

the results of OLS models using these outcomes and two measures of congruence: the con-

tinuous measure described above, included linearly, and an indicator for being distant from
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one’s constituents (being in the highest quartile of distance in the sample). We present re-

sults for the South and non-South pooled together and for the South separately. All models

include year �xed e�ects to account for common shocks and state �xed e�ects to account for

time-invariant features of each state’s political environment. Though the measures are coarse,

these models collectively suggest that primaries were plausibly an e�ective means of enforc-

ing accountability on the issue of prohibition, as poorer congruence is associated with lower

probability of winning a primary and lower primary vote shares. The results are statistically

insigni�cant in the South, but power is also considerably lower. Since prohibition was only

one of many issues on which voters evaluated candidates, the relationship seem strong.

Our results suggest that one of the arguments in Caughey (2018) must be revisited. Caughey

argues that the southern members to the U.S. Congress represented their states relatively well,

but that southern state governments did not. Yet we �nd evidence of considerable responsive-

ness on the prohibition issue even in southern state legislatures. One possible explanation for

the divergent �ndings is that Caughey did not study roll call voting in state legislatures, but

rather a state-level bundle of policies.
26

Roll call votes are individual choices made by each

legislator, while policies are the result of more complicated collective processes.

In addition to contributing to understanding of how party competition shaped represen-

tation in the American South, our study also contributes to a broader literature exploring

legislative responsiveness throughout American history. While a vast literature explores con-

stituency and district in�uences on legislative roll call voting, a growing literature on the nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries suggests that the relationship between representatives

and their constituents may not be as fragile as theoretical work might suggest. Notable exam-

ples include Poole and Rosenthal (1993) and Gilligan, Marshall, and Weingast’s (1989) work

on the Interstate Commerce Act, Finocchiaro and Jenkins (2016) and Gailmard and Jenkins’s

(2018) studies on distributive politics in the early nineteenth century, Meinke’s (2007) schol-

26
See Figure 6.1 on page 146 of Caughey (2018).
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arship on the “gag rule” on anti-slavery petitions in the U.S. House, and McDonagh’s (1993)

study of representation in the Progressive Era. Together with these studies and many more,

our project o�ers an optimistic, if quali�ed, picture of the relationship between legislative

activity and constituency preferences throughout U.S. history, with our project particularly

highlighting the potential role of �uctuations in party competition.

Whether our �ndings generalize to other policy issues is an open question. In addition to

being a highly salient issue, prohibition might have been an “easy” issue for voters to grasp

(Carmines and Stimson 1980). Moreover, prohibition and alcohol regulation were also the

subject of a signi�cant social movement with a number of powerful, active organizations op-

erating in the public sphere, making it a potentially unique issue and possibly undercutting the

basis for Key’s (1984) argument that disorganized politics bene�ts elites (“haves”) relative to

the masses (“have-nots”). On the other hand, the fact that public opinion changed over time,

plausibly due to the increase in violent crime that accompanied prohibition, suggests some

sophistication on the part of the electorate (Garcia-Jimeno 2016). In any case, further research

studying representation in other policy areas is clearly needed.
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A | Appendix to Paper One

A.1 Roll Call Scaling Details

I create state legislator roll call scores using the W-NOMINATE algorithm, implemented

using the wnominate package in R. In this Appendix, I describe the choices made in creating

these scores and present important descriptive information.

A.1.1 Model Fit

Table A.1 presents full �t statistics—correct classi�cation (CC) and aggregate proportional

reduction in error (APRE)—for the scaling procedure for each of the eleven states I consider.

As this demonstrates, model �t varies considerably across states, though all states have a �rst

dimension that captures considerably more roll call voting variation than the second. In Figure

A.1, I plot the distribution of APREs across states for both my sample and Shor and McCarty’s

(2011) roll call scores for modern state legislators. While these measures are not exactly com-

parable, the �gure o�ers some face validity for my roll call scores. Fit statistics for my states

are lower than modern-era scores, but compare well when accounting for the lack of party

competition in the period under study.
1

1
Olson (n.d.a) �nds that larger legislative majorities are strongly associated with less-structured roll call voting;

Wright and Scha�ner (2002) and Jenkins (1999) �nd similarly when comparing non-partisan legislatures to

partisan ones.
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Table A.1: Roll Call Scaling Summary Statistics

State Year Range No. Legs No. Votes CC1D CC2D APRE1D APRE2D

AL 1890-1909 629 1, 914 81.92 83.29 0.19 0.25
AR 1881-1899 796 3, 015 74.96 76.65 0.15 0.21
FL 1879-1897 563 1, 966 79.84 81.64 0.26 0.32
GA 1896-1916 1, 292 972 77.33 79.74 0.21 0.29
LA 1886-1904 536 1, 154 82.04 83.60 0.19 0.26
MS 1880-1898 763 1, 052 76.06 78.42 0.21 0.29
NC 1889-1908 920 779 83.01 85.94 0.45 0.54
SC 1882-1902 824 1, 034 75.16 77.59 0.29 0.36
TN 1879-1898 776 2, 837 80.03 81.43 0.34 0.38
TX 1891-1910 920 3, 518 75.06 76.87 0.17 0.23
VA 1890-1908 646 1, 289 77.74 79.55 0.16 0.22

Note: Statistics are based on two-dimensional W-NOMINATE scaling procedure. "No. Legs" is

the number of legislators who participate in at least twenty roll call votes and receive a score;

"No. Votes" is the number of votes with at least 2.5% of legislators voting on the losing side, which

are retained in the scaling procedure. "D" refers to dimensions. "CC" is the correct classi�cation

percentage, and "APRE" is the Aggregate Proportion Reduction in Error. For a discussion of

these statistics, see Poole (2005, 130).
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Figure A.1: Fit Statistics: Southern Legislatures vs. Shor-McCarty Scores
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A.1.2 Choice of Algorithm

As a robustness check for my W-NOMINATE scores, I also estimate and use Optimal Clas-

si�cation (OC) roll call scores (Poole 2000). The OC algorithm assigns scores to legislators so

as to maximize the number of correct classi�cations, rather than maximizing the probability

of correct choices as in W-NOMINATE. In general, the OC estimates correlate strongly with

W-NOMINATE: the lowest correlation across the states is from Georgia, with a correlation

of 0.73. The relationship between the two sets of estimates is plotted for each state, with its

correlation, in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: Correlation between W-NOMINATE and OC Roll Call Scores

figure plots the relationship between legislator roll call scores calculated via the

w-nominate algorithm and the optimal classification algorithm. smooth loess fit

is provided. correlation is recorded in the upper left hand corner of each facet.
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A.1.3 Number of Dimensions

Methods for determining dimensionality are overwhelmingly assumption-laden or sub-

jective (Poole 2005, 141-144). Poole’s (2005) recommended approach, evaluating scree plots of

eigenvalues of the agreement score matrix, is inappropriate for my application.
2

I therefore

turn to alternative approaches for determining the number of dimensions to �t. Most directly,

I examine the �t statistics of the models. This is the approach used, for example, by Hix, Noury,

and Roland (2006). Fit statistics presented in Table A.1 suggest that roll call voting is largely

one-dimensional, as the second dimension adds relatively little �t in most states.

As an alternative approach, in Figure A.3 I plot the correlations of �rst-dimension roll

call scores for models with adjacent numbers of total dimensions. The goal of this exercise

is to determine both 1) how impactful the choice of dimensions is, and 2) what the lowest

dimension is that, when added, appears not to appreciably change the �rst-dimension scores.

First-dimension scores seem to change little when adding a third, fourth, �fth, or sixth dimen-

sion to the model. While adding a second dimension sometimes results in a quite substantial

change in the �rst-dimension roll call scores, adding a third changes �rst-dimension scores

relatively little. Because of the seeming need for at least two dimensions, the widespread use

of two-dimensional models in previous research, and the relatively small value-added of addi-

tional dimensions beyond two, I present results in the text based on a two-dimensional scaling

model. As I show below, the choice of number of dimensions matters little for the conclusions

drawn from the main analyses.

2
Poole (2005) notes that this method does “not work well when the agreement score matrix has a substantial

number of missing entries. This can happen when a number of session of a legislature with high member

turnover are combined into a a single roll call matrix for analysis” (151)—exactly my scenario.
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A.1.4 Bridge Actors

Bridge actors play a critical role in the joint scaling of multiple sessions. By “bridging”

across legislative sessions, these individuals ensure that the legislative space of the di�erent

sessions is the same and that the roll call scores of legislators who never serve together are

comparable. Shor, McCarty, and Berry (2008) present simulation evidence that suggests that

strikingly few bridge actors—as few as four—are required to successfully scale multiple legis-

latures in a common ideological space. Figure A.4 presents the distribution of the number of

bridge actors across biennial sessions by state in my sample. This was calculated by �nding,

for each state-biennium, the number of unique legislators who serve in that session and also

serve in at least one other session. The minimum number of bridges in my sample is 18; many

of these bridges are not in adjacent sessions.
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Figure A.3: First Dimension W-NOMINATE Score Correlations

figure plots the correlations between first-dimension w-nominate roll call scores

for scaling models of adjacent total numbers of dimensions.
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Figure A.4: Roll Call Scaling Bridges, by State

figure plots the distribution, by state, of the number of legislators in a given ses-

sion who also serve in another session. biennial sessions with no election between

them have been combined.
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A.1.5 Does the First Dimension Change with Disfranchisement?

To determine whether bridging across the pre- and post-disfranchisement periods is rea-

sonable, I conduct two exercises. First, I determine whether the issues and bundled issue po-

sitions that shape legislative politics are similar before and after disfranchisement. To do so,

I separately plot the cutting angles from votes before and after disfranchisement. Figures A.5

and A.6 present these distributions. While the extent to which the distributions look similar

varies across states, all distributions suggest that the modal bill both before and after disfran-

chisement falls on the same dimension—the �rst dimension for the joint scaling.

Second, I examine whether the issues considered by the legislature change after disfran-

chisement. While the main dimension is the same across the time period, this does not preclude

the issues that the legislature considers from changing. To assess this, I use brief descriptions

of all introduced bills in Mississippi and Tennessee from the indexes of those states’ legisla-

tive journals, to determine if the issue agenda in the legislature changes over time. These

descriptions were hand-entered from legislative journals to a spreadsheet, and for each state a

training set of 2,000 bills (out of 8,022 total bills for Tennessee and 6,321 total bills for Missis-

sippi) were hand-coded into topic areas.
3

A classi�cation algorithm was then used to classify

the remaining bills into categories.
4

In Figures A.7 and A.8 I present the proportion of bills

falling into di�erent categories by year, for Mississippi and Tennessee, respectively. To as-

suage concerns about the classi�cation algorithm, I present this for both the full set of bills

and for the (relatively large) training set.

3
Topic codes are a modi�ed version of the Policy Agendas Project topic codes (The Policy Agendas Project at

the University of Texas at Austin 2015) with four additional topics to capture issues unique to state legislatures

at this time: “elections,” “local,” “private,” and “unknown.” Small categories were collapsed into larger ones as

needed.

4
The classi�cation algorithm is a combination of three common algorithms: a naive bayes classi�er, a regularized

multinomial logistic regression, and a support vector machine. I use a “bagging” approach, where each model is

estimated on a series of bootstrap samples from the training set, and then take a simple average of the predicted

probabilities for each category across the bootstrap iterations and then across the models. Classi�cation accuracy

(based on ten-fold cross validation with the training set) was 78% for Mississippi and 83% for Tennessee.
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Figure A.5: Distribution of Cutting Angles Before and After Disfranchisement, AL to MS

figures plot the distribution of cutting angles for w-nominate scaling, split out

separately for votes before and after disfranchisement. votes with cutting angles

closer to ninety degrees are more first-dimensional.
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(c) Tennessee
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Figure A.6: Distribution of Cutting Angles Before and After Disfranchisement, NC to VA

figures plot the distribution of cutting angles for w-nominate scaling, split out

separately for votes before and after disfranchisement. votes with cutting angles

closer to ninety degrees are more first-dimensional.
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Figure A.7: Issues over Time in Introduced Bills, Mississippi

figures plot the proportion of bills falling into different issue categories for each

year in the sample. figure A.7a includes all bills, including those coded using an

automated classifier. figure A.7b includes only those bills coded by hand.
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Figure A.8: Issues over Time in Introduced Bills, Tennessee

figures plot the proportion of bills falling into different issue categories for each

year in the sample. figure A.8a includes all bills, including those coded using an

automated classifier. figure A.8b includes only those bills coded by hand.
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A.2 Descriptive Information

A.2.1 First-Dimension Issues by State
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Figure A.9: First-Dimension Issues in Southern State Legislatures, by State
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A.2.2 Party A�liation

Table A.2: Party A�liation and Roll Call Voting

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

FL LA MS NC TN TX VA

Greenbacker −0.240 0.372

(0.053) (0.165)

Independent 0.626 0.135 0.097 0.354 0.440 −0.514

(0.050) (0.059) (0.216) (0.020) (0.029) (0.035)

Populist 0.519 0.207 0.708 0.573 −0.612

(0.050) (0.059) (0.041) (0.050) (0.058)

Prohibitionist 0.838

(0.020)

Republican 0.739 0.249 −0.092 0.943 0.968 −0.080 −0.771

(0.068) (0.072) (0.045) (0.029) (0.033) (0.068) (0.051)

Constant −0.357 −0.221 −0.281 −0.425 −0.247 −0.340 0.239

(0.050) (0.059) (0.032) (0.020) (0.029) (0.017) (0.035)

Observations 75 485 586 588 401 619 474

Adjusted R
2

0.661 0.035 0.013 0.699 0.685 0.165 0.280

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in parentheses.

Data is at the legislator-year level. Sample is all years prior to disfranchisement; legislators for whom

party is not known are not included. ‘Democrat’ is the omitted category.
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A.2.3 Separate Coach Roll Call Votes

Table A.3: Roll Call Votes on Separate Coach Bills

State Year PRE Angle Mean, Yeas Mean, Nays P Value, Di�. in Means

AR 1891 0.75 128.88 -0.52 -0.31 0.00

LA 1890 0.45 80.88 -0.36 -0.01 0.00

SC 1894 0.51 91.23 -0.27 0.10 0.00

SC 1894 0.50 90.06 -0.26 0.09 0.00

TX 1891 0.17 120.23 -0.40 -0.35 0.19

Note: “PRE” is the proportional reduction in error. “Angle” refers to the cutting angle for the roll

call vote in two-dimensional space. “Mean” refers to the mean W-NOMINATE score.
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A.2.4 Summary Statistics

Table A.4: Summary Statistics, Alabama

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE −0.07 −0.05 0.57 0.96 −1.00 912

OC −0.06 −0.06 0.60 0.97 −0.97 912

Disfranchisement 0.46 0 0.50 1 0 919

Black Population Share, 1880 0.45 0.44 0.25 0.83 0.004 861

Mean Farm Value 1,166.44 1,066.00 488.01 3,884.00 463.00 916

Percent Urban (>2,500) 11.48 0.00 16.55 63.00 0.00 916

Percent Urban (>25,000) 5.16 0.00 14.72 63.00 0.00 916

Percent Illiterate 24.05 23.00 8.63 45.00 9.00 901

Farms Per Capita 0.12 0.13 0.04 0.20 0.01 916

ln(Population) 10.30 10.26 0.58 12.28 8.79 916

Lynchings 1.94 1 2.67 11 0 919

Populist Vote Share (1892) 0.36 0.38 0.15 0.77 0.01 855

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.

Table A.5: Summary Statistics, Arkansas

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE −0.11 −0.15 0.35 0.95 −0.98 968

OC −0.04 −0.06 0.59 0.94 −0.96 968

Disfranchisement 0.51 1 0.50 1 0 982

Black Population Share, 1880 0.26 0.18 0.24 0.84 0.001 899

Mean Farm Value 1,335.14 1,162.00 608.12 6,826.00 535.00 966

Percent Urban (>2,500) 6.37 0.00 13.84 60.00 0.00 966

Percent Urban (>25,000) 1.96 0.00 10.05 63.00 0.00 966

Percent Illiterate 16.39 14.00 8.48 51.00 4.00 808

Farms Per Capita 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.18 0.03 966

ln(Population) 9.65 9.65 0.52 11.02 7.78 966

Lynchings 0.20 0 0.46 2 0 982

Greenback Vote Share (1880) 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.40 0.00 948

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.
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Table A.6: Summary Statistics, Florida

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE −0.08 −0.12 0.41 0.99 −0.92 716

OC 0.03 0.07 0.52 1.00 −0.89 716

Disfranchisement 0.47 0 0.50 1 0 722

Black Population Share, 1880 0.44 0.44 0.22 0.86 0.04 576

Democrat 0.81 1.00 0.39 1.00 0.00 189

Mean Farm Value 2,221.79 1,120.00 2,256.75 15,721.00 0.00 709

Percent Urban (>2,500) 12.71 0.00 23.30 97.00 0.00 715

Percent Urban (>25,000) 0.38 0.00 3.47 51.00 0.00 715

Percent Illiterate 19.33 17.00 11.22 54.00 0.00 686

Farms Per Capita 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.20 0.00 709

ln(Population) 9.02 9.14 0.91 10.43 0.00 715

Lynchings 0.36 0 1.01 5 0 722

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.

Table A.7: Summary Statistics, Georgia

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE 0.02 −0.01 0.41 1.00 −0.99 1,810

OC −0.09 −0.21 0.52 0.98 −0.96 1,810

Disfranchisement 0.51 1 0.50 1 0 1,888

Black Population Share, 1880 0.44 0.50 0.22 0.85 0.02 1,555

Mean Farm Value 2,007.00 1,736.00 1,092.89 9,876.00 436.00 1,848

Percent Urban (>2,500) 12.50 0.00 22.13 92.00 0.00 1,848

Percent Urban (>25,000) 4.86 0.00 18.68 107.00 0.00 1,848

Percent Illiterate 21.54 21.00 6.91 46.00 7.00 1,837

Farms Per Capita 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.21 0.004 1,848

ln(Population) 9.73 9.78 0.67 12.27 8.07 1,848

Lynchings 1.61 1 1.98 9 0 1,888

Populist Vote Share (1892) 0.18 0.14 0.16 0.74 0.00 1,800

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.
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Table A.8: Summary Statistics, Louisiana

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE 0.11 0.10 0.47 1.00 −0.99 1,021

OC −0.09 −0.19 0.60 0.96 −0.96 1,021

Disfranchisement 0.52 1 0.50 1 0 1,031

Black Population Share, 1880 0.50 0.51 0.21 0.91 0.07 989

Democrat 0.91 1.00 0.29 1.00 0.00 1,030

Mean Farm Value 3,600.82 2,015.00 3,966.76 32,289.00 0.00 1,030

Percent Urban (>2,500) 26.72 0.00 40.83 100.00 0.00 1,030

Percent Urban (>25,000) 22.89 0.00 41.95 100.00 0.00 1,030

Percent Illiterate 25.21 25.00 11.18 56.00 0.00 983

Farms Per Capita 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.21 0.0000 1,030

ln(Population) 10.38 10.01 1.25 12.64 7.84 1,030

Lynchings 1.53 1 1.70 8 0 1,031

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.

Table A.9: Summary Statistics, Mississippi

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE −0.49 −0.58 0.36 0.92 −1.00 1,230

OC −0.08 −0.14 0.54 0.99 −0.95 1,230

Disfranchisement 0.52 1 0.50 1 0 1,254

Black Population Share, 1880 0.56 0.57 0.20 0.92 0.09 1,219

Democrat 0.91 1.00 0.28 1.00 0.00 1,233

Mean Farm Value 1,359.45 1,059.00 1,185.76 17,657.00 365.00 1,244

Percent Urban (>2,500) 5.15 0.00 9.90 41.00 0.00 1,244

Percent Urban (>25,000) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,244

Percent Illiterate 22.11 22.00 7.96 47.00 6.00 1,117

Farms Per Capita 0.11 0.12 0.03 0.18 0.003 1,244

ln(Population) 9.88 9.90 0.51 11.42 7.86 1,244

Lynchings 1.70 1 2.32 12 0 1,254

Greenback Vote Share (1880) 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.49 0.00 1,239

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.
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Table A.10: Summary Statistics, North Carolina

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE −0.16 −0.26 0.50 0.99 −1.00 1,129

OC −0.02 −0.02 0.52 0.94 −0.96 1,129

Disfranchisement 0.50 0 0.50 1 0 1,208

Black Population Share, 1880 0.34 0.33 0.19 0.70 0.01 1,097

Democrat 0.70 1.00 0.46 1.00 0.00 1,199

Mean Farm Value 1,531.00 1,445.50 498.67 5,460.00 608.00 1,204

Percent Urban (>2,500) 8.21 0.00 14.85 84.00 0.00 1,204

Percent Urban (>25,000) 0.25 0.00 2.55 49.00 0.00 1,204

Percent Illiterate 20.42 20.00 5.05 37.00 7.00 1,169

Farms Per Capita 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.19 0.01 1,204

ln(Population) 9.85 9.95 0.58 11.06 8.07 1,204

Lynchings 0.52 0 1.11 5 0 1,208

Populist Vote Share (1892) 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.48 0.00 1,202

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.

Table A.11: Summary Statistics, South Carolina

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE 0.10 0.04 0.40 0.99 −0.95 1,257

OC −0.03 −0.09 0.53 0.97 −0.94 1,257

Disfranchisement 0.50 0 0.50 1 0 1,273

Black Population Share, 1880 0.59 0.66 0.17 0.92 0.26 632

Mean Farm Value 1,249.00 1,260.00 395.95 2,962.00 473.00 1,242

Percent Urban (>2,500) 12.29 3.00 21.87 92.00 0.00 1,242

Percent Urban (>25,000) 6.41 0.00 21.61 92.00 0.00 1,242

Percent Illiterate 24.06 24.00 5.65 39.00 9.00 1,143

Farms Per Capita 0.10 0.11 0.03 0.16 0.01 1,242

ln(Population) 10.47 10.47 0.39 11.42 9.61 1,242

Lynchings 1.02 0 2.27 10 0 1,273

Populist Vote Share (1892) 0.03 0.005 0.06 0.39 0.00 1,233

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.
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Table A.12: Summary Statistics, Tennessee

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE −0.04 −0.20 0.56 1.00 −0.94 951

OC −0.04 −0.05 0.56 0.99 −0.97 951

Disfranchisement 0.52 1 0.50 1 0 962

Black Population Share, 1880 0.27 0.24 0.17 0.70 0.02 912

Democrat 0.68 1.00 0.47 1.00 0.00 864

Mean Farm Value 2,209.26 1,919.00 1,235.51 6,560.00 694.00 947

Percent Urban (>2,500) 12.55 0.00 21.22 70.00 0.00 947

Percent Urban (>25,000) 8.83 0.00 20.92 70.00 0.00 947

Percent Illiterate 16.48 15.00 5.11 37.00 8.00 862

Farms Per Capita 0.10 0.11 0.04 0.16 0.02 947

ln(Population) 10.32 10.14 0.68 12.49 9.24 947

Lynchings 0.57 0 1.74 12 0 962

Greenback Vote Share (1880) 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.18 0.00 921

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.

Table A.13: Summary Statistics, Texas

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE 0.07 0.14 0.49 1.00 −0.99 1,273

OC 0.03 0.14 0.59 0.94 −1.00 1,273

Disfranchisement 0.52 1 0.50 1 0 1,305

Black Population Share, 1880 0.24 0.23 0.18 0.75 0.004 1,199

Democrat 0.95 1.00 0.22 1.00 0.00 1,285

Mean Farm Value 3,936.30 3,185.00 3,467.38 30,622.00 720.00 1,270

Percent Urban (>2,500) 17.79 11.00 21.39 92.00 0.00 1,270

Percent Urban (>25,000) 7.58 0.00 21.03 98.00 0.00 1,270

Percent Illiterate 10.23 9.00 6.61 41.00 0.00 1,167

Farms Per Capita 0.11 0.12 0.04 0.18 0.01 1,270

ln(Population) 11.01 10.99 0.79 12.99 9.44 1,274

Lynchings 3.51 1 6.12 39 0 1,305

Populist Vote Share (1892) 0.23 0.24 0.12 0.51 0.00 1,164

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.
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Table A.14: Summary Statistics, Virginia

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Max Min N

W-NOMINATE −0.09 −0.16 0.47 0.99 −1.00 972

OC 0.003 −0.07 0.57 0.98 −0.93 972

Disfranchisement 0.50 0 0.50 1 0 1,000

Black Population Share, 1880 0.39 0.43 0.19 0.72 0.01 801

Democrat 0.88 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.00 992

Mean Farm Value 3,778.84 2,549.50 3,868.65 54,028.00 831.00 922

Percent Urban (>2,500) 12.24 0.00 26.71 100.00 0.00 921

Percent Urban (>25,000) 4.99 0.00 20.45 100.00 0.00 921

Percent Illiterate 17.27 17.00 5.84 36.00 4.00 906

Farms Per Capita 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.19 0.00 921

ln(Population) 10.27 10.00 0.73 12.10 8.57 921

Lynchings 0.68 0 1.15 4 0 1,000

Populist Vote Share (1892) 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.30 0.001 807

Note: Summary statistics reported for data at the legislator-year level.
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A.3 Additional Results

A.3.1 Controlling for Poor Whites
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Figure A.10: Controlling for Poor Whites

figure presents estimates of indicated qantities of interest based on two-way fixed

effects model. 95% confidence intervals based on district-clustered standard er-

rors. estimates based on one model per state.
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A.3.2 Parallel Trends Plots
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Figure A.11: Parallel Trends Plots: Alabama through Mississippi

figures plot the trend of w-nominate scores over time separately for districts above

and below each state’s median black population share. solid lines connect the mean

by group-year. vertical dotted line separates pre- and post-disfranchisement peri-

ods.
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Figure A.12: Parallel Trends Plots: North Carolina through Virginia

figures plot the trend of w-nominate scores over time separately for districts above

and below each state’s median black population share. solid lines connect the mean

by group-year. vertical dotted line separates pre- and post-disfranchisement peri-

ods.
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A.3.3 Timing of Disfranchisement Impact
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Figure A.13: Parallel Trends Test

figure plots the interaction between black population share and indicators for

disfranchisement and two lags and leads thereof. models are two-way fixed effects

models, and standard errors are clustered by district.
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A.3.4 Party as a Mechanism

Party Outcome

Table A.15: Disfranchisement and Election of Democrats (FL, LA, MS)

Dependent Variable

Democrat

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel 1: Florida (1879-1897)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 1.244 1.252 0.861 0.587

(0.298) (0.317) (0.397) (0.846)

Observations 144 144 144 144

No. Clusters 29 29 29 29

Panel 2: Louisiana (1886-1904)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.290 0.285 0.157 0.157

(0.135) (0.134) (0.436) (0.451)

Observations 988 988 988 988

No. Clusters 57 57 57 57

Panel 3: Mississippi (1880-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.405 0.405 0.023 0.002

(0.111) (0.111) (0.102) (0.111)

Observations 1198 1198 1198 1198

No. Clusters 93 93 93 93

District Trend Fixed Fixed Linear Quadratic

Year Trend Quadratic FE FE FE

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors

in parentheses. Data is at the legislator-year level. Base term for disfranchisement in

models with time trend not shown.
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Table A.16: Disfranchisement and Election of Democrats (NC, TN, TX, VA)

Dependent Variable

Democrat

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel 4: North Carolina (1889-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.681 0.682 0.907 0.912

(0.159) (0.160) (0.276) (0.289)

Observations 1090 1090 1090 1090

No. Clusters 87 87 87 87

Panel 5: Tennessee (1879-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.996 0.954 0.198 0.236

(0.268) (0.261) (0.344) (0.442)

Observations 824 824 824 824

No. Clusters 128 128 128 128

Panel 6: Texas (1891-1910)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.084 0.087 0.084 0.173

(0.112) (0.109) (0.183) (0.245)

Observations 1182 1182 1182 1182

No. Clusters 160 160 160 160

Panel 7: Virginia (1890-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.829 0.848 0.509 0.344

(0.172) (0.174) (0.372) (0.438)

Observations 794 794 794 794

No. Clusters 102 102 102 102

District Trend Fixed Fixed Linear Quadratic

Year Trend Quadratic FE FE FE

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in

parentheses. Data is at the legislator-year level. Base term for disfranchisement in models with

time trend not shown.
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Controlling for Party

Table A.17: Controlling for Party: Florida and Louisiana (1 of 3)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel 1: Florida (1879-1897)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.375 -0.281 -0.148 0.276

(0.573) (0.584) (0.765) (1.349)

Independent 0.082 0.020 -0.107 -0.053

(0.048) (0.070) (0.046) (0.048)

Populist 0.066 0.017 -0.032 -0.246

(0.080) (0.112) (0.153) (0.180)

Republican 0.375 0.398 0.377 0.342

(0.140) (0.155) (0.204) (0.203)

Observations 142 142 142 142

No. Clusters 29 29 29 29

Panel 2: Louisiana (1886-1904)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.566 -0.558 -0.733 -0.777

(0.410) (0.422) (0.571) (0.580)

Independent -0.518 -0.385 -0.370 -0.338

(0.036) (0.047) (0.060) (0.061)

Populist -0.702 -0.599 -0.572 -0.637

(0.088) (0.079) (0.080) (0.134)

Republican -0.121 -0.074 -0.088 -0.093

(0.074) (0.073) (0.080) (0.088)

Observations 978 978 978 978

No. Clusters 57 57 57 57

District Trend Fixed Fixed Linear Quadratic

Year Trend Quadratic FE FE FE

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors

in parentheses. Data is at the legislator-year level.
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Table A.18: Controlling for Party: Mississippi and North Carolina (2 of 3)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel 1: Mississippi (1880-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -1.131 -1.141 -0.712 -0.687

(0.112) (0.112) (0.149) (0.147)

Greenback -0.428 -0.386 -0.299 -0.444

(0.048) (0.060) (0.108) (0.123)

Independent 0.030 0.064 0.164 0.166

(0.161) (0.166) (0.167) (0.240)

Populist 0.256 0.281 0.273 0.258

(0.039) (0.044) (0.042) (0.049)

Republican -0.282 -0.298 -0.341 -0.366

(0.062) (0.062) (0.076) (0.080)

Observations 1176 1176 1176 1176

No. Clusters 93 93 93 93

Panel 2: North Carolina (1889-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.064 0.084 -0.249 -0.312

(0.111) (0.111) (0.226) (0.237)

Independent 0.430 0.435 0.301 0.157

(0.178) (0.199) (0.131) (0.089)

Populist 0.752 0.797 0.810 0.813

(0.044) (0.047) (0.048) (0.055)

Prohibition 0.856 0.950 0.956 0.979

(0.022) (0.043) (0.049) (0.053)

Republican 0.883 0.914 0.982 0.998

(0.041) (0.042) (0.052) (0.056)

Observations 1020 1020 1020 1020

No. Clusters 87 87 87 87

District Trend Fixed Fixed Linear Quadratic

Year Trend Quadratic FE FE FE

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in

parentheses. Data is at the legislator-year level.
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Table A.19: Controlling for Party: Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia (3 of 3)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel 1: Tennessee (1879-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.432 -0.455 -0.559 -0.743

(0.125) (0.124) (0.345) (0.432)

Greenback 0.229 0.222 0.280 0.162

(0.103) (0.102) (0.140) (0.032)

Independent 0.482 0.451 0.132 0.183

(0.089) (0.087) (0.249) (0.338)

Populist 0.721 0.708 0.651 0.829

(0.108) (0.108) (0.181) (0.246)

Republican 0.852 0.843 0.831 0.861

(0.042) (0.046) (0.050) (0.062)

Observations 819 819 819 819

No. Clusters 128 128 128 128

Panel 2: Texas (1891-1910)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.117 0.139 0.130 0.134

(0.207) (0.200) (0.301) (0.382)

Populist 0.501 0.596 0.524 0.521

(0.066) (0.073) (0.076) (0.082)

Republican 0.042 0.076 -0.015 0.025

(0.080) (0.070) (0.090) (0.128)

Observations 1166 1166 1166 1166

No. Clusters 160 160 160 160

Panel 3: Virginia (1890-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.812 -0.812 -0.948 -0.832

(0.199) (0.200) (0.431) (0.513)

Independent -0.366 -0.378 -0.332 -0.392

(0.154) (0.136) (0.189) (0.169)

Populist -0.494 -0.676 -0.604 -0.623

(0.078) (0.086) (0.100) (0.119)

Republican -0.221 -0.190 -0.206 -0.236

(0.076) (0.076) (0.089) (0.103)

Observations 771 771 771 771

No. Clusters 102 102 102 102

District Trend Fixed Fixed Linear Quadratic

Year Trend Quadratic FE FE FE

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered stan-

dard errors in parentheses. Data is at the legislator-year level.
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A.3.5 U.S. House of Representatives

Table A.20: Congressional Roll Call Voting and Disfranchisement

Dependent variable:

NOMINATE Nokken-Poole Democrat

Black Share × Disfranchisement −0.279 −0.202 −0.035 0.254

(0.149) (0.157) (0.062) (0.182)

Disfranchisement 0.109 0.087 0.026 −0.101

(0.071) (0.078) (0.031) (0.085)

Black Share −0.088

(0.158)

District FE X X X
Legislator FE X
Congress FE X X X X
No. Clusters 567 567 567 567

Observations 1,788 1,778 1,778 1,796

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in

parentheses. Data is at the legislator-year level. Sample is all congresses from 1879-1915.
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A.3.6 Disfranchisement and Lynching

Table A.21: Lynching, Disfranchisement, and Roll Call Voting (AL to MS)

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

AL AR FL GA LA MS

Black Share × Dis. −0.617 −0.153 −0.894 −0.186 −0.006 −0.817

(0.167) (0.071) (0.185) (0.129) (0.311) (0.140)

Dis. × ln(Lynchings) −0.179 0.242 1.271 −0.137 0.308 0.084

(0.122) (0.084) (0.358) (0.100) (0.187) (0.098)

Black × Dis. × ln(Lynchings) 0.173 −0.369 −2.405 0.355 −0.383 −0.267

(0.203) (0.139) (0.650) (0.195) (0.278) (0.159)

Observations 541 688 305 1,141 559 749

Adjusted R
2

0.635 0.488 0.451 0.331 0.654 0.585

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in parentheses.

Data is aggregated to the district-year level.

Table A.22: Lynching, Disfranchisement, and Roll Call Voting (NC to VA)

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

NC SC TN TX VA

Black Share × Dis. −0.605 −0.596 −1.587 0.337 −0.672

(0.202) (0.203) (0.272) (0.349) (0.279)

Dis. × ln(Lynchings) −0.496 −0.182 −0.432 −0.017 −0.018

(0.198) (0.277) (0.189) (0.100) (0.155)

Black × Dis. × ln(Lynchings) 1.209 0.263 1.885 −0.072 0.183

(0.611) (0.524) (0.846) (0.274) (0.347)

Observations 803 202 735 948 679

Adjusted R
2

0.375 0.750 0.715 0.649 0.454

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in

parentheses. Data is aggregated to the district-year level.
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A.4 Robustness Checks

A.4.1 Time-Varying Covariates
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Figure A.14: Adding Time-Varying Covariates

figure presents estimates of the interaction between black population share and disfranchisement

from two-way fixed effects model. estimates based on models with no time-varying covariates (as re-

ported in the text), time-varying covariates included additively, time-varying covariates interacted

with indicator for disfranchisement, and the same model additionally including district vote for

agrarian parties, if available. 95% confidence intervals based on district-clustered standard er-

rors. included covariates are mean farm value, percent urban (two levels), percent illiterate, farms

per capita, and logged population. covariates are drawn from Social Explorer (U.S. Census Bureau

1870–1920) and are smoothly imputed across censuses.
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A.4.2 Full Models

Table A.23: Full Models

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel 1: Alabama (1890-1909)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.539 -0.552 0.164 0.041 -0.304

(0.180) (0.175) (0.311) (0.346) (0.154)

Disfranchisement -0.091

(0.125)

Black Share 0.060

(0.094)

Lagged DV 0.182

(0.058)

Observations 541 541 541 541 474

No. Clusters 61 61 61 61 61

Panel 2: Arkansas (1881-1899)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.196 -0.173 -0.068 -0.059 -0.182

(0.060) (0.061) (0.126) (0.135) (0.066)

Disfranchisement 0.094

(0.039)

Black Share 0.150

(0.045)

Lagged DV -0.030

(0.048)

Observations 688 688 688 688 607

No. Clusters 72 72 72 72 71

Panel 3: Florida (1879-1897)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.995 -0.997 -0.586 -0.742 -0.526

(0.179) (0.180) (0.391) (0.468) (0.157)

Disfranchisement 0.514

(0.108)

Black Share 0.536

(0.140)

Continued on next page
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Table A.23 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.310

(0.063)

Observations 305 305 305 305 273

No. Clusters 31 31 31 31 31

Panel 4: Georgia (1896-1916)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.015 -0.017 0.361 0.352 0.005

(0.107) (0.106) (0.174) (0.188) (0.092)

Disfranchisement 0.089

(0.058)

Black Share -0.217

(0.070)

Lagged DV 0.261

(0.037)

Observations 1141 1141 1141 1141 973

No. Clusters 120 120 120 120 120

Panel 5: Louisiana (1886-1904)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.277 -0.208 -0.355 -0.494 -0.173

(0.410) (0.354) (0.677) (0.828) (0.193)

Disfranchisement 0.441

(0.338)

Black Share -0.020

(0.077)

Lagged DV 0.341

(0.035)

Observations 559 559 559 559 498

No. Clusters 57 57 57 57 57

Panel 6: Mississippi (1880-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -1.054 -1.063 -0.687 -0.703 -0.783

(0.107) (0.107) (0.163) (0.169) (0.087)

Disfranchisement 0.549

(0.072)

Black Share 0.544

(0.069)

Continued on next page
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Table A.23 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.261

(0.049)

Observations 749 749 749 749 635

No. Clusters 93 93 93 93 88

Panel 7: North Carolina (1889-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.441 -0.449 -0.898 -0.984 -0.503

(0.198) (0.198) (0.405) (0.443) (0.178)

Disfranchisement -0.400

(0.091)

Black Share -0.144

(0.153)

Lagged DV 0.408

(0.047)

Observations 803 803 803 803 667

No. Clusters 87 87 87 87 87

Panel 8: South Carolina (1882-1902)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.548 -0.546 -0.325 -0.359 -0.162

(0.185) (0.186) (0.236) (0.259) (0.104)

Disfranchisement 0.237

(0.106)

Black Share 0.227

(0.105)

Lagged DV 0.773

(0.080)

Observations 202 202 202 202 175

No. Clusters 21 21 21 21 21

Panel 9: Tennessee (1879-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -1.379 -1.353 -0.912 -1.252 -0.466

(0.309) (0.302) (0.567) (0.661) (0.229)

Disfranchisement 0.048

(0.075)

Black Share -0.118

(0.218)

Continued on next page
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Table A.23 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.650

(0.038)

Observations 735 735 735 735 601

No. Clusters 128 128 128 128 123

Panel 10: Texas (1891-1910)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.157 0.175 0.111 0.085 0.240

(0.222) (0.217) (0.330) (0.440) (0.154)

Disfranchisement 0.490

(0.086)

Black Share -0.178

(0.092)

Lagged DV 0.330

(0.036)

Observations 948 948 948 948 777

No. Clusters 160 160 160 160 129

Panel 11: Virginia (1890-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.575 -0.576 -0.715 -0.658 -0.591

(0.208) (0.209) (0.446) (0.546) (0.165)

Disfranchisement 0.261

(0.098)

Black Share 0.374

(0.137)

Lagged DV 0.275

(0.052)

Observations 679 679 679 679 562

No. Clusters 102 102 102 102 97

District Trend Fixed Fixed Linear Quadratic -

Lagged DV - - - - X
Year Trend Quadratic FE FE FE FE

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in parentheses.

Data is aggregated to the district-by-year level. Observations are weighted by the number of legislators in

each district-year.
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A.4.3 Marginal E�ects Plots
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(f) Mississippi

Figure A.15: Marginal E�ects Plots: Alabama through Mississippi

figures plot marginal effect of disfranchisement over black population share. esti-

mates based on models with common qadratic time trend and district fixed effects

(model 1 in table A.23). model for each state estimated separately. binned estimates

calculated using inter�ex package in r.
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(a) North Carolina
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(b) South Carolina
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(c) Tennessee
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(d) Texas
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Figure A.16: Marginal E�ects Plots: North Carolina through Virginia

figures plot marginal effect of disfranchisement over black population share. esti-

mates based on models with common qadratic time trend and district fixed effects

(model 1 in table A.23). model for each state estimated separately. binned estimates

calculated using inter�ex package in r.
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A.4.4 Optimal Classi�cation Models

Table A.24: OC Models

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension OC Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel 1: Alabama (1890-1909)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.249 -0.266 -0.106 -0.114 -0.203

(0.115) (0.109) (0.196) (0.203) (0.104)

Disfranchisement -0.368

(0.076)

Black Share 0.173

(0.080)

Lagged DV 0.187

(0.050)

Observations 541 541 541 541 474

No. Clusters 61 61 61 61 61

Panel 2: Arkansas (1881-1899)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.156 -0.112 0.003 0.023 -0.100

(0.086) (0.086) (0.146) (0.158) (0.081)

Disfranchisement 0.388

(0.045)

Black Share 0.022

(0.058)

Lagged DV -0.032

(0.049)

Observations 688 688 688 688 607

No. Clusters 72 72 72 72 71

Panel 3: Florida (1879-1897)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -1.286 -1.286 -0.324 -0.514 -0.728

(0.251) (0.254) (0.462) (0.525) (0.241)

Disfranchisement 0.678

(0.149)

Black Share 0.793

(0.207)

Continued on next page
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Table A.24 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension OC Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.244

(0.087)

Observations 305 305 305 305 273

No. Clusters 31 31 31 31 31

Panel 4: Georgia (1896-1916)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.086 -0.082 0.808 0.791 0.076

(0.121) (0.120) (0.204) (0.220) (0.102)

Disfranchisement 0.235

(0.073)

Black Share -0.236

(0.067)

Lagged DV 0.320

(0.044)

Observations 1141 1141 1141 1141 973

No. Clusters 120 120 120 120 120

Panel 5: Louisiana (1886-1904)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.174 -0.156 -0.137 -0.197 -0.261

(0.258) (0.232) (0.310) (0.362) (0.138)

Disfranchisement 0.617

(0.167)

Black Share 0.184

(0.075)

Lagged DV 0.406

(0.036)

Observations 559 559 559 559 498

No. Clusters 57 57 57 57 57

Panel 6: Mississippi (1880-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.813 -0.835 -0.617 -0.669 -0.624

(0.139) (0.139) (0.234) (0.263) (0.111)

Disfranchisement 0.303

(0.092)

Black Share 0.366

(0.098)

Continued on next page
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Table A.24 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension OC Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.217

(0.036)

Observations 749 749 749 749 635

No. Clusters 93 93 93 93 88

Panel 7: North Carolina (1889-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.496 -0.507 -0.992 -1.054 -0.618

(0.196) (0.197) (0.444) (0.475) (0.183)

Disfranchisement -0.508

(0.093)

Black Share -0.005

(0.168)

Lagged DV 0.377

(0.043)

Observations 803 803 803 803 667

No. Clusters 87 87 87 87 87

Panel 8: South Carolina (1882-1902)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -1.108 -1.122 -0.270 -0.320 -0.493

(0.227) (0.233) (0.233) (0.282) (0.168)

Disfranchisement 0.557

(0.155)

Black Share 0.493

(0.170)

Lagged DV 0.683

(0.087)

Observations 202 202 202 202 175

No. Clusters 21 21 21 21 21

Panel 9: Tennessee (1879-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -1.294 -1.281 -1.075 -1.509 -0.266

(0.219) (0.216) (0.585) (0.649) (0.245)

Disfranchisement -0.045

(0.066)

Black Share -0.203

(0.234)

Continued on next page
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Table A.24 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension OC Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.593

(0.044)

Observations 735 735 735 735 601

No. Clusters 128 128 128 128 123

Panel 10: Texas (1891-1910)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.113 0.139 0.016 0.030 0.240

(0.166) (0.157) (0.289) (0.387) (0.122)

Disfranchisement 0.667

(0.058)

Black Share -0.197

(0.098)

Lagged DV 0.181

(0.039)

Observations 948 948 948 948 777

No. Clusters 160 160 160 160 129

Panel 11: Virginia (1890-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.521 -0.517 -1.074 -1.084 -0.427

(0.184) (0.185) (0.434) (0.523) (0.157)

Disfranchisement 0.134

(0.098)

Black Share 0.274

(0.142)

Lagged DV 0.250

(0.053)

Observations 679 679 679 679 562

No. Clusters 102 102 102 102 97

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in parentheses.

Data is aggregated to the district-by-year level. Observations are weighted by the number of legislators in

each district-year.
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A.4.5 Alternative Model Dimensions
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Figure A.17: Disfranchisement Estimates: Alternative W-NOMINATE Dimensions Fit

figure plots estimates of the interaction between black population share and dis-

franchisement from two-way fixed effects model using first-dimension roll call

scores from w-nominate scaling procedures with different total numbers of dimen-

sions.
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A.4.6 Using Contemporaneous Black Population
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Figure A.18: Disfranchisement Estimates: Contemporary Black Population

figure plots estimates of the interaction between black population share and dis-

franchisement from two-way fixed effects model using contemporaneous measure

of district black population share.
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A.4.7 E�ects on Higher Dimensions

I report estimates based on a series of seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) models. For

each state I estimate these models with roll call scores for the two estimated dimensions as

outcome variables. The speci�cation is otherwise the same as that described in the text. Re-

ported are the the absolute value of the coe�cient, the district-clustered standard error, and

the p-value for each dimension. I also report the results of a χ2
test for the null hypothesis

that the treatment e�ect is zero for both dimensions. All models are estimated using suest in

stata.

Table A.25: Alabama SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.552 0.164 0.000748

Two 0.470 0.144 0.001103

χ2 = 25.008 (p = 3.71e− 06)

Table A.26: Arkansas SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.173 0.0574 0.00259

Two 0.303 0.1264 0.01650

χ2 = 16.795 (p = 0.000225)

Table A.27: Florida SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.997 0.168 3.03e-09

Two 0.478 0.226 3.44e-02

χ2 = 43.649 (p = 3.32e− 10)

Table A.28: Georgia SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.0174 0.100 0.862

Two 0.0591 0.143 0.679

χ2 = 0.185 (p = 0.912)

Table A.29: Louisiana SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.208 0.333 0.531

Two 0.395 0.302 0.191

χ2 = 2.142 (p = 0.343)

Table A.30: Mississippi SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 1.063 0.0991 8.13e-27

Two 0.546 0.2024 7.03e-03

χ2 = 116.232 (p = 5.76e− 26)
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Table A.31: North Carolina SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.449 0.185 0.01550

Two 0.801 0.249 0.00129

χ2 = 14.394 (p = 0.000749)

Table A.32: South Carolina SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.546 0.171 0.00144

Two 0.306 0.318 0.33721

χ2 = 14.527 (p = 0.000701)

Table A.33: Tennessee SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 1.353 0.273 7.04e-07

Two 1.431 0.223 1.31e-10

χ2 = 55.684 (p = 8.1e− 13)

Table A.34: Texas SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.1746 0.196 0.374

Two 0.0634 0.115 0.583

χ2 = 1.373 (p = 0.503)

Table A.35: Virginia SUR Estimates

Dimension |Estimate| SE P Value

One 0.5762 0.191 0.00254

Two 0.0525 0.146 0.71956

χ2 = 9.114 (p = 0.0105)
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A.4.8 Alternative Inference Methods
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Type: Two−Step Block Bootstrap Two−Way Clustering

Figure A.19: Disfranchisement Estimates: Alternative Inference Methods

figure plots estimates of the interaction between black population share and dis-

franchisement from two-way fixed effects model and reports 95% confidence in-

tervals based on both two-way (district and year) clustered standard errors and

two-step district-blocked bootstrap (1,000 iterations).
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A.4.9 Unweighted Models

Table A.36: Unweighted Models

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel 1: Alabama (1890-1909)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.673 -0.666 -0.020 -0.132 -0.463

(0.130) (0.131) (0.317) (0.350) (0.139)

Disfranchisement -0.007

(0.094)

Black Share 0.163

(0.091)

Lagged DV 0.144

(0.056)

Observations 541 541 541 541 474

No. Clusters 61 61 61 61 61

Panel 2: Arkansas (1881-1899)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.197 -0.192 -0.016 -0.003 -0.172

(0.062) (0.062) (0.134) (0.143) (0.067)

Disfranchisement 0.092

(0.039)

Black Share 0.123

(0.047)

Lagged DV -0.016

(0.038)

Observations 688 688 688 688 607

No. Clusters 72 72 72 72 71

Panel 3: Florida (1879-1897)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.965 -0.964 -0.766 -0.777 -0.537

(0.177) (0.179) (0.386) (0.414) (0.142)

Disfranchisement 0.484

(0.090)

Black Share 0.536

(0.127)

Continued on next page
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Table A.36 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.277

(0.051)

Observations 305 305 305 305 273

No. Clusters 31 31 31 31 31

Panel 4: Georgia (1896-1916)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.009 -0.014 0.367 0.364 0.015

(0.105) (0.105) (0.172) (0.184) (0.093)

Disfranchisement 0.074

(0.060)

Black Share -0.227

(0.072)

Lagged DV 0.230

(0.036)

Observations 1141 1141 1141 1141 973

No. Clusters 120 120 120 120 120

Panel 5: Louisiana (1886-1904)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.385 0.380 0.623 0.600 0.213

(0.131) (0.128) (0.349) (0.382) (0.110)

Disfranchisement -0.119

(0.109)

Black Share -0.017

(0.081)

Lagged DV 0.317

(0.043)

Observations 559 559 559 559 498

No. Clusters 57 57 57 57 57

Panel 6: Mississippi (1880-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.989 -0.992 -0.515 -0.514 -0.717

(0.109) (0.108) (0.186) (0.188) (0.094)

Disfranchisement 0.509

(0.070)

Black Share 0.503

(0.073)

Continued on next page
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Table A.36 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.248

(0.043)

Observations 749 749 749 749 635

No. Clusters 93 93 93 93 88

Panel 7: North Carolina (1889-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.548 -0.556 -0.952 -1.046 -0.593

(0.200) (0.200) (0.392) (0.417) (0.161)

Disfranchisement -0.354

(0.092)

Black Share -0.013

(0.150)

Lagged DV 0.435

(0.047)

Observations 803 803 803 803 667

No. Clusters 87 87 87 87 87

Panel 8: South Carolina (1882-1902)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.463 -0.464 -0.244 -0.275 -0.175

(0.185) (0.188) (0.263) (0.289) (0.098)

Disfranchisement 0.193

(0.102)

Black Share 0.256

(0.097)

Lagged DV 0.745

(0.069)

Observations 202 202 202 202 175

No. Clusters 21 21 21 21 21

Panel 9: Tennessee (1879-1898)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -1.119 -1.103 -0.672 -1.008 -0.295

(0.292) (0.295) (0.581) (0.657) (0.199)

Disfranchisement 0.000

(0.077)

Black Share -0.237

(0.178)

Continued on next page
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Table A.36 (Continued)

Dependent Variable

First-Dimension W-NOMINATE Score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Lagged DV 0.674

(0.034)

Observations 735 735 735 735 601

No. Clusters 128 128 128 128 123

Panel 10: Texas (1891-1910)

Black Share × Disfranchisement 0.196 0.219 0.219 0.199 0.277

(0.197) (0.194) (0.308) (0.409) (0.141)

Disfranchisement 0.427

(0.074)

Black Share -0.203

(0.090)

Lagged DV 0.309

(0.036)

Observations 948 948 948 948 777

No. Clusters 160 160 160 160 129

Panel 11: Virginia (1890-1908)

Black Share × Disfranchisement -0.593 -0.588 -0.755 -0.679 -0.600

(0.210) (0.212) (0.438) (0.532) (0.172)

Disfranchisement 0.255

(0.102)

Black Share 0.349

(0.144)

Lagged DV 0.289

(0.052)

Observations 679 679 679 679 562

No. Clusters 102 102 102 102 97

Note: Table presents linear regression coe�cients, with district-clustered standard errors in parentheses.

Data is aggregated to the district-by-year level.
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B | Appendix to Paper Two

B.1 List of Legislative Sessions

Table B.1: Legislative Sessions

State Session Year Type

Alabama 1935 1935 Regular

1936 Special

1939 1939 Regular

1939 Special

1943 1942 Special

1943 Organizational

1943 Regular

1945 Regular

Arkansas 51st 1937 Regular

1938 Special

52nd 1939 Regular

1939 Special

53rd 1941 Regular

55th 1945 Regular

Florida 1935 1935 Regular

1937 1937 Regular

1939 1939 Regular

1941 1941 Regular

1943 1943 Regular

1945 1945 Regular

1945 Special

Georgia 1935 1935 Organizational

1935 Regular

1937 1937 Organizational

1937 Regular

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 (Continued)

State Session Year Type

1937-8 Special

1939 1939 Organizational

1939 Regular

1941 1941 Organizational

1941 Regular

1943 1943 Organizational

1943 Regular

1943 Special

1944 Special

1945 1945 Regular

1945 Special

1946 Special

Louisiana 1936 1936 Regular

1938 Regular

1940 1940 Regular

1942 Special

1944 1944 Regular

1945 Special

1946 Regular

1947 Special

Mississippi 1936 1936 Regular

1936 Special-First

1936 Special-Second

1938 Regular

1938 Special

1940 1940 Regular

1942 Regular

1944 1944 Regular

1944 Special

1946 Regular

1947 Special-First

1947 Special-Second

North Carolina 1935 1935 Regular

1937 1936 Special

1937 Regular

1938 Special

1939 1939 Regular

1941 1941 Regular

1943 1943 Regular

1945 1945 Regular

South Carolina 81st 1935 Regular

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 (Continued)

State Session Year Type

1936 Regular

82nd 1937 Regular

1938 Regular

83rd 1939 Regular

1940 Regular

84th 1941 Regular

1942 Regular

85th 1943 Regular

1944 Regular

1944 Special

86th 1945 Regular

1946 Regular

1946 Special

Tennessee 69th 1935 Regular

1935 Special

70th 1936 Special-First

1937 Regular

1937 Special-Second

1937 Special-Third

71st 1939 Regular

72nd 1941 Regular

73rd 1943 Regular

1944 Special

75th 1945 Regular

Texas 44th 1935 Regular

1935 Special-First

1935 Special-Second

1936 Special-Third

45th 1937 Regular

1937 Special-First

1937 Special-Second

46th 1939 Regular

47th 1941 Regular

1941 Special

48th 1943 Regular

49th 1945 Regular

Virginia 1936 1936 Regular

1936 Special

1936-7 Special

1938 1938 Regular

1940 1940 Regular

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 (Continued)

State Session Year Type

1942 1942 Regular

1942 Special

1944 1944 Regular

1944-5 Special

1945 Special

1946 1946 Regular

1947 Special

California See Note

Indiana 79th 1935 Regular

1936 Special

80th 1937 Regular

1938 Special

81st 1939 Regular

82nd 1941 Regular

83rd 1943 Regular

1944 Special-First

1944 Special-Second

84th 1945 Regular

Montana 24th 1935 Regular

25th 1937 Regular

26th 1939 Regular

27th 1941 Regular

28th 1943 Regular

29th 1945 Regular

Note: California roll call data from Masket (n.d.).
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B.2 Alternative Numbers of Dimensions and Clusters

B.2.1 Optimal Classi�cation APRE
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Figure B.1: OC APRE by Number of Dimensions
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B.2.2 Number of Clusters
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Figure B.2: Mean Cluster Distance Improvement by Number of Clusters
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B.3 Alternative Measures of Factionalism

B.3.1 W-NOMINATE Estimates of Dimensionality
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Figure B.3: W-NOMINATE Aggregate Proportion Reduction in Error

figure plots the one-dimensional w-nominate aggregate proportion reduction in

error for each legislative session in the data. color indicates category of faction-

alism as described in table 2.1.
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B.3.2 Cluster Fit of Standardized Agreement Matrix
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Figure B.4: Standardized Clustering Model Fit Improvement

figure plots the difference between the per-dimension mean distance to the clus-

ter centroid for clusterings with one and two clusters. higher values represent

a more-improved fit to the data with two clusters relative to one. each point is

a biennial or qadrennial legislative session, and colors indicate the factionalism

category into which each state falls.
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B.4 Alternative Measures for Regression Analysis

B.4.1 Regression Coe�cients
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Figure B.5: Distribution of Absolute Value of Regression Coe�cients, Party-Only Regression

figure plots the distribution of the absolute value of regression coefficients sep-

arately by state, with colors indicating the type of faction to which each state

belongs as described in table 2.1.
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Figure B.6: Distribution of Absolute Value of Regression Coe�cients, Regression with Controls

figure plots the distribution of the absolute value of regression coefficients sep-

arately by state, with colors indicating the type of faction to which each state

belongs as described in table 2.1.
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B.4.2 Statistical Signi�cance
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Figure B.7: Statistical Signi�cance of Faction Measure Across Roll Calls, Faction-Only Regres-

sion

figure plots the proportion of roll call votes for which the faction measure is a

statistically significant predictor at the p < 0.10 level separately by state, with

colors indicating the type of faction to which each state belongs as described in

table 2.1.
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Figure B.8: Statistical Signi�cance of Faction Measure Across Roll Calls, Faction-Only Regres-

sion

figure plots the proportion of roll call votes for which the faction measure is a

statistically significant predictor at the p < 0.10 level separately by state, with

colors indicating the type of faction to which each state belongs as described in

table 2.1.
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B.5 Louisiana and South Carolina Regressions

Table B.2: Scaled Roll Call Vote Regressions, Louisiana and South Carolina

W-NOMINATE Score

Louisiana South Carolina

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Long Share 1.526 −0.386

(1.209) (0.982)

Manning Share 1.000
∗

0.310

(0.468) (0.361)

Population Density 0.0003
∗

0.004
∗

(0.0001) (0.002)

Percent Non-White −0.137 0.551

(0.425) (0.722)

Percent Laborers 2.372
∗ −0.977

(0.557) (1.001)

Percent Unemployed −1.609 −4.940

(1.226) (4.167)

Percent Less than HS −0.129 −0.578

(1.345) (0.814)

Percent Without Radio −0.777 −0.894

(0.499) (1.383)

Percent Other Crop Value −0.319 0.127

(0.164) (0.264)

Percent Farmland −0.310 0.008

(0.380) (0.406)

Constant −0.784 0.240 −0.456
∗

0.483

(0.482) (0.567) (0.218) (0.721)

Observations 62 62 46 46

Adjusted R
2

0.055 0.530 0.132 0.555

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Observations are at the larger of the district or county level. W-

NOMINATE scores are based on a one-dimensional scaling of roll call votes from

the 1940 session of the Louisiana House and the 1939 session of the South Car-

olina House. Observations are weighted by number of legislators in the geogra-

phy.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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C | Appendix to Paper Three

C.1 Descriptive Information

C.1.1 ProQuest Search Details

Time Period: 1/1/1880 to 12/31/1934

Newspapers Included: The Atlanta Constitution; the Boston Globe; the Chicago Daily Tri-

bune; The Christian Science Monitor ; the Cincinnati Enquirer ; The Courier-Journal (Louisville);

the Detroit Free Press; The Hartford Courant; the Los Angeles Times; the The Nashville Amer-

ican; New York Herald Tribune; The New York Times; the New-York Tribune; the Philadelphia

Inquirer ; the St. Louis Post-Dispatch; San Francisco Chronicle; The Sun (Baltimore); the Wall

Street Journal; The Washington Post

Search Terms

• Prohibition: (prohibition) AND (drink OR liquor OR alcohol OR saloon OR beer OR

wine OR wet OR dry OR license OR ”local option”) AND (legislation OR regulation OR

law OR amendment)

• Railroad Regulation: (railroad) AND (rate OR price OR carrier OR merger) AND (leg-

islation OR regulation OR law OR amendment)

• Tari�s: (tari�) AND (legislation OR regulation OR law OR amendment)

• National Bank: (”national bank”) AND (legislation OR regulation OR law OR amend-

ment); anti-trust = (”anti-trust” OR monopoly) AND (legislation OR regulation OR law

OR amendment)
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• Female Su�rage: (su�rage) AND (female OR women OR woman) AND (legislation OR

regulation OR law OR amendment)

• Eight-Hour Law: (”eight hour” OR ”8 hour”) AND (legislation OR regulation OR law

OR amendment)

• Child Labor: (”child labor”) AND (legislation OR regulation OR law OR amendment)

• Lynching: (lynching) AND (legislation OR regulation OR law OR amendment)
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C.1.2 Prohibition Referendums

Table C.1: State Prohibition Referendums

State Year Prohibition % Broad Topic Speci�c Topic

AL 1909 39.1% State Prohibition State Prohibition

AL 1933 41.3% Federal Prohibition Repeal 18th Am.

AL 1935 53.1% State Prohibition Legalize Alcohol

AR 1904 49.5% State Prohibition Liquor licensing

AR 1906 41.5% State Prohibition Liquor licensing

AR 1908 40.8% Unknown

AR 1912 44.8% State Prohibition State Prohibition

AR 1916 65.4% Local Option Local option

AZ 1914 53.2% State Prohibition State Prohibition

AZ 1916 62.1% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CA 1914 55.1% Unknown Prohibit ballot questions on alcohol for 8 years

CA 1914 40.5% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CA 1914 33.6% Enforcement Suspension of prohibition enforcement

CA 1916 47.7% Exceptions De�nition of liquor and prohibition in public

CA 1916 44.8% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CA 1918 47.4% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CA 1920 46.3% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CA 1922 52% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CA 1926 52.9% Enforcement Repeal prohibition enforcement

CA 1934 26.7% Local Option Local option

CO 1912 44.6% State Prohibition Search and seizure of alcohol

CO 1912 39.4% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CO 1914 51.2% State Prohibition State Prohibition

CO 1916 67.8% Exceptions Beer exception to prohibition

CO 1926 58.9% State Prohibition Amend Constitution

CO 1932 44% State Prohibition Amend state constitution

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 (Continued)

State Year Prohibition % Broad Topic Speci�c Topic

CT 1932 14.1% Federal Prohibition Repeal of 18th Am.

FL 1910 45.6% State Prohibition State Prohibition

FL 1918 62.8% State Prohibition State Prohibition

FL 1934 30.1% Local Option Repeal county option

GA 1935 47.1% Local Option Local option for light wine production

GA 1935 47.6% Exceptions Provide for licensing and taxation of beer

GA 1935 50.3% State Prohibition Repeal creation of Alcholic Beverage Commission

IA 1917 49.9% State Prohibition State Prohibition

IA 1933 39.8% Federal Prohibition Ratify 21st Am.

ID 1916 71.7% State Prohibition Forbid manufacture and sale of liquor

IL 1922 32.4% Exceptions Allow light wines and beers

IL 1930 34.4% Federal Prohibition Repeal 18th Am.

IL 1933 21.7% Federal Prohibition Convention Delegates Election for Repeal

IN 1913 54% Local Option Local Option Elections on Alcohol Prohibition

KY 1919 51.1% State Prohibition State Prohibition

KY 1933 41.4% Federal Prohibition Constitutional Convention election

LA 1932 17.9% Federal Prohibition Petition to call Convention for Repeal of 18th Am.

MA 1920 49.5% State Prohibition Prohibit production of liquor

MA 1924 50.5% Exceptions De�nition of liquor

MD 1933 18.2% Federal Prohibition Delegates for 21st Am. Convention

ME 1911 50.3% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

ME 1934 34.5% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

MI 1909 55.4% Unknown

MI 1916 59.7% State Prohibition State Prohibition

MI 1932 31.7% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

MN 1918 52.2% State Prohibition State Prohibition

MN 1933 34.9% Federal Prohibition Repeal 18th Am.

MO 1916 41.4% Exceptions Statewide prohibition, except wine

MO 1918 42.9% State Prohibition State Prohibition

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 (Continued)

State Year Prohibition % Broad Topic Speci�c Topic

MO 1920 53.4% Enforcement Enforcement of Prohibition

MO 1926 65.9% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

MO 1933 23.8% Federal Prohibition Constitutional Convention Delegates Election

MS 1934 76.1% Local Option County Prohibition

MS 1934 69.9% State Prohibition State Prohibition

MT 1916 58.2% State Prohibition State Prohibition

MT 1926 46.3% State Prohibition Repeal Liquor Law

MT 1928 45.7% Federal Prohibition Enforce Federal Prohibition

NC 1908 62% State Prohibition State Prohibition

NC 1933 72.2% Federal Prohibition Convention for 21st Am.

ND 1916 54.4% Transportation De�ne and establish penalties for bootlegging

ND 1928 51.9% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

ND 1933 29.5% Exceptions Legalize sale of beer

ND 1934 58.5% State Prohibition Allow sale of liquor

ND 1934 55.9% Local Option Local Option liquor control

ND 1934 55.6% State Prohibition Repeal statutory prohibition

NE 1916 55.6% Transportation Prohibition of liquor tra�cking

NE 1934 39.9% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

NJ 1932 18.1% State Prohibition State Prohibition

NM 1917 70.3% State Prohibition State Prohibition

NV 1918 59.4% State Prohibition State Prohibition

NV 1926 22.8% Unknown Call constitutional convention

NV 1926 24.4% Unknown Legislative resolution in opposition

NY 1926 25.3% Federal Prohibition Modify 18th Am.

NY 1933 11.3% Federal Prohibition Repeal 18th Am.

OH 1912 40.7% State Prohibition Provides licenses for liquor

OH 1913 44.1% Transportation Relating to liquor transportation

OH 1914 49.4% Local Option Local option and homemade liquor

OH 1914 46.2% State Prohibition State Prohibition

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 (Continued)

State Year Prohibition % Broad Topic Speci�c Topic

OH 1915 47.3% State Prohibition State Prohibition

OH 1917 49.9% State Prohibition State Prohibition

OH 1918 51.4% State Prohibition State Prohibition

OH 1919 51.5% Exceptions De�ne liquor

OH 1919 50% Federal Prohibition Ratify 18th Am.

OH 1919 52.2% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

OH 1919 48.6% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

OH 1920 57.9% Enforcement Prohibition enforcement

OH 1933 28.8% Federal Prohibition Rati�cation of 21st Am.

OK 1910 56.8% State Prohibition State Prohibition

OR 1904 51.9% Local Option Local option

OR 1906 56.1% Local Option Local Option

OR 1908 57% Local Option Local Option

OR 1910 48% Local Option Local Option

OR 1910 41.6% State Prohibition State Prohibition

OR 1910 38.3% State Prohibition Statewide prohibition of liquor tra�cking

OR 1914 57.7% State Prohibition State Prohibition

OR 1916 51.2% Transportation Forbid importation of liquor

OR 1916 62.1% Exceptions Legalization of low-ABV malt liquor

OR 1933 34.8% Federal Prohibition Repeal 18th Am.

PA 1933 23.8% Federal Prohibition Delegates to Convention for 21st Am.

SC 1915 71.3% State Prohibition State Prohibition

SD 1908 48.5% Local Option Local option

SD 1910 43.4% Local Option Local option

SD 1914 42.3% Local Option Local option

SD 1916 55% State Prohibition State Prohibition

SD 1920 46.3% Exceptions Amend state prohibition

SD 1934 43.2% State Prohibition Repeal State Prohibition

TX 1911 49% State Prohibition State Prohibition

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 (Continued)

State Year Prohibition % Broad Topic Speci�c Topic

TX 1919 53.2% State Prohibition State Prohibition

TX 1932 38.6% Federal Prohibition Repeal of federal prohibition

UT 1918 73.1% State Prohibition State Prohibition

UT 1933 39.8% Federal Prohibition Delegates for 21st Am. Convention

VA 1914 60.4% State Prohibition State Prohibition

VA 1933 43% Federal Prohibition Delegates to Convention for 21st Am.

VT 1916 36.7% Unknown When to enact statewide prohibition

WA 1914 52.4% State Prohibition State Prohibition

WA 1916 69.9% Exceptions Allow low-ABV beer

WA 1916 84.5% Exceptions Relax prohibition regulations

WA 1918 63.9% State Prohibition State Prohibition

WA 1932 37.9% State Prohibition Allow liquor

WI 1926 46.6% Federal Prohibition Congressional memorial about Volstead Act

WI 1929 40.3% Enforcement Amend prohibition enforcement

WI 1929 35.9% Enforcement Repeal Enforcement Act

WI 1929 35.7% Enforcement Repeal prohibition enforcement

WI 1933 17.8% Federal Prohibition Convention for 21st Am.

WV 1912 69.1% State Prohibition State Prohibition

WV 1934 45.2% Federal Prohibition 21th Amendment

WY 1918 75.5% Transportation Prohibit alcohol trade

WY 1934 24% Federal Prohibition Repeal 18th Am.
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C.1.3 Di�erent Referendum Types

Table C.2: Correlations between Di�erent Categories of Referendums,1910-1920

Enforcement Exceptions Fed. Prohibition Local Option St. Prohibition

Exceptions 0.643

Federal Prohibition 0.936 0.965

Local Option 0.829 0.704 0.827

State Prohibition 0.687 0.628 0.951 0.184

Transportation 0.539 0.602 0.559 0.248 0.204

Note: Table presents within-county correlations for di�erent types of referendums. If a county had multiple referendums in

one category, the mean of those is used in calculating the correlation. Cell entries represent correlation among all counties that

had at least one of both types of referendums, so the number of observations di�ers across cells.

Table C.3: Correlations between Di�erent Categories of Referendums,1928-1935

Enforcement Exceptions Federal Prohibition Local Option

Exceptions

Federal Prohibition 0.941

Local Option 0.745

State Prohibition 0.808 0.938 0.95

Note: Table presents within-county correlations for di�erent types of referendums. If a county had multiple

referendums in one category, the mean of those is used in calculating the correlation. Cell entries represent

correlation among all counties that had at least one of both types of referendums, so the number of observations

di�ers across cells.
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C.1.4 Preference Distributions
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Figure C.1: Congressional District Prohibition Preferences, Alternative Samples
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Figure C.2: State Legislative District Prohibition Preferences, Unmatched and Matched
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C.1.5 Congressional Roll Call Votes

Table C.4: Congressional Roll Call Votes in Sample

Congress Voteview Vote Number Description

62 241 Interstate shipment of liquor (procedural)

62 242 Interstate shipment of liquor

62 243 Interstate shipment of liquor

62 264 Liquor and interstate commerce

63 237 Prohibition resolution to state conventions

not legislatures

63 238 Constitutional amendment for prohibition

64 132 No liquor in Alaska

64 148 No liquor ads in mail if contrary to state law

64 155 Ban liquor in D.C. (procedural)

64 156 Ban liquor in D.C. (adjourn)

64 157 Ban liquor in D.C.

64 158 Ban liquor in D.C. (procedural)

64 159 Ban liquor in D.C.

64 160 Let people vote on banning liquor in D.C.

64 161 Ban liquor in D.C.

65 71 Constitutional amendment to ban liquor in U.S.

65 160 Ban liquor in Hawaii during war

65 161 Ban liquor in Hawaii during war

65 174 No coal for anyone manufacturing liquor

65 177 Presidential report on liquor manufacturing

equipment

66 35 Regulate liquor

66 36 Regulate alcohol

66 48 Regulate alcohol (adjourn)

66 49 Allow states to issue search warrants

66 50 Posting bonds with regard to liquor law

66 51 Allow searches of private residences

66 52 Regulate alcohol

66 53 Regulate alcohol

66 107 Regulate alcohol

66 108 Alcohol and search warrants

66 109 Regulate alcohol

66 120 Regulate alcohol (delay)

66 121 Regulate alcohol (delay)

Continued on next page
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Table C.4 (Continued)

Congress Voteview Vote Number Description

66 122 Pass Volstead Act regulating alcohol

66 152 Eliminate liquor tra�c among

Native Americans

66 183 Repeal prohibition

66 328 Appropriations to enforce prohibition

71 64 Summary prosecution of casual violations

of national prohibition

71 79 Appropriations to investigate prohibition

enforcement

72 32 Repeal 18th Amendment

72 97 Repeal 18th Amendment

72 116 No appropriations buy liquor or pay

informants

72 122 Repeal 18th Amendment

72 127 Regulate prescribing medicinal liquor

72 128 Regulate prescribing medicinal liquor
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C.1.6 State Legislative Votes to Ratify 18th Amendment Rati�cation

Table C.5: State Legislative Roll Call Votes on 18th Amendment

State Year Session Bill Number Journal Page

Arizona 1918 First Special S.J.R. 1 48

Arkansas 1919 Regular H.C.R. 1 11

California 1919 Regular S.J.R. 4 80

Colorado 1919 Regular H.C.R. 1 251

Florida 1918 Extraordinary S.C.R. 4 53

Idaho 1919 Regular H.J.R. 1 8

Indiana 1919 Regular S.J.R. 2 74

Iowa 1919 Regular S.J.R. 1 81

Kentucky 1918 Regular a 59

Massachusetts 1918 Regular H.R. 149 & H.R. 115 559

Michigan
b

1919 Regular a 50

Montana 1918 First Extraordinary H.J.R. 2 41

Nebraska 1919 Regular H. Roll 1 141

North Dakota 1918 Special H.B. 8 15

Ohio 1919 Regular S.J.R. 4 30

Oklahoma 1919 Regular H.C.R. 2 34

Oregon 191 Regular H.J.R. 1 333

South Carolina
c

1918 Regular H. 818 1379

South Dakota 1918 Special S.J.R. 1 68

Texas
d

1918 Fourth Called H.J.R. 1 42

Utah 1919 Regular H.J.R. 1 22

Virginia 1918 Regular S.J.R. 1 62

Washington 1919 Regular S.J.R. 1 12

West Virginia 1919 Regular S.J.R. 1 11

Note: All votes are in states’ lower chambers. Votes are on passage of the National

Prohibition Amendment unless otherwise noted.

a
Bill name is unclear in Kentucky and Michigan.

b
Michigan has to re-pass later due to typographical error.

c
Vote in South Carolina is to pass bill to 3rd reading. Passage has no recorded roll

call (page 1411 in journal).

d
Vote in Texas is on Engrossment. Passage has no recorded roll call (page 50 in

journal).
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C.1.7 Summary Statistics

Table C.6: Summary Statistics, Congressional Roll Call Voting

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Min Max N

Prohibition Roll Call Score 0.596 0.714 0.385 0.000 1.000 781

District Preference on Prohibition 0.438 0.481 0.178 0.015 0.841 781

Number of Prohibition Votes 10.635 7 9.200 1 37 781

South 0.225 0 0.418 0 1 781

Table C.7: Summary Statistics, 18th Amendment Rati�cation

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Min Max N

Prohibition Roll Call Score 0.910 1 0.272 0 1 1,099

District Preference on Prohibition 0.578 0.571 0.127 0.103 0.963 1,099

Number of Prohibition Votes 1.542 1 1.405 1 17 1,099

South 0.265 0 0.441 0 1 1,099

Table C.8: Summary Statistics, Congressional Roll Call Voting, Matched Sample

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Min Max N

Prohibition Roll Call Score 0.652 0.8 0.339 0 1 322

District Preference on Prohibition 0.496 0.519 0.142 0.035 0.767 322

Number of Prohibition Votes 11.494 8 9.430 1 37 322

South 0.500 0.5 0.501 0 1 322

Table C.9: Summary Statistics, 18th Amendment Rati�cation, Matched Sample

Statistic Mean Median St. Dev. Min Max N

Prohibition Roll Call Score 0.891 1 0.298 0 1 574

District Preference on Prohibition 0.586 0.576 0.129 0.124 0.963 574

Number of Prohibition Votes 1.446 1 1.043 1 13 574

South 0.500 0.5 0.500 0 1 574
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C.2 Robustness Checks

C.2.1 Sample Robustness

Local Option-Free Preference Measure

As we discuss in the text and show in Table C.2, one possible exception to the sugges-

tion that di�erent types of referendums all capture underlying constituent preferences over

prohibition is local option elections in the earlier time period (1910-1920), which correlate

less strongly with other types of referendums. Therefore, we re-estimate our main models

using a measure of district preferences that does not include any local option referendums.

The results are presented in Table C.10 for the congressional analysis and Table C.11 for the

state legislative analysis. For the state legislative analysis, the “no local option” results suggest

lower responsiveness in the South than the in-text results.

Table C.10: Congressional Roll Call Voting on Prohibition, No Local Option

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.450
∗

1.558
∗

1.502
∗

1.554
∗

(0.049) (0.052) (0.130) (0.175)

South −0.019 0.229
∗ −0.025 0.179

(0.072) (0.097) (0.105) (0.145)

District Preference × South −0.198 −0.564
∗ −0.058 −0.424

(0.129) (0.154) (0.188) (0.236)

Constant −0.015 −0.049 −0.085 −0.055

(0.023) (0.027) (0.075) (0.107)

Weights X X
Observations 746 746 290 290

Adjusted R
2

0.404 0.468 0.347 0.325

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in paren-

theses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each

district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Table C.11: 18th Amendment Rati�cation, No Local Option

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 0.702
∗

0.932
∗

0.800
∗

1.146
∗

(0.094) (0.166) (0.136) (0.203)

South 0.039 0.206 0.197 0.475
∗

(0.109) (0.155) (0.126) (0.169)

Preference × South −0.202 −0.524
∗ −0.429

∗ −0.903
∗

(0.176) (0.252) (0.199) (0.275)

Constant 0.524
∗

0.383
∗

0.444
∗

0.218

(0.061) (0.105) (0.088) (0.127)

Weights X X
Observations 1,061 1,061 576 576

Adjusted R
2

0.113 0.171 0.083 0.180

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes

cast by each district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Matching Robustness

Because there are some districts with identical district preference measures in our data (due

to, for example, multiple districts existing entirely within a county or a district not changing

between districting cycles), our matching algorithm randomly breaks ties between two equally

good matches, and therefore contains some degree of randomness. While we could in principal

retain multiple matches and weight accordingly, we already weight by the number of votes,

thus complicating this possibility. In Figure C.3 we plot the distribution of coe�cients from

models analogous to Model 3 and 4 in Table 3.1 across iterations of random matching tie-

breaking. These serve to ensure that the particular set of matches used for the results in the

main text does not produce misleading results.
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Figure C.3: Coe�cients across Random Matched Samples

figure presents distributions of regression coefficients for the interaction be-

tween region and district preferences from regressions on matched samples as de-

scribed in the text. variation comes from random tie-breaking in the matching pro-

cedure. results are presented for unweighted analysis (analogous to model 3 in

table 3.1) and for weighted model (analogous to model 4 in table 3.1).
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Figure C.4: Estimates of Di�erential Responsiveness in South While Omitting States
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Comparison with Solid North

Table C.12: Congressional Roll Call Voting on Prohibition, ‘Solid North’

Dependent variable:

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

(1) (2)

District Preference 1.354
∗

1.480
∗

(0.057) (0.057)

South −0.041 0.089

(0.067) (0.072)

‘Solid North’ −0.001 0.024

(0.053) (0.067)

District Preference × South −0.079 −0.254
∗

(0.125) (0.126)

District Preference × ‘Solid North’ 0.299
∗

0.219

(0.106) (0.120)

Constant −0.009 −0.053

(0.025) (0.028)

Weights X
Observations 781 781

Adjusted R
2

0.426 0.506

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. ‘Solid North’ is an indicator for whether 70% or more of a state’s

state legislators were of one party during the relevant time period. Weighted

models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each district’s

representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Table C.13: 18th Amendment Rati�cation, ‘Solid North’

Dependent variable:

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

(1) (2)

District Preference 0.434
∗

0.758
∗

(0.109) (0.246)

South −0.325
∗ −0.053

(0.127) (0.206)

‘Solid North’ −0.262
∗ −0.136

(0.114) (0.208)

District Preference × South 0.373 −0.093

(0.198) (0.318)

District Preference × ‘Solid North’ 0.434
∗

0.279

(0.178) (0.326)

Constant 0.697
∗

0.479
∗

(0.074) (0.164)

Weights X
Observations 1,099 1,099

Adjusted R
2

0.132 0.174

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. ‘Solid North’ is an indicator for whether 70% or more of a state’s

state legislators were of one party between 1910 and 1920. Weighted models

are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each district’s represen-

tatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Sub-County and Multi-Member Districts

While we have have selected the sample of states, years, and referendums in an e�ort to

maximize our sample size while ensuring the comparability of our measure across states, there

may nevertheless be concerns that our speci�c sample motivates our �ndings. We therefore

demonstrate that this is not the case. One possible concern with our results is that the re-

lationship between counties and congressional district boundaries is plausibly not the same

between the South and North during this time period, particularly because of the di�erence in

the urbanization of the two regions. To address this concern, we re-estimate our main speci�-

cation while omitting from our sample congressional districts that are nested within counties.
1

This has the e�ect of disproportionately omitting urban Northeastern and Midwestern con-

gressional districts from the sample. The results are presented in Table C.14 and are consistent

with those presented above.

For our state legislative roll call analysis, the principal concern with our sample is that it

includes a variety of states with di�erent relationships between state legislative districts and

county boundaries. This is important because one of the motivations for examine state leg-

islative data was the generally close correspondence between these boundaries. In particular,

while in most states districts are comprised of one or more counties, some districts contain

parts of counties. To address this concern, we simply re-estimate our results while dropping

any county that had more than one legislative vote cast on its behalf. This retains seventy-two

percent of the observations, but ought to increase the comparability across regions. Our es-

timates for both unmatched and matched samples are presented in Table C.15. These models

suggest even greater di�erential responsiveness in the South than the results in Table 3.3.

One other concern might be that congressional districts persist for di�erent periods of

time across regions—perhaps the most acute example of this are one-congress-long districting

1
Speci�cally, we identify all counties that at least 90% contain a single congressional district but which are not at

least 90% comprised by that congressional district—that is, counties that contain but are not coterminous with

a congressional district—and then omit these.
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cycles, which often correspond to a state adding an at-large district for one congress before

fully redistricting. To assess the sensitivity of our results to this phenomenon—where a state’s

districts “change,” but no existing districts actually change their geographic boundaries—we

simply drop all districts that persist for only one congress. The results are presented in Table

C.16, and are broadly similar to the results presented in the text.

Table C.14: Congressional Roll Call Voting, No Sub-County Districts

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.318
∗

1.382
∗

1.212
∗

1.101
∗

(0.076) (0.080) (0.128) (0.148)

South −0.127 −0.034 −0.240
∗ −0.246

∗

(0.073) (0.080) (0.100) (0.114)

District Preference × South −0.043 −0.156 0.241 0.281

(0.135) (0.138) (0.180) (0.197)

Constant 0.077 0.070 0.119 0.214
∗

(0.039) (0.045) (0.074) (0.089)

Weights X X
Observations 671 671 314 314

Adjusted R
2

0.310 0.377 0.351 0.358

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in paren-

theses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each

district’s representatives. Matching is based on full sample, with sub-county districts.

∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Table C.15: 18th Amendment Rati�cation, One-Vote County Sample

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2)

District Preference 0.565
∗

0.620
∗

(0.103) (0.186)

South −0.418
∗ −0.271

(0.137) (0.180)

Preference × South 0.588
∗

0.374

(0.215) (0.281)

Constant 0.612
∗

0.561
∗

(0.068) (0.121)

Weights X
Observations 793 419

Adjusted R
2

0.134 0.103

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust

standard errors in parentheses. Matching based on full sample.

∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).

Table C.16: Congressional Roll Call Voting on Prohibition, Multi-Congress Districts

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.468
∗

1.556
∗

1.313
∗

1.328
∗

(0.049) (0.052) (0.117) (0.164)

South 0.009 0.090 −0.124 −0.095

(0.064) (0.074) (0.093) (0.123)

District Preference × South −0.277
∗ −0.355

∗
0.068 0.029

(0.117) (0.126) (0.164) (0.210)

Constant −0.004 −0.040 0.056 0.079

(0.023) (0.027) (0.068) (0.099)

Weights X X
Observations 692 692 283 283

Adjusted R
2

0.451 0.495 0.398 0.386

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in paren-

theses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each

district’s representatives. Matching is based on full sample.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Lopped Preference Models

To further assess the sensitivity of our results to the distribution of prohibition prefer-

ences in North and South, we re-estimate our main speci�cation while omitting districts that

are nearly evenly split on prohibition. To do so, we simply estimate our main full-sample spec-

i�cation (Column 1 from Table 3.1 or 3.6) while dropping all districts within a given distance

of a District Preference of 0.5. We do so for a variety of distances, and present the estimates

for District Preference × South in Figures C.5a and C.5b. The results are, across bandwidths,

similar to the results presented above.
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Figure C.5: Lopping O� Evenly Split Districts

Figure reports estimates of the interaction between an indicator for “South” and our measure of

district preference. Estimates are based on samples of districts where District Preference is at least

“Lopped Distance” from 0.5. Model specification is analogous to Model 1 of Table 3.1 (for Figure C.5a)

or Table 3.3 (for Figure C.5b).
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Alternative Time Periods

While our main Congressional results pool across the period 1910-1920 and the period

1928-1935 to ensure (within-period) within-county comparability of referendum votes, we also

separately consider di�erent time periods. In Table C.17, we report estimates only from the

period 1910-1920; in Table C.18 we report estimates only from the period 1928-1935. We �nd

no consistent di�erence in responsiveness between the South and North in the early period;

in the later period, we �nd some evidence that the South is less responsive than the non-

South in the non-matched models. We also estimate models based on the entire period 1900-

1935. For these models, we create a measure of individual preferences based on the mean

pro-prohibition proportion of the vote across referendums within a given county over this full

time period and relate them to congressional roll call votes for the full period, as well (56th

to 73rd Congresses). These results are presented in Table C.19. Once again, we �nd some

evidence of lower responsiveness in the South in non-matched models, and little di�erence

between regions in the matched models.

Table C.17: Congressional Roll Call Voting, 1910-1920

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.859
∗

1.825
∗

1.585
∗

1.367
∗

(0.136) (0.137) (0.241) (0.286)

South 0.043 0.269 −0.179 −0.037

(0.151) (0.159) (0.199) (0.226)

District Preference × South −0.208 −0.580
∗

0.135 −0.061

(0.258) (0.267) (0.337) (0.379)

Constant −0.258
∗ −0.200

∗ −0.070 0.075

(0.077) (0.079) (0.144) (0.172)

Weights X X
Observations 424 424 196 196

Adjusted R
2

0.296 0.393 0.333 0.313

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes

cast by each district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Table C.18: Congressional Roll Call Voting, 1928-1935

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.602
∗

1.602
∗

0.863
∗

0.859
∗

(0.101) (0.102) (0.195) (0.187)

South 0.068 0.088 −0.195 −0.163

(0.073) (0.073) (0.118) (0.118)

District Preference × South −0.655
∗ −0.665

∗
0.204 0.187

(0.164) (0.164) (0.254) (0.255)

Constant −0.016 −0.016 0.208
∗

0.200
∗

(0.026) (0.025) (0.090) (0.087)

Weights X X
Observations 357 357 126 126

Adjusted R
2

0.414 0.435 0.238 0.236

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes

cast by each district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).

Table C.19: Congressional Roll Call Voting, 1900-1935

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.371
∗

1.528
∗

1.197
∗

1.189
∗

(0.053) (0.045) (0.165) (0.161)

South 0.146
∗

0.277
∗

0.034 0.072

(0.056) (0.060) (0.117) (0.117)

District Preference × South −0.300
∗ −0.629

∗ −0.108 −0.266

(0.104) (0.107) (0.216) (0.212)

Constant 0.047
∗ −0.003 0.164 0.209

∗

(0.022) (0.021) (0.090) (0.090)

Weights X X
Observations 1,167 1,167 488 488

Adjusted R
2

0.380 0.518 0.207 0.299

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes

cast by each district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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C.2.2 Functional Form Robustness

Roll Call-Level Models

Cognizant of the fact that our outcomes are roll call votes, on which voting members must

make a binary choice to vote “yea” or “nay,” we also re-estimate both our Congressional and

state legislative analyses using data at the legislator-by-vote level. For the Congressional anal-

ysis, this data extends across multiple votes; for the state legislative analysis, it involves only

the single vote. We present estimates from both linear probability models (for comparison

with the results in the text) and logit models. In the Congressional analysis, roll call-speci�c

indicators are included in all models to account for the “likeability” of each bill. For both anal-

yses we use measures of district preferences based on referendums that are either temporally

proximate or prior to the roll call being taken. The results are presented in Table C.20 for

Congressional analyses, and Table C.21 for state legislative analyses.
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Table C.20: Congressional Roll Call Voting, Vote-Level Analyses

Vote Pro-Prohibition

Linear Probability Model Logit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

District Preference 1.693
∗

1.824
∗

14.476
∗

16.912
∗

(0.163) (0.421) (1.765) (3.637)

Maj. for Prohibition 0.351
∗

0.342
∗

2.451
∗

2.348
∗

(0.050) (0.115) (0.294) (0.690)

South 0.222 0.337 −0.001 0.029 2.534
∗

3.781
∗ −0.064 0.134

(0.161) (0.283) (0.078) (0.127) (1.112) (1.869) (0.376) (0.621)

Preference × South −0.578
∗ −0.710 −6.518

∗ −8.708
∗

(0.270) (0.482) (2.188) (3.781)

Maj. × South −0.080 −0.095 −0.804
∗ −0.830

(0.076) (0.129) (0.397) (0.733)

Matched Sample X X X X
Observations 4,378 2,624 4,378 2,624 4,378 2,624 4,378 2,624

Note: Entries are coe�cients with district-clustered standard errors in parentheses. Models 1-4 are linear

probability model coe�cients, and Models 5-8 are logit coe�cients. All models include roll call-speci�c

indicator variables.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).

Table C.21: 18th Amendment Rati�cation, Legislator-Level Models

Vote Pro-Prohibition

Linear Probability Model Logit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

District Preference 0.864
∗

0.813
∗

14.956
∗

12.327
∗

(0.159) (0.271) (1.865) (3.018)

Maj. for Prohibition 0.219
∗

0.247
∗

2.846
∗

2.813
∗

(0.040) (0.079) (0.341) (0.593)

South −0.002 0.117 −0.120 −0.031 3.873
∗

3.509
∗ −0.579 −0.153

(0.159) (0.218) (0.076) (0.099) (1.147) (1.693) (0.357) (0.493)

Preference × South −0.198 −0.354 −10.457
∗ −8.985

∗

(0.257) (0.345) (2.320) (3.385)

Maj. × South 0.007 −0.078 −1.539
∗ −1.762

∗

(0.080) (0.103) (0.490) (0.692)

Constant 0.428
∗

0.443
∗

0.763
∗

0.731
∗ −4.882

∗ −3.821
∗

1.170
∗

1.000
∗

(0.100) (0.173) (0.040) (0.079) (0.900) (1.471) (0.220) (0.401)

Matched Sample X X X X
Observations 1,695 830 1,695 830 1,695 830 1,695 830

Note: Entries are coe�cients with district-clustered standard errors in parentheses. Models 1-4 are linear

probability models, and Models 5-8 are logit models.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Controlling for Party

Table C.22: Congressional Roll Call Voting, Controlling for Party

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

District Preference 1.366
∗

1.539
∗

1.272
∗

1.180
∗

1.292
∗

0.910
∗

(0.055) (0.053) (0.085) (0.140) (0.153) (0.171)

South 0.067 0.170
∗ −0.097 −0.100 −0.035 −0.880

∗

(0.066) (0.073) (0.318) (0.103) (0.113) (0.105)

Democrat −0.252
∗ −0.152

∗ −0.345
∗ −0.241

∗ −0.155
∗ −0.802

∗

(0.024) (0.027) (0.049) (0.041) (0.044) (0.164)

Preference × South −0.098 −0.314
∗

0.151 0.254 0.093 2.496
∗

(0.119) (0.125) (0.491) (0.185) (0.201) (0.236)

Preference × Democrat 0.219
∗

1.121
∗

(0.106) (0.304)

South × Democrat 0.222 1.216
∗

(0.325) (0.179)

Preference × South × Dem. −0.383 −3.116
∗

(0.506) (0.366)

Constant 0.135
∗

0.018 0.175
∗

0.225
∗

0.157 0.361
∗

(0.031) (0.032) (0.044) (0.083) (0.093) (0.101)

Weights X X
Observations 955 955 955 398 398 398

Adjusted R
2

0.416 0.474 0.417 0.374 0.374 0.394

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with standard errors clustered by district in parenthe-

ses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each legislator. Matching

is based on district-level data.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Parametric Volstead Act Models

Table C.23: Volstead Act Roll Call, Ordinary Least Squares

Dependent variable:

Volstead Act Vote

(1) (2)

District Preference 1.988
∗

1.985
∗

(0.238) (0.243)

South 0.124 0.197

(0.393) (0.400)

Democrat −0.104

(0.076)

District Preference × South −0.243 −0.240

(0.641) (0.645)

Constant −0.220 −0.189

(0.140) (0.143)

Weights No Yes

Observations 127 127

Adjusted R
2

0.408 0.416

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust

standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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State Fixed E�ects Models

Our main estimates exploit variation in the preference for prohibition across legislative

districts to produce estimates of legislative responsiveness to district preferences. Despite

our e�orts to ensure that the referendums across states in our sample all broadly capture the

same set of preferences (see Tables C.2 and C.3), there is nevertheless the possibility that our

results are shaped by di�erences in the acceptability or stringency of referendum questions in

di�erent states. We can control for this, however, by using state �xed e�ects, which allow us to

control for mean di�erences across states, and to identify responsiveness only o� of within-

state di�erences in preferences for prohibition. This of course also absorbs actual variation

in preferences across states. A remaining concern, not addressed by this approach, is that

di�erent types of referendums may a�ect the variance (or higher moments) of constituents’

reactions to ballot questions, thus a�ecting even within-state variation.
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Table C.24: Congressional Roll Call Voting on Prohibition, State Fixed E�ects

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 1.602
∗

1.732
∗

1.412
∗

1.722
∗

(0.091) (0.086) (0.238) (0.216)

District Preference × South −0.058 −0.324 0.144 −0.315

(0.192) (0.199) (0.302) (0.289)

Weights X X
Observations 781 781 322 322

Adjusted R
2

0.484 0.588 0.410 0.554

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in paren-

theses. All models included state �xed e�ects. Weighted models are weighted accord-

ing to the number of votes cast by each district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed

test).

Table C.25: 18th Amendment Rati�cation, State Fixed E�ects

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Preference 0.800
∗

1.007
∗

0.638
∗

0.706
∗

(0.123) (0.171) (0.232) (0.262)

Preference × South 0.338 0.138 0.385 0.316

(0.185) (0.209) (0.281) (0.291)

Weights X X
State FE X X X X
Observations 1,099 1,099 574 574

Adjusted R
2

0.239 0.321 0.237 0.320

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors

in parentheses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number

of votes cast by each district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Majority Preference Models

We also estimate di�erential responsiveness between regions using an alternative regres-

sor corresponding to a di�erent model of representation. Rather than treating District Prefer-

ences as a continuous variable, we turn it into a binary variable indicating whether a majority

of a district wants prohibition. Using this measure in lieu of the continuous measure, we

continue to �nd no indication that responsiveness is di�erent between the North and South.
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Table C.26: Majority Preferences and Congressional Roll Call Voting on Prohibition

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Maj. for Prohibition 0.392
∗

0.407
∗

0.343
∗

0.333
∗

(0.027) (0.029) (0.049) (0.063)

South −0.039 −0.015 −0.111 −0.098

(0.042) (0.048) (0.058) (0.074)

District Maj. for Prohibition × South −0.039 −0.048 0.014 0.031

(0.053) (0.054) (0.068) (0.078)

Constant 0.433
∗

0.460
∗

0.505
∗

0.544
∗

(0.021) (0.026) (0.045) (0.061)

Weights X X
Observations 781 781 322 322

Adjusted R
2

0.236 0.307 0.279 0.318

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in paren-

theses. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each

district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).

Table C.27: Majority Preferences and 18th Amendment Rati�cation

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

District Maj. for Prohibition 0.182
∗

0.219
∗

0.205
∗

0.247
∗

(0.027) (0.040) (0.053) (0.076)

South −0.146
∗ −0.120 −0.072 −0.031

(0.063) (0.076) (0.077) (0.097)

District Maj. for Prohibition × South 0.058 0.007 −0.006 −0.078

(0.066) (0.080) (0.080) (0.100)

Constant 0.800
∗

0.763
∗

0.768
∗

0.731
∗

(0.027) (0.040) (0.052) (0.075)

Weights X X
Observations 1,099 1,099 574 574

Adjusted R
2

0.121 0.146 0.090 0.110

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in parenthe-

ses. Sample is all districts with district preference measures less than 0.45 or greater

than 0.55. Weighted models are weighted according to the number of votes cast by each

district’s representatives.
∗
p<0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Binning Estimates

As a means of relaxing the assumption that the relationship between preferences and roll

call voting is linear (in both regions), we split our measure of district preferences into terciles

and re-estimate our speci�cation using this set of indicators in lieu of the continuous measure.

The results of this model are presented in Table C.28 for the Congressional analysis and Table

C.29 for the state legislative analysis. While we can generally reject the joint hypothesis that all

three interaction terms are zero, the di�erences between regions are nevertheless substantively

small and sometimes normatively ambiguous.
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Table C.28: Congressional Roll Call Voting on Prohibition, Binned Preferences

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Tercile One 0.311
∗

0.283
∗

0.356
∗

0.304
∗

(0.024) (0.024) (0.055) (0.056)

Tercile Two 0.678
∗

0.714
∗

0.742
∗

0.822
∗

(0.025) (0.027) (0.042) (0.036)

Tercile Three 0.851
∗

0.891
∗

0.841
∗

0.868
∗

(0.018) (0.013) (0.023) (0.018)

South × Tercile One −0.015 0.026 −0.061 0.006

(0.051) (0.054) (0.072) (0.074)

South × Tercile Two −0.157
∗ −0.089 −0.221

∗ −0.197
∗

(0.049) (0.054) (0.060) (0.059)

South × Tercile Three −0.058 −0.058
∗ −0.031 −0.025

(0.032) (0.022) (0.037) (0.026)

Weights X X
Joint Test p 0 0.02 0 0.01

Observations 781 781 322 322

Adjusted R
2

0.324 0.432 0.332 0.436

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Models estimated without omitted category. Weighted models are

weighted according to the number of votes cast by each district’s representatives.

Continuous measure of district preference has been binned into terciles based on

the full sample, pooled across South and non-South. First tercile is between 0.02

and 0.4, the second is between 0.4 and 0.54, and the third between 0.4 and 0.84.

“Joint Test p” is the p value for a joint F test for the hypothesis that “South ×
Tercile One,” “South × Tercile Two,” and “South × Tercile Three” are each zero.

∗p <0.05 (two-tailed test).
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Table C.29: 18th Amendment Rati�cation, Binned Preferences

Share Votes Pro-Prohibition

Unmatched Matched

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Tercile One 0.841
∗

0.804
∗

0.824
∗

0.787
∗

(0.021) (0.032) (0.040) (0.059)

Tercile Two 0.972
∗

0.975
∗

0.969
∗

0.977
∗

(0.009) (0.008) (0.017) (0.013)

Tercile Three 0.996
∗

0.997
∗

0.980
∗

0.987
∗

(0.004) (0.003) (0.014) (0.009)

South × Tercile One −0.138
∗ −0.109 −0.089 −0.049

(0.051) (0.061) (0.060) (0.076)

South × Tercile Two −0.074
∗ −0.086

∗ −0.072
∗ −0.088

∗

(0.031) (0.033) (0.035) (0.035)

South × Tercile Three −0.087
∗ −0.136

∗ −0.071
∗ −0.125

∗

(0.024) (0.037) (0.028) (0.038)

Weights X X
Joint Test p 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Observations 1,099 1,099 574 574

Adjusted R
2

0.097 0.115 0.069 0.081

Note: Entries are linear regression coe�cients with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Models estimated without omitted category. Weighted models are

weighted according to the number of votes cast by each district’s representatives.

Continuous measure of district preference has been binned into terciles based on

the full sample, pooled across South and non-South. First tercile is between 0.1

and 0.52, the second is between 0.52 and 0.63, and the third between 0.52 and 0.96.

“Joint Test p” is the p value for a joint F test for the hypothesis that “South ×
Tercile One,” “South × Tercile Two,” and “South × Tercile Three” are each zero.

∗p <0.05 (two-tailed test).
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